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Preface
NeuroIS is a field in Information Systems (IS) that makes use of neuroscience and
neurophysiological tools and knowledge to better understand the development, adoption, and impact of information and communication technologies. The Gmunden Retreat on NeuroIS is a leading academic conference for presenting research and development projects at the nexus of IS and neurobiology (see http://www.neurois.org/).
This annual conference has the objective to promote the successful development of
the NeuroIS field. The conference activities are primarily delivered by and for academics, though works often have a professional orientation.
The conference is taking place in Gmunden, Austria, a much frequented health and
summer resort providing an inspiring environment for the retreat. In 2009, the inaugural conference was organized. Established on an annual basis, further conferences
took place from 2010–2016. The genesis of NeuroIS took place in 2007. Since then,
the NeuroIS community has grown steadily. Scholars are looking for academic platforms to exchange their ideas and discuss their studies. The Gmunden Retreat on
NeuroIS seeks to stimulate these discussions. The conference is best characterized by
its “workshop atmosphere.” Specifically, the organizing committee welcomes not
only completed research, but also work in progress. A major goal is to provide feedback for scholars to advance research papers, which then, ultimately, have the potential to result in high-quality journal publications.
This year is the third time that we publish the proceedings in the form of an edited
volume. A total of 24 research papers are published in this volume, and we observe
diversity in topics, theories, methods, and tools of the contributions in this book. The
2017 keynote presentation entitled “Why do we need animals to understand the neurobiology of economic decision‐ making?” was given by Tobias Kalenscher, professor of comparative psychology at the University of Düsseldorf, Germany. Moreover,
we invited the EEG and brain-computer interfacing expert Gernot Müller-Putz, Graz
University of Technology, Austria, to give a “hot topic talk” entitled “The Power of
EEG: From Single Channel to High Resolution Derivations”. The abstracts of these
two presentations appear on the next page. Moreover, a panel entitled “NeuroIS 2007
– 2017: Hot Topics and the Future of NeuroIS” was held. Altogether, we are happy to
see the ongoing progress in the NeuroIS field. More and more IS researchers and
practitioners have been recognizing the enormous potential of neuroscience tools and
knowledge.
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Tobias Kalenscher – Keynote
Why do we need animals to
understand the neurobiology of
economic decision‐ making?
Despite the still frequently made assumption that humans are rational, consistent,
sophisticated and selfish decision-makers, decades of research in the behavioral
sciences suggest that individuals are often much less rational and egoistic as
originally assumed. Yet, it is still elusive what causes these systematic deviations
from the rational choice ideal. Interestingly, not only human decision‐ makers, but
also non‐ human animals often act seemingly inconsistent with their revealed
preferences, e.g., when foraging for food. Humans and animals often make similar,
maybe even identical decision “errors”. These intriguing parallels in human and
animal choice patterns support the premise that they may share evolutionary roots. In
my talk, I will argue in favour of the idea that the reality of decision‐ making with all
its facets, including action against one’s own preferences, has to be understood in
light of the nature, constraint and evolution of the neural apparatus supporting its
function. I propose that the neural architecture of choice has evolved to its current
state because it provided decision‐ makers with an adaptive advantage. This means
that, even though there might exist a many‐ to‐ one mapping of neural
implementations to choice processes, careful comparisons across species can
complement human microeconomics research by supplying possible answers to the
question why we make decisions as we do. Or, in other words, “a theory that works
well across species has a greater likelihood of being valid than one that works well
with only one, or a limited set of, species.” (Kagel et al., 1995, p. 4).
Prof. Dr. Tobias Kalenscher holds a diploma in psychology. He received a
PhD in Cognitive Neuroscience from the Ruhr‐University Bochum in 2005
followed by a post‐doc and independent researcher position in systems biology at the University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands. He was appointed
professor of comparative psychology in Düsseldorf in 2011. He works on the
interface of psychology, neuroscience and economics. His main interest is to
understand the psychology and neurobiology of decision ‐making in general,
and deviations from optimal decision‐making in particular. Combining
in‐vivo electrophysiology, psychopharmacology, and neuroimaging techniques with conceptual tools borrowed from psychology, economics, and
biology, he employs a truly multidisciplinary, comparative approach to understand decision‐making in humans and animals.

Gernot Müller-Putz – Hot Topic Talk
The power of EEG: From single
channel to high resolution derivations
The talk briefly describes the neurophysiological foundation of EEG, recording
methods, artifacts, type of electrodes and amplifiers. The main part will contain the
discussion of using EEG depending on the number of derivations used and type of
application as there are (i) single channel EEG and neurofeedback, (ii) medium
number of channels to differentiate between brain states and (iii) high resolution EEG
for functional brain imaging. A brief outlook to future applications of EEG will
conclude this talk.
Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Dr. techn. Gernot Müller-Putz is head of the Institute of Neural
Engineering and its associated Laboratory of Brain-Computer Interfaces. He
received his MSc in electrical and biomedical engineering in 2000, his PhD in
electrical engineering in 2004 and his habilitation and “venia docendi” in medical informatics from Graz University of Technology in 2008. Since 2014 he is full
professor for semantic data analysis. He has gained extensive experience in the
field of biosignal analysis, brain-computer interface research, EEGbased neuroprosthesis control, communication with BCI in patients with disorders of consciousness, hybrid BCI systems, the human somatosensory system, and BCIs in
assistive technology over the past 16 years. He has also managed several national projects (State of Styria) and international projects (Wings for Life, EU Projects) and is currently coordinator of the EU Horizon 2020 project Moregrasp.
Furthermore, he organized and hosted six international Brain-Computer Interface Conferences over the last 13 years in Graz, currently preparing the 7th Conference in Sept. 2017. He is Review Editor of Frontiers in Neuroscience, special
section Neuroprosthetics, Associate Editor of IEEE Transactions in Biomedical
Engineering and Associate Editor of the Brain-Computer Interface Journal. In
2014/15 he was guest editor in chief of a special issue of the Proceedings if the
IEEE “The Plurality of Human Brain-Computer Interfacing”. He has authored
more than 135 peer reviewed publications and more than 100 contributions to
conferences which were cited more than 9800 times (h-index 46). Recently he
was awarded with an ERC Consolidator Grant “Feel your Reach” from the European Research Council.
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Abstract. Watching a film in a movie theater can be an immersive experience,
but to what extent does the experience differ when the moviegoer is using a vibrokinetic seat, i.e., a seat providing motion and vibration feedback synchronized
with the movie scenes? This paper seeks to measure the effect of a multi-sensory
cinema experience from a psychophysiological standpoint. Using electroencephalography, galvanic skin response, heart rate, and facial micro-expression
measures, this study compares the difference between two movie viewing experiences, i.e. one without movement and one with artistically enhanced vibro-kinetic
feedback. Results of a within-subject experiment suggest that there are significant
differences in psychophysiological states of users. Users exhibit more positive
emotions, greater arousal, and more cognitive immersion in the vibro-kinetic condition. Therefore, multi-sensory stimulation, in the context of cinema, appears to
produce an enhanced experience for spectators.
Keywords: Multi-sensory cinema · Vibro-kinetic · Multi-sensory · Moviegoer
experience · Immersion · Psychophysiological · Movie.
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Introduction

In order to maintain their market share, movie theaters have to invest in their customers’
moviegoing experience. Technologies such as IMAX, 3D and Dolby Atmos are key
ingredients in enhancing this experience by making it more immersive. More recently,
vibro-kinetic movie seats have been used to provide moviegoers with an even more
immersive experience. These seats are equipped with specialized hardware and software that store, manage, and transmit motion codes to the movie seat; these motion
codes are synchronized with the movie scenes. For instance, the seat could generate a
trembling motion during an earthquake movie scene or the feeling of weightlessness
during a zero gravity movie scene. There have been several studies on the effect of
many technologies on immersion and the general cinematic experience [1,2,3,4,5].
However, to our knowledge, no research has yet investigated the effect of whole-body
vibro-kinetic or motion feedback technologies from the standpoint of the moviegoer’s

psychophysiological reactions. Many of these immersive technologies aim to provide
an enhanced multi-sensory experience to the moviegoer [1]. However, the lack of datadriven research fails to utilize implicit measures of the user experience [6] to assess
multi-sensorial reactions. We suggest that this is a major gap since movie theaters invest
large sums in these technologies without having a clear understanding of their effect on
an ecologically valid experience. Do these technologies really have an effect on the
moviegoer’s movie experience?
In order to answer this question, this study investigates the extent to which the experience differs when a moviegoer uses a vibro-kinetic movie seat rather than a traditional non-moving seat. Results of our within-subject experiment suggest significant
differences between a traditional and a vibro-kinetic movie experience in terms of the
viewer’s emotional and cognitive reactions.
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Prior research

Since the 1950’s, filmmakers have been experimenting with different techniques to
bridge the gap between the spectator’s reality and the reality of the movie to thereby
increase immersion [4], [7]. Immersion has been described by [8] as the capacity of an
individual to eliminate the distance between the self and the experience. This concept
is specified by [4] as being dependent on spatial features that enhance the absorbing
efforts of a camera’s perspective.
Multi-sensorial experiences are considered a driver in delivering a new form of cinematic immersion and have the potential to enhance the spectator’s overall experience
[1]. Thus, the movie industry has been trying to enhance immersion on the basis of
multi-sensorial experiences [1]. The addition of so called ‘‘dimensions’’ [2] aims to
trigger more than just the auditory and visual senses to produce an enhanced experience.
The cinema industry has experienced with aromatic output as an additional ‘‘dimension’’, meant to trigger the olfactory senses and to increase viewer immersion [1], [7],
[9]. One of the most popular examples of added dimensions is stereoscopic imagery
(3D), increasing the realism of a two-dimensional screen by adding depth and spatial
immersion [2].
We also find the addition of cinema seats mimicking the movement of the projected
movie [2]. However, the addition of realistic tactile sensations to enhance the movie
watching experience has been sparsely researched. For instance, [9] tested the effects
of wind, vibrations emitted by a ‘‘wrist rumbler”, and light effects on self-reported sequence quality rating. They found that multi-sensory experiences were rated higher by
participants. Thus, there is a research interest and development potential as to the effect
of multi-sensory technology on the movie viewer’s actual emotional and cognitive reactions.
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Experimental Design and Sample

An experiment was conducted with 43 participants (22 males, 21 females). Participants
were screened for neuropsychological diagnostics and other physical conditions such
as the need to wear glasses to watch a movie. The study was approved by the University’s ethics board.
We performed a 3x2 within-subject experimental design. The first manipulated factor was the movie. The first 8 minutes and 26 seconds of The Martian (2015), the first
11 minutes and 43 seconds of Skyfall (2012) and 5 minutes and 41 seconds of a Formula
1 racing scene from the movie Rush (2013) were used. These sequences were chosen
for the following reasons: 1) they are action-oriented, 2) they are self-contained stories
(with a beginning and an end), and 3) they are short enough to accommodate the research design (less than 15 minutes).
The second manipulated factor was the movement (experiencing no movement during the sequence or having a vibro-kinetic experience). To manipulate this factor, a DBOX (Longueuil, Canada) motion-enabled recliner chair was used. This particular seat
is artistically enhanced as its movements are manually designed by specialized movement artists. The D-BOX seat has a vibro-kinetic spectrum ranging from 0 to 100 Hz
and was calibrated to synchronize the motion with the audio signal within 10 ms at the
fixed viewing distance. Given the available time, participants were randomly assigned
to view only two of the three movies. One sequence had the D-BOX seat activated and
the other had it disabled (no movement condition). All participants viewed both sequences seated on the same D-BOX seat and the movie/movement pairs were randomized.
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Measures

Three types of psychophysiological variables were used to assess the participants’
emotional and cognitive reactions: emotional valence, arousal, and cognitive states.
Methodologies and guidelines have been presented by [6] to measure activity in the
central nervous system and the peripheral nervous system in the context of Information
Systems. We have used their recommendations concerning tools used to measure both
nervous systems.
The participants’ arousal level during movie sequences was measured using electrodermal activity (EDA). Though EDA has been widely used as an indicator of arousal
[10,11,12,13,14], it cannot, on its own, determine if the activation is positive or negative
when presented with audio-visual stimulus intended to trigger both spectrums of valence [11,12], [14]. Emotional valence differentiates positive and negative emotions
and can be detected using facial micro-expressions [10]. The participant's facial expressions were therefore recorded during the experience. Finally, cognitive data was collected using electroencephalography (EEG). The EEG signal was recorded using 32
electrodes with a sampling rate of 1,000 Hz and analyzed with EEGlab (San Diego,
USA) and Brainvision (Morrisville, USA). It was filtered with IIR filters with a low
cut-off at 1 Hz and a high cut-off at 40 Hz, then cleaned using continuous ASR in

Matlab (Natick, USA) and re-referenced to the common average reference. EEG frequency activity was extracted for three bands for the sum of the Cz, Pz, P3 and P4
electrodes: alpha (8-13 Hz), beta (13-22 Hz), and theta (4-8 Hz). This method has been
used by [15] to calculate engagement by dividing beta by the sum of alpha and theta.
Data was synchronized using techniques previously described in [16,17].
Building on this method and previous research [18,19], we have extracted the dimensions of the engagement index and have used [20]’s classification for interpreting
results. Alpha rhythms are associated with quieted states, beta rhythms with focused,
active states, while theta rhythms are associated with quiet focus states such as meditation [20].
For each type of variable, the following features were calculated: mean, 10th and
90th percentiles as presented in Table 1. Since these measures are recorded continuously, a representative scalar value for each measure is needed to describe the subject's
psychophysiological state in each movie period. To integrate and analyze multiple psychophysiological data for a subject in a given condition, the mean per movie per subject
was used. The 10th and 90th percentiles were also considered for the following reasons:
during a movie, the seat can be either moving or still. If a measure tends to have higher
values while the seat is moving, then its 90th percentile may catch the effect of movement better than mean does. In the opposite case, if a measure tends to have lower
values in conditions with seat movements, then its 10th percentile may be more sensitive to the movement.
Table 1: Operationalization of the variables
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Analysis and Results

T-tests were performed using a mixed linear approach for analyzing the continuous
dependent variables which naturally contained repeated measures for each participant.
Due to space constraints, we shall only report significant results. Results suggest that
the D-BOX vibro-kinetic seat experience magnifies the movie experience. First, normalized electrodermal activity is significantly higher with the D-BOX seat activated on
all three variations of the measure (10th and 90th percentiles and mean). Mean value
for eda_mean with D-BOX activated is 8.61 versus 7.57 for the control condition (pvalue is 0.01). Mean value for eda_p90 with D-BOX activated is 10.06 versus 9.00 for
the control condition (p-value is 0.01). Mean value for eda_p10 with D-BOX activated
is 5.30 versus 4.61 for the control condition (p-value is 0.02). Figure 1 graphically illustrates the physiological difference between the conditions. To produce this figure,
each raw EDA signal point is converted into its z-score.

We then calculated the mean of all participants’ z-score for a given time and applied
a 5 second moving average window as to take into account the delayed physiological
response to a certain stimulus. The sequence of points represent EDA variations
through time. Major dramatic events are highlighted on both graphs. We see that the
effect is especially important for Rush and The Martian, where the movie events produce significant movement.
Second, the results show that the subjects appear to experience more positive emotions. With the movement activated, the spectator’s positive facial emotions (happy
mean) are significantly amplified. Mean value for happy_mean with D-BOX activated
is 0.06 versus 0.03 for the control condition (p-value is 0.09). Negative facial emotions
(angry and scared, 10th percentile) are significantly less present. Mean value for angry_p10 with D-BOX activated is 0.003 versus 0.01 for the control condition (p-value
is 0.03). Mean value for scared_p10 with D-BOX activated is 1.21E-06 versus 4.85E06 for the control condition (p-value is 0.05).
Finally, preliminary EEG results show a more relaxed cognitive state in the vibrokinetic condition. Specifically, the moving condition generates less beta activity. It appears that the moving condition triggers less cognitive activity, which would be compatible with a more immersive cinematic experience. Mean value for beta_p90 with DBOX activated is 6.34 versus 6.70 for the control condition (p-value is 0.07).
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Concluding Comments

A theoretical contribution is made by filling the literature gap on the effects of a vibrokinetic cinema seat on a spectator’s psychophysiological response. The motion-enabled
recliner chair produces an enhanced cinema experience by rendering an artistically designed vibro-kinetic stimulation in sync with the movie’s events.
We have demonstrated that there is a clear difference between a traditional cinema
viewing experience and one with this movement enhancing seat. The results thus show
that motion-enabled seats produce a heightened experience for spectators. Additional
research will be conducted to better interpret EEG data. Further research will also be
conducted to determine if specific movements on an XYZ axis produce a certain psychophysiological response when in sync with a movie scene. This would allow the targeting of specific emotional responses which a filmmaker could choose to enhance using a vibro-kinetic movement seat.

Figure 1: EDA over time for all three movies and important events minutes
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Abstract. We drew on revised Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory to claim that
users with an anxiety-related behavioral inhibition would experience proactively delivered recommendations as potential threats. Such users would display
higher user engagement especially when they were interrupted by inaccurate
(vs. accurate) recommendations, because they ruminate about them. This prediction was tested and confirmed in a controlled experiment that exposed participants to proactive recommendations on their smartphone. Results highlight the
need to gain more knowledge on the neural correlates of anxiety, and to apply
such insights to human-computer interaction design for recommender systems.
Keywords: Behavioral inhibition, fight-flight-freeze system, recommendation
delivery, proactivity, human-computer interaction.
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Introduction

Recommender systems (RS) are automated decision support tools designed to provide
custom-made advice on items to facilitate people’s navigation in large information
spaces [1]. RS provide personalized suggestions based on presumed preferences and
needs of a user and other people’s behavior. They help people overcome information
overload either by providing accurate recommendations on request or by delivering
them proactively. In addition to making the most accurate predictions to a user, also
alternative measures for recommendation quality such as novelty, diversity, and unexpectedness of recommended items are increasingly explored [2]. In the present
study, we take a NeuroIS approach to RS [3] by drawing on revised Reinforcement
Sensitivity Theory (RST), a biopsychological theory from cognitive neuroscience [4],
to posit that users with sensitivity towards behavioral inhibition will experience unexpected proactive recommendations as potential threats, try to cope with them via error-related rumination, and that this will lead them to display higher user engagement
under the right circumstances.
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2

Theory

2.1

Reinforcement Sensitivity Theory and Prediction

Originally, RST [5] explained personality as grounded in a general behavioral inhibition system (a brain system related to anxiety triggered by novel stimuli) and a behavioral approach system (a brain system triggered by reward and non-punishment).
Revised RST [4] split the behavioral inhibition system into primary anxiety (BISAnxiety) when someone is confronted to conflicting novel stimuli, and secondary
anxiety initiated by fight-flight-freeze responses to fear (FFFS-Fear). Neurologically,
such aversive behaviors are located in the hippocampus, partially mediated by the
prefrontal and right inferior frontal anterior cingulate cortex, and right inferior frontal
gyrus [6, 7]. Interestingly, in laboratory settings, people prone to BIS-Anxiety have
been found to be more sensitive to goal-conflict (e.g., novel information not making
sense from an appetitive-aversive point of view). They easily detect such errors, and
usually invest cognitive effort in correcting them – turning into anxious ruminators
whenever necessary. Consequently, people with BIS-Anxiety typically perform well
in intellective tasks. They tend to excel in educational setting, and seem to flourish in
intellectually demanding jobs – especially, when those people are above average in
intelligence, and hold desk-based (vs. hazardous) positions in industry [8]. It should
be emphasized that – however sparse the applications of RST on industrial and organizational psychology – especially the resolution of goal-conflict of people with BISAnxiety is regarded beneficial to workplace behavior, as it may facilitate problem
solving at work [9].
Combining RS and revised RST literatures, we claim that proactive recommendations
can be understood as novel and unexpected – but potentially threatening – stimuli,
which users receive when browsing for information on their computer devices. RS
may facilitate search activity in tune with individual preferences [1, 2] for people not
qualified by primary anxiety, but trigger goal conflict in users high on BIS-Anxiety –
especially when RS appear inaccurate, leading such users to anxiously ruminate to
trace and correct the error – which, eventually, leads to higher user engagement. This
novel prediction, inspired by prior work on neural correlates of technology acceptance
[10], was put to the test in an experimentally controlled user study.

3

Method

3.1

Participants and Design

Participants from a Dutch university enrolled in an applied statistics course were
randomly assigned to the experimental conditions of a Recommendation Accuracy
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(high, low) factorial design on User Engagement, to which BIS-Anxiety and FFFSFear scores were added as covariates. An initial sample of 156 participants (87 men
and 69 women; M age = 21.17 years, SD = 1.49) completed the study, but excluded
from analyses were the data of those (N = 25; 16.03%) who reportedly did not receive
proactive recommendations while working on the experiment (see below). This resulted in a final sample of 131 participants (71 men and 60 women; M age = 21.21
years, SD = 1.49), which was used for the analyses reported below.
3.2

Materials and Procedure

Per email, participants were invited to take part in a study on responsible e-tourism.
They first completed an online pre-survey assessing the BIS/BAS scales [11] (see
below), and demographics. Next, they received instructions to download a
smartphone application from the Google Play or Apple App Store, depending on their
mobile operating system. In the application environment, participants were asked to
find a way to travel from Delft, the Netherlands, to London, UK on a specified date to
attend a major event and to find a place to stay during the event. Precisely 60 sec after
their first exploration of these tourism-related challenges, they began to receive proactive recommendations, depending on experimental condition (see below). On completion, participants received the link to an online post-survey assessing manipulation
checks and user experiences with the application. Participants were debriefed in class
as to the purposes of the study.
3.3

Measures

Manipulation of Recommendation Accuracy. To induce the recommendation accuracy manipulation, participants received five proactive recommendations that were
either highly or marginally relevant. Participants in the high recommendation accuracy condition received RS directly useful for solving the issues of mode and means of
travel and accommodation. Participants in the low recommendation accuracy condition received RS relevant for a stay in London, but too generic to solve the posed trip
planning challenges.
Behavioral Inhibition System. The original BIS/BAS scales [11] and their Dutch
translation [12] were used to measure individual differences in BIS-Anxiety and
FFFS-Fear (following instructions by [13]):
BIS-Anxiety. Four items measured BIS-Anxiety: Criticism or scolding hurts me quite
a bit, I feel pretty worried or upset when I think of know somebody is angry at me, I
feel worried when I think I have done poorly at something important, and I worry
about making mistakes, on a 4-point scale anchored at 1 (very true for me) and 4 (very
false for me; Cronbach α = .71).
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FFFS-Fear. Three items measured FFFS-Fear: Even if something bad is about to
happen to me I rarely experience fear or nervousness (reverse coded), If I think something unpleasant is going to happen I usually get pretty worked up, and I have very
few fears compared to my friends (reverse coded), on a 4-point scale anchored at 1
(very true for me) and 4 (very false for me; Cronbach α = .57), which occurs more
often [14], and is accredited to the small number of items in the scale.
User Engagement. Engaged users do not submit minimal results, but invest reasonable energy in solving challenging tasks properly [15], also in computer-mediated
settings [16]. Consistent with this, we operationalized user engagement in the present
study as the total number of characters that a participant submitted as solution for the
series of travel tasks they had worked on.
Manipulation Check. Four items were used to assess whether participants had experienced the accuracy of the recommendations they received in line with experimental
conditions. Example items were: The travel solutions I produced for the e-Tourism
Challenge were of good quality and The recommended set of links for the e-Tourism
Challenge enabled me to submit high-quality travel solutions on a 7-point scale anchored at 1 (not at all true for me) and 7 (very true for me; Cronbach α = .83).
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Results

4.1

Manipulation Check

A linear regression analysis on the four items of the manipulation check for recommendation accuracy showed a significant main effect of low versus high recommendation accuracy, β = .48, t(130) = 2.14, p < .04, which indicated that participants
indeed had experienced the quality of the proactive recommendations they received in
line with the experimental condition they had been randomly assigned to. This confirmed that the manipulation had been effective.
4.2

Correlations

Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics and the bivariate correlations. Recommendation accuracy was not in itself significantly correlated with BIS-Anxiety and FFFSFear or with User Engagement. Consistent with prior studies, BIS-Anxiety and FFFSFear were significantly and positively correlated [13,14], [17]. FFFS-Fear was significantly and negatively correlated with User Engagement.

5
Table 1. Note: N=131; * p < .05 level, ** p < .01 level; two-tailed.

4.3

User Engagement

We conducted a series of negative binomial regression analyses to explore the main
effects of Recommendation Accuracy, BIS-Anxiety, FFFS-Fear, as well as their interactions, on User Engagement. The likelihood ratio for the full negative binomial
model was χ2 (7) = 22.02, p < .01, which showed that our model was significant.
Negative binomial regression analysis revealed a significant interaction effect of Recommendation Accuracy and BIS-Anxiety on User Engagement; people high on BISAnxiety displayed more user engagement in the face of inaccurate (vs. accurate) recommendations. Further test of the simple interactions yielded a significant main effect
of BIS-Anxiety on User Engagement when Recommendation Accuracy was low,
Wald χ2 (1) = 1.00, p < .05, but not when Recommendation Accuracy was high, Wald
χ2 (1) = 1.00, ns (see Fig. 1). Probing of a significant three-way interaction indicated
that this interaction effect between Recommendation Accuracy and BIS-Anxiety
existed only for people low on FFFS-Fear, Wald χ2 (1) = 1.00, p < .0001, but not high
on FFFS-Fear, Wald χ2 (1) = 0.00, p = .93.

Fig. 1. Recommendation Accuracy x BIS-Anxiety on User Engagement
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5

Discussion and Conclusion

The present study reported first evidence that people high on BIS-Anxiety display
higher levels of user engagement when exposed to inaccurate recommendations, because they, apparently, put more cognitive effort in finding and restoring inaccuracy
errors. This confirms extant theorizing in RS that accuracy alone is not enough [18],
and makes clear that consideration of alternative quality measures like novelty, diversity, and unexpectedness, indeed, holds major potential for yielding heightened user
engagement [2]. Importantly, though, the key contribution of the present study lies in
its recognition, derived from the neuroscience research framework of RST, that proactivity must be understood as trigger for constructive behavioral inhibition – i.e., when
RS are designed such that they refrain from invoking fear. Given the documented
association between behavioral inhibition and the stress hormone cortisol – also in
disruptive human-computer interactions [19] – it makes perfect sense for future study
in this direction to propose a NeuroIS [20] research agenda aimed at explicitly establishing this cortisol-inhibition linkage also for proactive RS. In addition, traditional
electroencephalography (EEG) procedures for testing cortisol-inhibition linkages [7]
could in future work be adapted to our experimental paradigm to explore when proactivity turns into a stressor invoking fear rather than anxiety. For anxiety-prone users,
this would make the difference between vigilant vs. unproductive, unhealthy or no
user engagement, whatsoever. In conclusion, the present study, therefore, shows the
viability of adopting a human-computer interaction perspective on RS in general, and
on taking a neurobiological perspective to the study of proactive recommender systems in particular.
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Abstract. The selection of good ideas out of hundreds or even thousands has
proven to be the next big challenge for organizations that conduct open idea
contests for innovation. Cognitive load and attention loss hinder crowds to effectively run their idea selection process. Facilitation techniques for the reduction and clarification of ideas could help with such problems, but have not yet
been researched in crowd settings that are prevalent in idea contests. This research-in-progress paper aims to contribute to this research gap by investigating
IT-supported selection techniques that differ in terms of selection direction and
selection type. A laboratory experiment using eye-tracking will investigate variations in selection type and selection direction. Moreover, the experiment will
test the effects on the decision-making process and the number and quality of
ideas in a filtered set. Findings will provide explanations why certain mechanisms work for idea selection. Potential implications for theory and practice are
discussed.
Keywords: idea contest, idea quality, idea selection, open innovation, screening
rules.

1.

Introduction

An innovation contest is a “(web-based) competition of innovators who use their
skills, experience and creativity to provide a solution for a particular contest challenge
defined by an organizer” [1]. IBM’s Innovation Jam [2], Dell’s Ideastorm [3] or Cisco’s iPrize [4] are examples where organizations successfully tapped into the creative
power of an external crowd to foster their firm’s innovativeness [5]. During an idea
contest, individuals generate hundreds or even thousands of ideas [2]. While more
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ideas increase the likelihood of more good ideas [6], contest organizers face challenges when it comes to the selection of the best ideas. It has been established that individuals often fail in discerning the best ideas [7], mostly for reasons related to the
overwhelming amount of information that needs to be processed [8]. Moreover, research shows that idea selection processes differ from platform to platform or from
organization to organization [2, 3, 9]. Patterns of successful idea selection processes
have yet to be discovered. It has been suggested that one way to address the idea selection challenge is to employ a crowd during the initial screening of ideas using
specific assessment criteria [10]. To outsource idea selection to the crowd, appropriate
IT support is needed where crowd-based selection mechanisms guide individual
members through idea selection. Thus far, it is, however, unclear how to best design
such selection mechanisms so that they enable the crowd to select the best ideas.
This paper contributes to a better understanding of crowd-based idea selection mechanisms. We conceptualize two screening rules (conjunctive and disjunctive) to prompt
an individual member of the crowd to select good ideas or to drop bad ideas. We refer
to this feature as the selection direction mechanism. In addition, we conceptualize the
selection type mechanism to guide an individual to either make a single or multiple
choice selection. We test our exploratory theory using eye tracking to investigate the
underlying decision-making processes of individuals during idea selection.

2.

Background and Hypotheses Development

Idea selection in idea contests can be conceptualized as multi-attribute decisionmaking. In such a decision-making process, an individual is confronted with multiple,
sometimes conflicting criteria [11]. For example, many idea contests specify a list of
evaluation criteria on their website that a jury (of experts) will use to determine the
winning ideas [9]. Common evaluation criteria relate to idea quality dimensions such
as novelty (the idea is original because nobody has expressed it before), workability
(the idea can be implemented), relevance (the idea has a purpose and satisfies the
problem seeker’s goals), and elaborateness (the idea is thoroughly worked out in detail) [6]. The preference of the crowd or an idea’s popularity is an additional attribute
that is often considered during idea selection [10]. Ratings, votes, and comments are
therefore additional points of consideration during idea selection. Hence, individuals
that are specifically tasked to select the good or drop bad ideas need to consider multiple attributes. Processing multiple and potentially conflicting attributes demands
information elaboration [12] with the risk to encounter cognitive overload [13]. According to the elaboration likelihood model (ELM) [14], information needs to catch
one’s attention and even if information is attended, not all information processing
takes the central route in the brain leading to high elaboration of information. It may
also take the peripheral route resulting in low elaboration. This paper builds on ELM
and investigates IT-supported selection techniques and the way how they influence
information processing.
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2.1.

Selection direction and screening rules

Extreme value logic assumes that “a group can discern good ideas from bad ideas”
[7]. This implies that individuals are good in determining the best and worst ideas, but
have problems with ideas in the middle. Recent research shows that idea selection
may work best when individuals need to select the worst ideas, i.e. lemons, instead of
the best ideas, i.e. stars [15]. In the information-processing literature, this behavior is
discussed under the term screening rules [16]. Screening rules are decision heuristics
that explain how individuals choose from multi-attribute products [17]. Conjunctive
and disjunctive decision rules represent two non-compensatory screening rules. The
conjunctive decision rule adopts an elimination-by-aspects approach and describes
that an individual would only choose an alternative (e.g., an idea) if all relevant attributes have acceptable levels. Thus, an individual would only select an idea that
meets the minimum threshold for each quality criteria and has received acceptable
crowd evaluations. In contrast, the disjunctive decision-rule mandates that an idea
must achieve acceptable levels for at least one of the attributes. When returning to
extreme value logic, screening rules might help to explain how individuals focus on
attributes when selecting good ideas (stars) versus bad ideas (lemons). In the case of
stars, it is assumed that individuals adopt the conjunctive decision rule, i.e., an idea is
only considered as a very good idea if all quality criteria and crowd evaluation criteria
meet chosen thresholds. In the case of lemons, it is assumed that individuals adopt the
disjunctive decision rule. Hence, they would drop an idea from further consideration
as soon as one attribute performs poorly or below a certain threshold.
In a setup where each relevant idea attribute is visualized at a unique area of a screen,
eye tracking [18] could help to explore whether the star approach is indeed related to
the conjunctive decision rule and the lemon approach to the disjunctive decision rule.
Individuals should display different eye tracking patterns depending on the selection
direction (i.e., stars versus lemons). Specifically, we should observe that individuals
consider all attributes in the star approach and consider attributes only until a poor
attribute value has been found in the lemon approach. Thus, we should have fewer
attributes attended in the lemon approach and as a result fewer eye fixations [18]:
H1: Individuals that eliminate bad ideas (lemons) will attend fewer attributes (operationalized as fixation count) than individuals that select good ideas (stars).
If the logic related to H1 holds, individuals that select bad ideas should experience
less cognitive load and should have more cognitive resources available to vigilantly
attend the idea description. Assuming that individuals deem the task of finding the
best ideas sufficiently important to allocate these cognitive resources available, this
should allow them to decide more accurately on the inherent quality of the idea. Consequently, we expect individuals that adopt the disjunctive decision-rule fostered by
prompting them to select bad ideas, to have more ideas of high quality in the final list
referred to as the set of filtered ideas. Therefore,
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H2: Individuals that eliminate bad ideas (lemons) will achieve higher idea quality in
the set of filtered ideas than individuals that select good ideas (stars).
2.2.

Selection type and multiple choice

Research on IT-supported facilitation shows that attention loss and cognitive load are
key problems during idea filtering [19]. One useful practice to address this challenge
is to lower the number of ideas in the set of ideas to consider [20]. As a consequence,
individuals need to process fewer options (ideas) and attributes (idea characteristics)
which thus lowers the likelihood of cognitive load and decreases choice quality [13].
Particularly in early stages of idea filtering, individuals tend to minimize cognitive
effort by adopting attribute-based processing of information [21]. This means that an
individual can keep cognitive load lower when prompted to select or drop just a single
idea. If multiple ideas (stars or lemons) have to be selected, this likely forces an individual to switch to alternative-based processing [21]. Such processing not only requires to keep track of (un)favorable attributes of a single idea, but of multiple ideas
that are above or below an acceptable threshold [22]. This presumably induces higher
cognitive load as the increased number of choices will also increase the demand on
working memory [22]. While the intrinsic cognitive load (i.e. the complexity inherent
to the task) is the same for both selection types, we expect differences in the extrinsic
load that stem from differences in the instructions (i.e. prompting subjects to choose
one versus multiple ideas) [23, 24]. Thus, we hypothesize:
H3: Individuals that must make a single choice from a small set of ideas to consider
will have lower cognitive load (operationalized as pupil dilation and heart rate variability) when compared to individuals that must make multiple choices from the same
idea set.
Regardless of selection direction (i.e. stars or lemons) we assume that individuals decide
by comparing ideas and by integrating attended information. We expect that the selection of a single idea requires information integration to a smaller extent compared to the
selection of multiple ideas, because a single choice allows the individual to abort the
selection as soon as a lemon or star is found. In the case of multiple choices, an individual needs to decide for each of the ideas in the set of ideas to consider. We operationalize the information integration by treating each idea as a distinct Area of Interest (AOI)
and by counting the run count for each AOI, (i.e. the number of times the eyes of a
participant left an AOI and moved back). Therefore, we hypothesize:
H4: Individuals that must make a single choice from a small set of ideas to consider
will exhibit less information integration than individuals that must make multiple
choices from the same idea set.
If we find support for H3 and H4, it will suggest that individuals experience lower
cognitive load and less information integration when making a single choice and
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hence require less cognitive effort. Consequently, they can use their cognitive resources for assessing the quality of the idea as part of the idea description. The availability of additional cognitive resources may lead to a more thorough assessment of
ideas, which we expect to result in a higher number of high quality ideas in the set of
filtered ideas. Therefore, we hypothesize:
H5: Individuals that must make a single choice from a small set of ideas to consider
will achieve higher idea quality in the filtered set than individuals that must make
multiple choices from the same set of ideas to consider.

3.

Methods and Expected Contributions

We will test our hypotheses in a laboratory experiment with a 2 x 2 between-subjects
design (selection direction: lemons vs. stars; selection type: single vs. multiple choice).
Figure 1 shows our research model. A web-based user interface will visualize a randomly selected set of four ideas to consider at a time. Each idea will be represented with its
preview of the idea description (upon click the whole idea description will open), star
rating, number of likes, and number of comments. The task description will prompt the
user to either select or drop an idea depending on the treatment. For example, the
prompt for the lemon and multiple choice treatment will be “Please choose from the set
of ideas one or more ideas you deem worst”. Previous research suggests that users can
recall up to 85 ideas for a similar task [25]. The innovation contest under investigation
has generated more than 400 ideas. Therefore, users will process subsets of 80 ideas in
multiple rounds. IS Master students from a European University will function as subjects and receive course credit as compensation. In addition to the constructs that we
introduced above and measure with eye tracking and heart rate monitoring equipment,
we will assess idea quality as judged by external raters and the number of ideas in the
final sets. Perceived need for cognition [21], perceived cognitive effort [26], perceived
task importance, perceived decision confidence, perceived decision quality, and perceived satisfaction with product will be collected through surveys and help to control for
individual effects. Additional control variables and demographics will also be collected.

Figure 1: Research model
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We expect our findings to contribute to research on idea selection in several ways.
First, we will provide in-depth insights into decision-making processes through our
neuro-physical measurements. This will provide empirical evidence to the challenges
of idea selection that have so far been collected from field observations and interviews. Second, our results on the effects of selection type and direction will provide
theoretical underpinnings to our understanding of idea selection. Assuming that both
theorized selection mechanisms have effects on the way how people make decisions
and on the idea quality in the filtered set, research can use these results and assess the
effects on additional relevant outcomes such as process effectiveness. Moreover, our
results will contribute to practice by showcasing an implemented prototype that supports processing of large idea sets. This would provide a novel approach to organizations that want to execute idea selections with organizational teams or outsource such
selection processes to the crowd.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present blood pressure measurement as an additional
data collection method for technostress research. Considering that blood pressure
is an important stress indicator and that, to the best of our knowledge, no prior
Information Systems (IS) paper had an explicit focus on blood pressure measurement, the present paper is urgently needed, in particular from a technostress
measurement perspective. We briefly describe the best practice in blood pressure
measurement. Based on this foundation, we present a review of 15 empirical
technostress studies that used blood pressure as a stress indicator. We find significant application variety in the extant literature, signifying the potential of
blood pressure measurement for longitudinal technostress research. Yet, researchers should more explicitly adhere to international guidelines for the application of blood pressure measurement in future research, thereby securing data
collection and data analysis quality.
Keywords: Technostress ⋅ Stress ⋅ Blood Pressure ⋅ Self-Measurement ⋅ NeuroIS

1

Introduction

Technostress is a phenomenon that arises from “[d]irect human interaction with ICT
[information and communication technologies], as well as perceptions, emotions, and
thoughts regarding the implementation of ICT in organizations and its pervasiveness in
society in general” ([1], p. 18). Technostress has become an established topic in Information Systems (IS) research. Evidence indicates a steadily increasing number of publications during the past years [2].
To advance research in this area, we reviewed technostress research before and
called for several methodological adaptations. First, we called for more frequent measurement outside of research laboratories, mainly in order to create more externally valid
findings [3]. Second, we recently highlighted that there is an overreliance on self-report
measures and advocated the more frequent use of multi-method designs [2], predominantly because such an approach can explain additional variance in outcome variables
that can hardly be explained through the use of single data collection methods [4].
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Third, we provided an overview of previous organizational technostress research and
the use of neurophysiological measures in this context [5]. In the last of these reviews
we showed that only few studies applied neurophysiological measures (e.g., [6]). However, we also revealed that in those rare cases in which neurophysiological measures
were used, measurement of cardiovascular indicators of stress (e.g., heart rate, heart
rate variability and blood pressure) was most popular.
Despite the fact that heart rate and heart rate variability would come more easily to
a researcher’s mind when thinking about longitudinal stress or technostress measurement in the field (e.g., using chest belts common in sports applications), in this paper
we highlight why blood pressure should become an important method in IS technostress
research. In the next section, we briefly summarize fundamental knowledge on blood
pressure and its measurement, followed by a review of empirical technostress studies
that used blood pressure as a stress indicator. We close this paper by providing insight
on future research directions.

2

Blood Pressure Measurement

Blood pressure refers to the pressure that blood is exerting on the walls of blood vessels,
typically in large arteries of the systemic circulation (e.g., brachial artery). The actual
pressure is usually estimated through measurements of systolic and diastolic pressure
levels on the outside of the vessel. Systolic blood pressure (SBP) represents the maximal force of the blood against vessel walls when the left ventricle of the heart is contracting (“systole”), while diastolic blood pressure (DBP) represents the minimal force
when the left ventricle is relaxed (“diastole”) [7]. Normal blood pressure levels are
usually defined as a maximum of 120 mm Hg1 SBP and a maximum of 80 mm Hg DBP
[8].
In the past, blood pressure has been referred to as “the commonest measurement
made in clinical practice” ([9], p. 23). Considering that hypertension (i.e., elevated
blood pressure levels with SBP above 135/140 mm Hg and DBP above 85/90 mm Hg,
[10, 11]) is prevalent in about one third of the population in Western countries such as
Germany [12] or the USA [13], this statement is not surprising. Importantly, as shown
in a review by Juster et al. [7], SBP and DBP have been used frequently in studies
focusing on the effects of chronic stress, far more frequently than any other cardiovascular or respiratory indicator of stress.
In clinical practice, the auscultatory method is still frequently applied to measure
blood pressure. Here, a trained person places a cuff on the upper arm (on the level of
the brachial artery), inflates it above the level of systolic blood pressure and checks for
specific sound patterns during deflation which indicate systolic and diastolic blood
pressure (see [11] for more details, particularly on the phases and the varying sounds
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„mm Hg“ or “millimeter of mercury” (in a mercury sphygmomanometer) is a unit used to define
the pressure of bodily fluids, with 1 mm Hg = 0.00133 bar.
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that are used as indicators). As this method requires a well-trained observer and is influenced particularly by noise in the environment, it was criticized in the literature [10,
11].
Mostly used in automated self-measurement devices, the oscillometric method uses
oscillations of the blood vessel, instead of sounds, to estimate systolic and diastolic
blood pressure [11]. This method is less susceptible to noise and also the cuff placement
is less of an issue, though systolic and diastolic blood pressure are only estimated by
algorithms of the involved devices, and not directly measured. It follows that measurements made with different devices should only be compared with caution [14]. However, evidence indicates high correlations between measurements using the auscultatory and oscillometric methods [11]. Thus, the use of self-measurement devices to determine blood pressure in IS research settings is an important measurement option.
Devices used for self-measurement of blood pressure (SBPM) are mostly offered for
placement on the upper arm, wrist, or finger [10]. Due to the importance of measurement on heart level and the distance from the heart, upper arm devices are usually recommended, while finger monitors are less reliable, or even unreliable [10, 11]. Measurements on the wrist have some advantages. As an example, it is not susceptible to the
circumference of the arm (which can have detrimental influence on the measurement
with upper arm devices if a false cuff size has been chosen). However, measurements
on the wrist are more susceptible to the right positioning of the arms, which requires
thorough patient education to ensure measurement on heart level [14].
In the next section, we present the results of a review on the types of blood measurement methods and devices that have been applied in previous technostress research,
followed by a section on further topics which have also already been investigated based
on blood pressure measurement; also we briefly discuss the relationship of blood pressure with other neurophysiological measures.

3

Blood Pressure in Technostress Research

In order to identify relevant papers for our review, we used twelve papers drawn from
previous reviews of technostress research (i.e., [15–26] taken from [1, 2, 5]) as the basis
for a forward search in Google scholar (02/21/2017 to 02/24/2017). We opted for a
forward search as we were interested in additional technostress research that used blood
pressure as a stress indicator since the publications by the research groups of Werner
Kuhmann and Wolfram Boucsein in the 1980s and 1990s.
Nine of these papers were drawn from previous reviews, though, as we focused on
empirical research, we did not include the review paper by Boucsein [27]. Instead, four
of the six papers that constituted the basis for the review paper by Boucsein [27] were
included (i.e., two studies were excluded as they are only available in German). Based
on a review of title and abstract of query results, we found three additional papers, thus
resulting in a selection of fifteen papers for this review.
In Table 1, we summarized key features of these studies, including the main characteristics of used samples, setting of the study (i.e., laboratory or field research), meas-
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urement location (i.e., “arm” for measurement on the upper arm, finger, or wrist), measurement method (i.e., auscultatory, oscillometric, or other, if specified), and used devices.
Table 1. Overview of technostress studies applying blood pressure measurement.
Study and Samples
Johansson and Aronsson (1984) [19]
Sweden; insurance company; 21 f
6 f (system breakdown – improvised)

Setting

Location

Method / Device

Field

Arm

Auscultatory
Cardy 8 mini
mercury sphygmomanometer

Kuhmann et al (1987) [21]
Germany; students; 22 f / 46 m

Laboratory

Arm

Auscultatory
Boso BC 40

Kuhmann (1989) [22]
Germany; students; 10 f / 38 m

Laboratory

Arm

Auscultatory
Boso BC 40

Schleifer and Okogba (1990) [25]
USA; clerical-secretarial agency; 45 f Laboratory

Arm

Other (infrasound)
Sphygmetrics, Model SR-2

*Emurian (1991) [15]
USA; students; 10 m

Laboratory

Arm

Auscultatory
PARAMED monitor

*Emurian (1993) [16]
USA; students; 16 f / 16 m

Laboratory

Arm

Auscultatory
PARAMED monitor

Lundberg et al (1993) [26]
Sweden; students; 30 m

Laboratory

Arm

Auscultatory
n/a (manually)

Harada et al (1995) [28]
Japan; students; 6 f / 6 m

Laboratory

Finger

Other (volume clamp)
Ohmeda 2300 (Finapres)

Thum et al (1995) [24]
Germany; students; 20 f / 20 m

Laboratory

Arm

Auscultatory
IBS SD-700A

*Wastell and Newman (1996) a [17]
UK; ambulance service; 18 n/a

Field

Finger

Oscillometric
OMRON HEM-815F

*Wastell and Newman (1996) b [18]
UK; ambulance service; 18 n/a

Field

Finger

Oscillometric
OMRON HEM-815F

Kohlisch and Kuhmann (1997) [23]
Germany; students; 15 f / 27 m

Laboratory

Arm

Auscultatory
Boso BC 40

*Henderson et al (1998) [29]
Australia; students; 21 f / 11 m

Laboratory

Finger

Hjortskov et al (2004) [20]
Denmark; students; 12 f

Laboratory

Arm /
Finger

*Clayton (2015) [30]
USA; students; 29 f / 11 m

Laboratory

Arm

Other (volume clamp)
n/a (Finapres)
Oscillometric / Other
OMRON 705 CP
Ohmeda 2300 (Finapres)
Oscillometric
iHealth Lab model BP5

Importantly, of the reviewed studies, only six were published in IS outlets (highlighted with an * in Table 1), while the remaining nine publications were published in
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non-IS outlets (e.g., six publications in Ergonomics). Hence, in total we found only six
studies which have applied blood pressure measurement in three decades of IS technostress research. In addition, though we explicitly conducted a forward research in
order to identify more recent publications, we only identified two technostress studies
after 2000 that included blood pressure measurement.
As a showcase for the potential of blood pressure measurement in longitudinal research designs, we found several studies that collected data over several days or even
weeks. Schleifer and Okogbaa [25] collected data at three points during the day over
four consecutive days. Johansson and Aronsson [19] collected blood pressure at five
points during a work day (approximately every 2 hours) over three non-consecutive
days. Lundberg et al. [26] measured blood pressure every 10 minutes during their test
phases (either 90 minutes or 60 minutes) over three consecutive days. Wastell and Newman [17, 18] measured blood pressure every hour (from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.) on work days
over a period of twelve weeks (six weeks before and after system implementation).
Most other studies, mainly conducted in laboratory settings, collected blood pressure
during a baseline condition (first measurement) and then again at the end of their test
(second measurement).
Amongst the reviewed studies, measurement on the upper arm using the auscultatory
method was most common. Some studies (i.e., [20, 28, 29]) measured blood pressure
continuously using a volume clap on the finger [11], though this method can restrict the
mobility of participants (due to constant connection to a monitor).
It is important to note that in none of the reviewed studies participants were advised
to make self-measurements of their blood pressure, even in those studies in which selfmeasurement devices based on the oscillometric method were used (i.e., [17, 18, 20,
30]). Hence, one of the main advantages of self-measurement devices, that is the reduction of the so-called “white-coat effect” (i.e., elevated blood pressure levels in the presence of medical professionals conducting blood pressure measurements, [31]) was not
derived in these studies.

4

Blood Pressure Measurement in IS Technostress Research and
in Other IS Domains

Our results indicate that blood pressure measurement was mainly used in laboratory
studies. Moreover, we identified the examination of the blood pressure effects of duration and variability of system response times (SRT) as the most prevalent topic (i.e., 7
out of 15 papers [15, 16, 21–24, 28]). Importantly, research results have been mixed.
Considering that the individual studies used different types of stressors (e.g., different
implementations of “slow” and “fast” response times, or presence or absence of time
pressure to perform a task), it is likely that the mixed results are a consequence of differences in stimuli.
Other stressors that have been investigated include the general impact of computerbased work on individual well-being [17–19], the effects of system breakdowns [19],
levels of monotony of computer-based tasks and physiological consequences [26], task
monitoring and related perceptions of performance pressure [29], lack of social support
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or even an unfriendly social environment and physiological consequences [20], and the
physiological effects of separation from mobile devices [30].
Based on a database search2, we identified additional recent applications of blood
pressure measurement that could be interesting to IS researchers and that are not directly related to stress. Turel et al. [32] investigated the effect of videogame addiction
on blood pressure and other cardio-metabolic indicators (mediated by sleep patterns
and level of obesity). Their study revealed a positive relationship between obesity and
blood pressure and they concluded that elevated blood pressure is an important addiction-related health risks. Stafford et al. [33] investigated the acceptance of conversational robots by older people. Among other tasks, participants had to draw a representation of the conversational robots before interaction with the robot, while physiological
parameters including blood pressure were measured. The study found that larger drawings were related to higher SBP after interacting with the robot. Finally, Why and Johnston [34] investigated the relationship between cynicism, state anger, and cardiovascular reactivity outside of social interaction, involving a computer-based task where the
mouse was manipulated to arouse anger. They found that state anger moderated the
positive relationship between individual cynicism and blood pressure (i.e., cynicism
was only positively related to blood pressure when state anger was high).

5

Blood Pressure and Its Physiological Correlates

In the fifteen reviewed technostress studies, blood pressure has frequently been paired
with other neurophysiological measures. In particular, further cardiovascular indicators
(heart rate, heart rate variability) were applied in all studies, while measures of electrodermal activity (e.g., SCL, SCR) were applied in five studies, electromyography in
three studies, and stress hormones were measured in two studies.
A number of the reviewed studies found similar correlation patterns for cardiovascular indicators (e.g., blood pressure positively correlates with heart rate, and negatively correlates with heart rate variability, [19, 24, 25]), though there have also been
studies which found different correlation patterns. For example, a number of studies
that investigated changes in workload (e.g., due to varying SRT) found that higher
workload positively affects SBP, while no change in heart rate could be observed [16–
18, 21]. Kuhmann et al. [21] argue that such differences might be caused by workload
type. In essence, they argue that blood pressure is more closely related to physical workload, while heart rate is more closely related to mental workload. In a further study,
Kohlisch and Kuhmann [23] showed in the context of a data entry task that low motor
demands (i.e., a small number of keystrokes per minute) may also result in elevated
blood pressure. It follows that the moderating effect of workload type is not well-established.

2

Search in ISI – Web of Science on 04/06/2017 using the query: Topic: “Blood pressure” AND
Topic: “information technology” OR “information system” OR “human-computer interaction”, which resulted in 209 publications.
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Another potential explanation for differences between blood pressure reactivity and
heart rate reactivity was provided by Hjortskov et al [20]. They argued that blood pressure frequently stays elevated because it is influenced by local mechanisms (e.g., muscle activity) and is therefore not as sensitive to changes in mental load as HRV. They
showed that though HRV (LF/HF ratio) returned to baseline after elimination of an
experimentally induced stressor, blood pressure stayed high throughout the experiment
and DBP even further increased during control sessions. It follows that HRV could be
a good indicator of the presence of a stressor, BP could be a good indicator for the level
of individual relaxation. In the context of general job stress, this argumentation has
been established by Steptoe et al. [35] who showed that elevated blood pressure levels
were still present after work.
For electrodermal activity, Thum et al. [24] reported that higher workload (due to
short SRT) led to elevated blood pressure. Yet, electrodermal activity increased when
individuals where confronted with a long SRT, which can be a sign of emotional strain,
as was also reflected in self-ratings of the emotional state (i.e., short SRT was rated
positively, while long SRT was rated negatively). In the same study a positive correlation was found for blood pressure and frontalis EMG activity.
Regarding stress hormones and blood pressure, we refer the reader to a study by
Johansson and Aronsson [19] who reported on an improvised study during an unforeseen computer breakdown. They found that the breakdown led to elevated adrenaline
excretion, which was accompanied by increased DBP.
As in the study by Thum et al. [24], other studies also reported deviations of blood
pressure from individual self-reports. For example, while Kuhmann [22] found that
participants rated a short SRT more positively, this was not reflected in any physiological changes, eventually caused by a lack of time pressure during task execution.
Kohlisch and Kuhmann [23], in contrast, found differences in physiological states due
to changes in SRT, which were not accompanied by significant changes in self-reported
states. Replicating the results of Thum et al. [24], Harada et al. [28] also found that
physiological activation was highest when SRT was fast, but self-reports on emotional
states showed an opposite pattern. Clayton et al. [30] found that self-reports on emotional states (unpleasantness and anxiety) reflected physiological responses.
Against the background of the discussion in this section, it is important to consider
the specific context of a study to understand potential increases, or decreases, of blood
pressure. Overall, we see the application potential of blood pressure as a complement
to other cardiovascular measures (e.g., heart rate), predominantly because it can be a
good indicator of individual relaxation after stress onset. A general review of blood
pressure and its regulation in the human body can be found in [36]. IS researchers are
advised to consider the insights provided in this and similar reviews in their study design.

6

Conclusion and Further Directions

Blood pressure measurement has not played a significant role in IS technostress research so far, though we identified and reviewed a number of studies that could inform
future studies. What is striking is the variety of study designs and different procedures
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(e.g., number of measurements, frequency, timing, methods, measurement location)
that is observable in those few studies alone. To foster the application of blood pressure
measurement in IS research in general, and specifically in technostress studies, we
therefore recommend that researchers refer to the guidelines that are provided and regularly updated by international health organizations (e.g., [10, 11, 14, 31]). These
guidelines also list potential confounders (see Table 2) that should be taken into account, and which have been controlled for in some of the reviewed studies (e.g., smoking, coffee or alcohol consumption, arm position), but, importantly, not in all studies
(e.g., importance of uncrossed legs for blood pressure measurement).
Table 2. Overview of important confounders in blood pressure measurement.
Individual
Caffeine consumption
Nicotine consumption
Alcohol consumption
General health status (e.g.,
pregnancy, current medication, except aspirin)

Situation
Room temperature
Background noise
Physical activity
(exercise level)
Extent of talking

Measurement
Cuff size
Arm position (on heart level)
Seating position (e.g., no
crossed legs)
Relaxation before
measurement

An important point that is reiterated in all of these guidelines, and not only valid for
blood pressure measurement, is that device selection should be made carefully. As a
consequence of the prevalence of blood pressure related health issues in human society,
researchers are in the advantageous situation that numerous organizations exist worldwide which continuously pay attention to the validation of new blood pressure measurement devices (on the general importance of measurement issues in NeuroIS research, see [37]). An overview of validated devices and related studies can be found
online (http://www.dableducational.org/). By using this list, we found, for example,
that devices used in the reviewed studies [20] and [30] have been validated in accordance with international standards (i.e., [9]).
As there were no technostress studies in our review that actually applied self-measurement of blood pressure and due to the lack of studies that used wrist devices for this
purpose, our own research group is currently concerned with the comparison of seven
corresponding devices (i.e., OMRON RS8, RS6, RS3; BEURER BC40, BC57; BOSO
Medistar+, Medilife PC3). Among other reasons, such comparison studies are important because recent research indicates that blood pressure could be an important
stress indicator in stress-sensitive adaptive enterprise systems [38].
In conclusion, we hope that this review paper provides a useful overview of previous
IS technostress studies and helps to establish blood pressure measurement as an extension to the current measurement toolset of technostress researchers. It should be noted
though that the interpretation of blood pressure levels should be made with caution,
because it is affected by many factors, all of which are potential confounders in scientific research. However, if blood pressure measurement is used as a complement to
other neurophysiological measures (e.g., [1, 2, 4, 5, 39]), including measurement of
brain activity (e.g., EEG, for details see Müller-Putz et al. [40], then blood pressure will
likely become a valuable extension in the IS researchers’ toolset.
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Abstract. User assistance systems are often invoked automatically based on simple triggers (e.g., the assistant pops up after the user has been idle for some time)
or they require users to invoke them manually. Both invocation modes have their
weaknesses. Therefore, we argue that, ideally, the assistance should be invoked
intelligently based on the users’ actual need for assistance. In this paper, we propose a research project investigating the role of users’ cognitive-affective states
when providing assistance using NeuroIS measurements. Drawing on the theoretical foundations of the Attentional Control Theory, we propose an experiment
that helps to understand how cognitive-affective states can serve as indicators for
the best point of time for the invocation of user assistance systems. The research
described in this paper will ultimately help to design intelligent invocation of user
assistance systems.
Keywords: Assistance; invocation; NeuroIS; Attentional Control Theory; cognitive-affective user states; affect; mental effort
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Introduction

Digital assistants like Siri or Alexa, chatbots like the ones on WeChat [1] and other
forms of user assistance strongly developed over the last years and the trend towards
providing advanced user assistance in digital services is even growing [2, 3]. The common idea of user assistance systems it to support users to perform their tasks better [4].
One of the early attempts to create such an assistant was Microsoft’s Clippy. Yet,
Clippy is a famous and regularly trending example for the dismal failure of such user
assistance [5]. One of Clippy’s most severe design mistakes was its proactive invocation mode. Proactively offering assistance at the right point can be a helpful feature in
order to relieve the user’s effort, ensure successful task performance and avoid errors
[2, 6]. Certainly, Clippy appeared in the most inappropriate moments and interrupted
users when not required. This led to Clippy’s rapid downfall [5], which demonstrates
the importance of a careful invocation design of assistance. The example shows that the
communication via assistants needs to be well designed and adapted to the user in order
to enhance trust and usage, and ultimately performance [7, 8]. Thus, the right timing of
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assistance invocation is an important design aspect [9, 10]. Invocation design in this
context describes how assistance is activated. Some researchers [10] suggest a more
advanced invocation which is provided by the system that “monitors the user in some
way” (p. 504). However, existing approaches of assistance invocation are mainly dominated by either automatic activation or manual user requests. The automatic provisioning is often designed with static predefined rules by e.g. applying explicit user modelling, that incorporates the users’ goals, needs, or other preferences to detect their need
for assistance [11]. Both modes have been proven to not be entirely sufficient [6, 12],
possibly because users are not always aware of when they need help and likewise frequently do not know how to use assistance effectively [13–15]. Furthermore, the “right
time to intervene is [still] difficult to predict” [16] for the systems and consequently
users get annoyed or out of flow when being interrupted at the wrong moments [5, 17].
As user assistance serves to relieve users’ mental working memory [10] the system
should not additionally burden the user with interruptions at the wrong time.
To address this research gap of providing intelligent invocation of user assistance
[18], we argue for taking into account the cognitive-affective states of the user in realtime. With the term cognitive-affective states we refer to user states that involve both,
affective as well as cognitive activity [19]. These states heavily impact the interaction
between humans and technology, users’ need for assistance and consequently their task
performance [20–23]. User states that influence users’ interaction with IT are, in particular, task-dependent negative cognitive-affective states, such as frustration or anxiety
[6] as well as high mental effort [24]. Thus, we assume that these user states correspondingly influence users’ need for assistance [21, 22]. Drawing on the theoretical
assumptions of the Attentional Control Theory [20], we argue that the assessment of
the users’ negative cognitive-affective states with neurophysiological data is an important design aspect to further improve user assistance invocation [6, 25]. Ultimately,
systems can automatically adjust assistance invocation to sensed user states to increase
the users’ efficiency, performance, and satisfaction [6]. In our research we follow a
NeuroIS approach [8, 26]. One major advantage with regard to the outlined problem is
the opportunity to observe latent variables, such as the users’ need for assistance, “directly from body signals” [27]. Thus, the research question guiding this work is:
Can we identify users’ need for assistance by unobtrusive and real-time measurement and analysis of cognitive-affective states of the user?
With this we want to expand and add value to NeuroIS literature as well as user
assistance research by investigating psychophysiological correlates that reliably and
timely detect the users’ need for assistance and the IT-related behavior of assistance
usage [26]. The research described in this paper will ultimately help to design intelligent
invocation of user assistance systems.
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2

Conceptual and Theoretical Foundations

2.1

Assistance and Invocation Modes

Assistance systems are provided in order to support users to perform their tasks better [4]. Assistance tends to become more and more tailored to the users’ needs in order
to increase performance at the right time and in the right context [2, 4]. Moreover, varying in their degree of system intelligence (e.g. provision of context-aware assistance)
and interaction enabled by the system (e.g. offering highly sophisticated dialog interfaces), assistance systems can exhibit different maturity levels in terms of sensing the
users’ current environment and activities [4].
One critical design aspect when providing adequate user assistance is to determine
when a user actually wants or needs assistance [16]. The right point of interrupting
users has been studied extensively in the context of notifications [13, 28, 29]. Badly
timed interruptions can cause deteriorated performance and decision-making, negative
user states (like annoyance, frustration, cognitive overload) and ultimately distrust in
the systems’ competency and usage [28–31]. Correspondingly, the timing or invocation
of assistance is crucial for the assistance’ success. Recent research examining the right
time to provide assistance agrees that it should be guided by the users’ characteristics,
needs, and context [6, 16, 25, 32]. First approaches of such user modeling [11, 16] did
not provide accurate determinants for assistance invocation [12]. In line with other research [6, 33–35], we argue that users’ cognitive-affective states determine the need for
assistance. Modeling approaches on this new determinants exists [6, 35]. Yet, they focus on user modeling, or use manually pre-determined thresholds for assistance invocation. This reveals the lack of efficient timing to intervene with assistance that acts on
the sensing of users’ cognitive-affective states in real-time.

2.2

Theorizing on Invocation Determinants: A NeuroIS Perspective

Assistance and NeuroIS. In order to gain a better theoretical understanding of human behavior, NeuroIS research [36] is eager to find psychophysiological and neural
correlates for already established IT constructs [26]. Especially in the context of offering user assistance the traditional IS research methods like surveys and interviews encounter difficulties of reliably predicting users’ need of assistance [15].
As users have been found to either not always be aware of when they need help,
underestimate their need for assistance, or occasionally do not want to admit that they
need assistance [13, 15, 37], a NeuroIS research approach can potentially shed light on
this issue. However, objective measurement methods for users’ assistance need in an
objective and unobtrusive way are still absent. Neurophysiological tools offer great potential for new insights on user states by measuring direct responses to stimuli from the
human body [27]. Applying this approach enables to capture unconscious processes
that users might not be able to introspect or to gain insights on determinants of behavior
that users are uncomfortable to report on [26]. Moreover, the possibility of obtaining
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real-time as well as continuous data enables analysis of temporal aspects and the measurement of simultaneous processes of constructs [26]. Consequently, this helps to design adaptive IT artifacts that considers user states which determine IT behavior [38].
With regard to designing assistance invocation, this integration of psychophysiological determinants for users’ assistance needs is absent in existing research. First attempts to include affective user states into invocation determination of user assistance
exists [6, 35, 39, 40]. Yet, these studies primarily address this issue only from a theoretical view. Particularly, to our knowledge, there exists no published research on determining assistance invocation by empirically integrating psychophysiological measurements in order to monitor users’ states. However, not only from a NeuroIS perspective but also from a psychological view this approach can unlock great potential for
reliably detecting users’ need for assistance.
Attentional Control Theory (ACT). Since decades, researchers agree that affective
as well as cognitive states have motivational properties that lead to observable behavior
in IS [38, 41, 42] as well as non-IS contexts [20, 43].
In their psychological theory, Eysenck et al. [20, 44] offer valuable insights into the
effects of affect and cognition on users’ need for assistance. It describes the influence
of especially negative affective states on people’s task performance and related behavior, in particular, their coping strategies. In order to prevent a performance loss due to
experienced negative affect and increased cognitive effort, people adjust their behavior
with, for instance, searching for assistance. Eysenck et al. revealed that provoked anxiety impairs peoples’ processing efficiency when working on a goal-directed task because people shift their attentional focus from the current task to the threatening stimulus. This increases their cognitive resource utilization. When responding to this
change, people need additional resources (internal or external) to cope with the situation
in order to not experiencing a loss in performance effectiveness. However, this leads to
a decrease in processing efficiency. One possibility to prevent people from such an
efficiency loss caused by negative affective states is the provision of auxiliary processing resources [20], e.g. by offering assistance.
Cognitive-Affective States. The ACT mainly focuses on anxiety as negative affective state which impairs attentional control on a current task and ultimately efficiency
and resulting performance [20]. Nevertheless, the theoretical implications of ACT have
already been applied in the IS context and expanded to negative affective states, in
general, that evidently influence IT-related behavior [42, 45]. By definition, an affective state arises from an individual’s reaction to an event and influences cognitive, physiological, as well as behavioral components [6, 46]. Especially in the context of humancomputer interaction, affective states play an important role when explaining user behavior [19, 21, 47]. Moreover, user states of high cognitive activity are often related to
emotional responses; either in parallel or as interacting occurrences [26]. Monitoring
user states that involve both, affective as well as cognitive activity, can reveal new
insights on the users and their needs [26]. Baker et al. [19] refer to the latter as cognitive-affective user states. Within the context of assistance invocation especially negative cognitive-affective states are assumed to reveal important insights [23]. They are
characterized by a negative affective valence, which can be assessed with the help of
facial electromyography tools or facial expression analysis [48]. Examples of negative
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cognitive-affective user states are frustration or boredom [49]. Likewise, anxiety can
be categorized as such a cognitive-affective state [50]. As antecedents of negative cognitive-affective user states certain stressors such as time pressure caused by dropped
network connections and high task complexity have been found to increase the need for
assistance [37].

3

Research Propositions

Drawing on ACT, we assume that negative cognitive-affective user states influence
the related users’ behavior in general and specifically the usage of assistance. This assumption is based on the influence of negative cognitive-affective user state on the users’ attention focus. As this focus will shift from executing the task to coping with the
affect-evoking stimuli the user has to invest more cognitive resources [20]. This increase in resource utilization is represented by users’ mental effort, respectively the
amount of cognitive resources that is required to manage the workload demanded by a
task [51]. As users experience a negative cognitive-affective state, we therefore assume
that their level of mental effort increases accordingly:
Proposition P1: A negative cognitive-affective state increases users’ mental effort.
This increase in mental effort leads to potential loss in users’ efficiency and ultimately task performance [20]. In order to prevent them from this undesirable outcome
users are hypothesized to utilize coping strategies to decrease mental effort, respectively to increase efficiency and performance [20, 52, 53]. In the case of our research
project, this is represented by the usage of a user assistance system that offers additional
information [54, 55]:
Proposition P2: Increased mental effort increases assistance usage.

4

Proposed Methodology

In a first step, we propose to examine the effect of negative cognitive-affective user
states on the users’ IT-related behavior (in this case the usage of the offered user assistance). To test whether the theoretically derived propositions proof to be valid we plan
to conduct a laboratory experiment.
We measure the users’ cognitive-affective state with a combination of psychophysiological tools. We assess users’ emotional valence via facial expressions with
webcams [48] and users’ mental effort via heart rate with ECG [8, 38]. ECG is one
possibility to assess mental effort among others and has been found to be a reliable
predictor for peoples’ mental effort [56]. Furthermore, compared to other methods, as
EEG [57], it constitutes a minimally invasive measurement method [26]. Together with
existing technical restrictions, this led to our decision of approximating mental effort
via ECG measures. As the experimental context, we chose a travel booking scenario
and formulate this as a goal-directed task according to the ACT [20] by providing par-
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ticipants incentives for a successful task execution. The experimental task will compromise the configuration of a travel with specific constraints with respect to budget and
time. The participants’ task is to configure the optimal travel in order to fulfill the experiments’ objective. A virtual travel agency will offer the assistance that the user can
consult manually, if needed. The participants will be randomly assigned to one of two
treatment groups and a control group. The treatment structure will be composed of a
low negative affect condition and a high negative affect condition. The treatments differ
with respect to the amount of task features that stimulate negative cognitive-affective
states. We then observe when they use the assistance and how this depends on the treatment.

5

Expected Contribution and Future Work

In the next steps, we will finalize the experimental design and carry out the experiment. Conducting the experiment and subsequently evaluating the experimental data
will reveal valuable insights on the determinants of users’ assistance needs. With this,
we will gain first design knowledge on the appropriate invocation timing of user assistance systems. We aim at validating the two suggested constructs of user states as neurophysiological correlates for assistance need in order to design neuro-adaptive invocation of user assistance in later stages of this research [26]. The final objective is to
test and evaluate the resulting derived design knowledge in a follow-up experiment.
Thereby, we contribute to collecting initial design knowledge towards finding the right
moments for user assistance invocation. With ultimately testing the effects of such an
invocation on the user, we will further contribute to research on user assistance in general. The hypothesized positive outcomes by applying timely user assistance [6] as well
as possible negative effects caused by interrupting the user with the assistance itself
[58] will be identified. Conceivably, the expected results will identify the optimal time
to offer user assistance even before the user experiences any negative cognitive-affective state. User assistance in the future can then be designed to detect if the user is
trending towards a negative cognitive-affective state in order to prevent any associated
performance loss by offering timely user assistance.
Furthermore, the proposed experiment has some limitations that open up opportunities for future work on the results. As we will use an ECG measurement approach for
assessing participants’ mental effort, future research on the topic could evaluate other
measurement methodologies in comparison. The approach of Eye-Fixation Related Potential (EFRP) proposed by Léger et al. [59] could offer further insights into participants’ mental effort during task execution and help to identify when to offer user assistance. Moreover, we are aware of the fact that not only users’ negative cognitive-affective states might constitute a need for user assistance. Other factors apart from these
should be investigated in future research on the topic. Positive affective states have
been found to influence task performance, too [60]. Together with examining the role
of users’ attention, this could complement the proposed research of finding the optimal
timing for offering user assistance.
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Abstract. Recent advances in neuro–physiological measurements resulted in reliable and objective measures of Cognitive Load (CL), e.g.,
using pupillary responses. However, continuous measurement of CL in
software design activities, e.g., conceptual modeling, has received little
attention. In this paper, we present the progress of our work intended
to close this gap by continuously measuring cognitive load during design
activities. This work aims at advancing our understanding of WHEN
and WHY designers face challenges. For this, we attempt to explore and
explain the occurrence of CL using fine–granular units of analysis (e.g.,
type of subtasks, evolution of design artifact’s quality, and manner of
technology use). We expect implications for the future development of
intelligent software systems, which are aware WHEN a particular designer experiences challenges, but also WHY challenges occur.
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1

Introduction

Contemporary software engineering practice differs fundamentally, as cloud–
based apps and services do, from the monolithic mainframes of the 1980s. This
presents a challenge, since timing and duration of software engineering design
activities today is diffuse when compared to projects managed using structured
methods and tools such as CASE (Computer Aided Software Engineering) and
Integrated Development Environments (IDEs). It has become increasingly difficult to assess WHEN software engineers (designers in the following) experience
challenges while conducting a design activity (e.g., creating a conceptual model
or programming) and to explain WHY these challenges occur.
The cognitive demands imposed on the designer are commonly described as
cognitive load (CL) [1]. Recent advances in neuro–physiological measurements
resulted in reliable and objective measures of continuous CL [1]. However, continuous measurement of CL in software design activities up to now has received
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little attention. Moreover, there is no comprehensive understanding of the factors
influencing a designers CL while conducting a software design activity.
Qualitative approaches in the context of software engineering typically identify challenges designers face through manual analysis and subsequent coding
of data (e.g., [2, 3]) rather than the usage of neuro–physiological measurements
of CL. Quantitative studies to CL measurements, in turn, are typically either
perception–based and not continuous (e.g., using the NASA–TLX instrument for
measuring CL [4]) or conducted as stimuli–response experiments where markers
are available (i.e., it is known when the stimulus occurs) that can be related to
the responses (i.e., change in pupil dilation), e.g., [5]. In contrast to stimulus–
response settings, where changes in cognitive load in response to a stimulus
induced by experimenters are evaluated, investigating CL during design activities is less structured and inherent to how a designer’s individual design process
unfolds.
We intend to close this gap by measuring CL through objective, neuro–
physiological measures in a more realistic work setting where no markers exist. We aim to make software engineering processes and their cognitive demands
more tractable, advancing our understanding of WHEN and WHY designers face
challenges. For this, we attempt to explore and explain the occurrence of CL using more granular units of analysis (including several process–oriented factors
such as the type of sub–tasks; the evolution of the quality of the design artifact,
and the manner of technology use) derived from the designer’s interactions with
the design platform and eye fixations on the various parts of the design platform.
This paper focuses on one frequently re–occurring software design activity,
i.e., conceptual modeling, but eventually aims at broadening the range of design
components to include program blocks. Our research is expected to contribute
towards a better understanding of WHEN and WHY high CL occurs in design
activities by gathering empirical data regarding variations and changes in CL
and various process–oriented factors to potentially explain these changes.

2

Cognitive Load in Design Activities

Design activities, e.g., conceptual modeling, involve the construction of a mental
model of the domain from an informal requirements description and its externalization using the elements provided by the modeling notation [6] by using the
tools provided by a design platform, e.g., the modeling editor [7]. During the
externalization process, the designer evolves the design artifact, i.e., conceptual
model, through a series of interactions from an initial state through intermediate
states to a final state reflecting the requirements of the domain. When performing a design activity, the designer exploits the malleability of their mental model
to decompose cognitively ’digestible’ sub–tasks, e.g., a group of model elements.
Recomposition maintains the integrity of the components and the intellectual
control of the designer. This is the ’dance’ of design that is choreographed using
notations and design platforms [8]. The cognitive demands imposed on the designer are commonly described as CL, dependent on the task’s inherent complex-
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ity, the design platform, the designer’s domain knowledge, design expertise, and
cognitive abilities. As a response to the cognitive challenges, the designer’s CL
changes throughout the course of the design activity [9]. To objectively measure
CL and to determine WHEN designers are challenged, neuro–physiological tools,
e.g., eye tracking [1] can be used. For a particular designer we assume designer–
specific factors to remain stable during a design activity. Possible explanations
for changes in CL probably stem from changes in task difficulty throughout a
design activity and the designer’s interactions with design platform and design
artifact. A messy intermediate design artifact could, for example, lead to higher
CL when working on the artifact afterwards. To understand WHY challenges
during the design process occur without having markers, we attempt to connect
the CL data with data regarding the sub–tasks of the design process (to trace
down differences in task difficulty throughout the design activity), the evolution
of the design artifact and its quality, and the manner of technology use.

3

Research in Progress

Subsequently, we outline the current status of our work and provide details
regarding our future endeavor.
3.1

Step 1: Data Collection

To continuously assess CL we measure pupil dilation, which (under conditions
of controlled illumination) reliably indicates CL [1]. Alternative load measures
and the reasoning for choosing pupil dilation for our study are discussed in [9].
Process–oriented factors as possible explanations for CL are measured by collating interactions with the design platform using Cheetah Experimental Platform
(CEP) [10] and eye movement data (e.g., fixations) using the Tobii–TX300 eye
tracker. For synchronizing interactions, fixations, and pupillary response data
and for performing data treatment, we rely on a dedicated platform extending
the capabilities of CEP towards analyzing CL [11, 12]. We collected data of 117
novice student modelers, who created a conceptual model using BPMN [9] after
a training phase.
3.2

Step 2: Measuring process–oriented factors

Step 2.1: Measure sub–task specific CL: For conceptual modeling, [13]
showed the existence of the sub–tasks problem understanding, method finding,
modeling, reconciliation, and validation. Since different types of sub–tasks involve different underlying cognitive processes, the changes in CL can stem from
the type of sub–task the designer is currently engaged in. For this, we intend to
automatically discover the different sub–tasks the user is engaged in at different periods of time when interacting with the design platform. For this, we rely
on an existing task model [10, 13] and formulate the challenge of aligning the
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data coming from different modalities (i.e., neuro–physiological data, interactions with design platform) with the task model as a classification problem and
solve it using supervised learning approaches, e.g., Support Vector Machines [14].
For validation purposes the classifier will be compared with a previously defined
gold standard. Initial results are promising [15, 16]. The alignment will be then
used to slice the design activity into periods of time with start and end timestamps to calculate sub–task specific CL. Different measures such as the average
CL, accumulated CL, or the instantaneous CL as suggested by [17] can be calculated for the respective periods of time. For an overview of CL measurements
in general and neuro–physiological measurements in particular please see [1].
Step 2.2: Measurement of the design artifact’s quality evolution:
When transforming a design artifact from one state into another, its quality (e.g.,
element alignment) can change and impact subsequent modifications. Put differently, a design artifact whose quality gradually degrades can make subsequent
changes difficult by raising CL due to decreased readability. For this, quality
will be operationalized as a set of properties [18, 19] (e.g., number of syntactical
errors, alignment of elements). Values for each property can be calculated for
each intermediate state. For this, we build upon infrastructure from the Austrian
funded ModErARe project [19].
Step 2.3: Conceptualize and measure manner of technology use: In
addition, the manner of using the provided design platform can have an impact
on CL, e.g., tool features that are used effectively can lower CL, be ineffective,
or even increase CL if used inappropriately. Here we plan to develop a rich
conceptualization of technology use in line with [20] that goes beyond simple
quantitative measures. Refactoring tools, for example, are frequently used as part
of reconciliation sub–tasks with the goal to reduce CL of subsequent sub–tasks
(e.g., by improving the understandability of the partial design artifact). When
analyzing the potential impact of using refactoring tools, counting the number
of its invocations is not sufficient, but it has to be considered whether its use
was effective and led to improvements of the partial design artifact. Moreover,
the potential benefit of refactoring depends on when in the process it is applied
and how much the quality of the design artifact is impaired at the moment of its
application. Therefore, our conceptualization of the manner of technology use
will capture how a particular designer uses the design platform to accomplish a
certain (sub–)task considering the state of the intermediate design artifact. Such
data can be measured using the designer’s interactions with the design platform.
3.3

Step 3: Data Analysis

The analysis of the collected data can be grouped in two families: intra– and
inter–subject analysis. The former case considers data stemming from different
modalities, taking a single subject into account. The latter groups subjects by
different aspects and analyzes the relationships among those groups. For intra–
subject analysis, two different analyses might be considered (cf. Fig. 1). In both
cases, the analysis combines the information streams we extracted, e.g., the sub–
tasks, the quality measurements of the designed artifacts, the manner of technol-
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ogy use, and the cognitive load. After running through a data cleaning procedure
Sub-tasks

Sub-tasks
Comprehension

Modeling

Reconciliation

Comprehension

Quality.measures.of.the.design.artifact

Comprehension

Modeling

Reconciliation

Comprehension

Quality-measures-of-the-design-artifact

Other-data-streams-(e.g.,-technology-use)

Other.data.streams.(e.g.,.technology.use)

...

...

Cognitive-load

Cognitive.load

Time

Time

(a) Starting from an interesting time period, analyze possible causes

(b) From specific modeling phases analyze
quality of artifact and CL

Fig. 1: Approaches for the intra-subject data analysis
described in [12] starting point for the first analysis scenario (cf. Fig. 1a) is the
identification of interesting time periods regarding CL. Then, we examine the
immediate history of the other streams for identifying possible causes for the
high CL. The second analysis approach (cf. Fig. 1b), on the contrary, slices
the design activity into periods of time by considering process–oriented factors
(i.e., sub–tasks, evolution of quality of design artifact, and manner of technology use). For example, as illustrated in Fig. 1, the design activity is sliced into
sub–tasks. Another possibility of slicing the design activity could be identifying
periods with high quality of the design artifact and periods with low quality.
The analysis then compares periods of time of the same type (e.g., the different
sub–tasks in Fig. 1b) in terms of differences in CL. Considering inter–subject
analysis, subjects are grouped by process–oriented factors and then tested for
group differences. For example, subjects could be grouped based on their modeling behavior (e.g., subjects with reconciliation phases just at the end of the
modeling session versus subjects with reconciliation phases throughout the modeling session) and groups could be tested for differences in their average CL.

4

Summary and Expected Impact

In this paper, we investigate WHEN designers experience challenges by measuring CL and aim to explain changes in CL using different process–oriented factors.
We have completed data collection and made substantial progress regarding the
operationalization of process–oriented factors. Next, we plan to analyze the data
as outlined. If the approach proves viable we intend to broaden our scope and
to address other software design activities like programming.
Assuming we are able to demonstrate the impact of process–oriented factors
on CL, we expect our research to result in revised guidelines on how to investigate
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design activities and evaluate design artifacts. Future research will be advised
to depart from a pure black–box approach and to increasingly consider process–
oriented factors impacting CL (or other antecedents of task performance). We
further expect implications for the development of neuro-adaptive systems that
are not only aware WHEN a particular designer experiences challenges, but also
WHY and can react with personalized feedback or adaptation.
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Abstract. The objective of this laboratory experiment was to explore how product
decision characteristics interact to influence the decision maker’s cognitive load. A
between-subject experiment with 23 participants was performed to test how four decision
characteristics (Decision set size, Attribute value format, Display format, and
Information sorting) interact to influence participants’ cognitive load. Eye-tracking was
used to assess cognitive load. Results indicate that the four product decision
characteristics interact to influence cognitive load. We found, for example, that as the
decision set size increased, the influence of attribute value format, display format, and
information sorting on cognitive load varied. Theoretical contributions and managerial
implications are discussed.
Keywords: Decision characteristics, decision-making, eye tracking, cognitive load,
information display.

1

Introduction

Human decision making (e.g., choosing a product on a retail website) depends on a
number of factors. Payne, Bettman, and Johnson [1] suggest that the characteristics of
the decision-maker, the decision situation, and the social context may influence the
decision strategy and thus the final decision. Prior research shows, for instance, that
consumers use different decision-making strategies based on the number of alternatives
(e.g., products) to choose from [1]. In the present study, we focus on decision
characteristics. Specifically, we investigate how decision characteristics (e.g., number of
alternatives) influence the decision-maker's instantaneous cognitive load. Furthermore,
we investigate how decision characteristics interact (e.g., number of alternative and
information sorting) in influencing cognitive load, which has not been investigated thus
far to the best of our knowledge.

This research contributes to decision-making literature by investigating the interactions
among decision characteristics and their influence on cognitive load. By gaining a better
understanding of how these characteristics influence consumers’ cognitive load, this
research also has implications for practice, especially for online decision-making tools
such as comparison matrices offered on many commercial websites.

2

Literature Review

The decision-making literature suggests that a decision is contingent on many
characteristics [For a review, see 1]. Some characteristics are related to the social
context of the decision. For instance, Bearden and Etzel [2] show that reference groups
have varying influence on consumers’ decision for public vs. private and luxury vs.
necessity products. Other characteristics are related to the decision-maker. For instance,
the decision maker’s prior knowledge and expertise may influence the way she
processes the information [3]. Finally, some characteristics are related to the decision
itself. For instance, traditional consumer information load research investigated how
the number of alternatives and the number of attributes per alternative influence
consumer decision-making [4].
Prior research has identified many characteristics affecting the decision outcome [For
a review, see 1], but limited research investigated interactions between the decision
characteristics. Most research on decision characteristic interactions focused on the
joint effect of the number of alternatives and attributes on the decision [5]. Considering
this research deficit, the objective of the present study is to investigate a wider range of
decision characteristic interactions. Also, to the best of our knowledge no research has
investigated these interaction effects on the decision maker’s actual (i.e., instantaneous)
cognitive load during the decision-making process.
In this research, we focus on four characteristics: Decision set size, Attribute value
format, Display format, and Information sorting. The decision set size, the number of
alternatives and/or the number of attributes per alternative, has been extensively
studied. Results show that as the decision set size increases, the decision quality
decreases [For a review, see 6]. The format in which attribute values are presented also
influences the decision-making process. Prior research has compared numerical vs.
textual information formats [7] and has also compared simple vs. complex numerical
attribute formats [8] on decision outcomes. The display format of the information also
plays a role in the decision-making process. In his classic study, Russo [9] shows that
when information about unit price is presented in a convenient manner to consumers,
they tend to spend less. Thus, information not only needs to be available, it needs to be

processable. In this research, we investigate the display format (matrix vs. text) and the
sorting of the information within these formats (sorted vs. not sorted).
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) was first proposed in the field of education in the 1980s
[10] and is now used in a variety of fields including human-computer interaction [11].
It postulates that humans have a limited working memory capacity which interacts with
a virtually unlimited long-term memory capacity [10]. According to CLT, three types
of cognitive load exist: 1) intrinsic load (interaction between task and one’s expertise),
2) extraneous load (additional load due to poor instructions), and 3) germane load
(related to processes involved in encoding and retrieving elements in or from long-term
memory). CLT suggests that these cognitive load types are additive [12] and should
stay within working memory limits in order to avoid information overload and its
adverse consequences. Thus, as task demand increases, the sum of cognitive load types
(represented by one’ instantaneous cognitive load, i.e., cognitive load that fluctuates
each moment someone works on a task) will eventually reach one’s cognitive capacity
limit. In this research, we thus influence intrinsic load by manipulating various decision
characteristics (Decision set size, Attribute value format, Display format, and
Information sorting).

3

Method

3.1

Experimental Design

In order to test the interactions between decision characteristics, we used a 3x2x2x2
between-subject experimental design. The first factor is the decision set. It was
composed of either 3, 5, or 7 alternatives and 3, 5, or 7 attributes per alternative (i.e.,
3x3, 5x5, or 7x7 decision set). The second factor is attribute value format. In one
condition, attribute values were numerical without any unit of measure (values ranging
from 1 to 10), while in the other condition, attribute values were presented with their
respective unit of measure ($, stars, etc.). The third factor is display format; the
information was either presented in a matrix format or in a text format. Finally, the
information was either presented in a sorted fashion (e.g., all brand prices were
presented in the first row) or in an unsorted manner (e.g., the first row displayed price
information for a brand, quality for another brand, and reputation for the third brand).
Figure 1 provides an example of the manipulated factors.

Product A
Price

$169

Product B
Reputation

2.5 stars

Product C
Warranty

5 years

Reputation

3 stars

Warranty

Warranty

5 years

Price

4 years
$139

Price

$139

Reputation

3 stars

Fig. 1. Example of an experimental stimulus (Decision set size (3x3), Attribute value format (unit
of measure), Display format (matrix), and Information sorting (not sorted).

3.2

Sample and Procedure

Twenty-three participants were recruited among the student panel of HEC Montréal.
After completing the consent form, participants were asked to perform a set of product
choices. For each choice, participants had to process the product information displayed
on a computer screen and then had to report their decision on an answering sheet. In
total, participants had to perform 72 product choices (3 sets of 24 choices). In total,
1656 product choices were collected. Participants had a maximum of 20 seconds to
perform each choice.
In order to generate one dominant alternative in each choice set, the following algorithm
was used. It ensured that one alternative took the best value in more than one half of
the attributes.
● Let K be the number of attributes (and the number of products). In our experiment
K=3, 5, or 7.
● Let M=(K+1)/2 be the number of attributes where the dominant product has the
highest value.
● Let Ai,j be the assigned value of the ith attribute for the jth product (i,j=1,…,K)
● Let (Vi,1, Vi,2,…,Vi,10) the set of 10 values that can be taken by the i th attribute,
these values are ranked and the last value is always the dominant one (for example
(1/10,2/10,…,10/10) or (200$,190$,…,100$).
● We randomly select D, a value from {1,…,K} to represent the dominant product.
● We randomly select (d1,…,dM) the M values from {1,…,K} to designate the
attributes where product D will be the best choice.
● For each attribute i=1,...,K, we randomly select B i from [13] to represent the
highest value that can be simulated for this attribute.
● We assign:
○ Ad1,D=Vd1,Bd1
○ Ad2,D=Vd2,Bd2
○ …
○ AdM,D= VdM,BdM
For each of the selected attributes, the dominant product takes the highest value.
● For all other remaining Aij’s, we randomly select a value from:
o {Vi,1, Vi,2,..,Vi,Bi} when the attribute i is not one of the selected attribute (d 1,..,dM).

o {Vi,1, Vi,2,..,Vi,Bi-1} when the attribute i is one of the selected attribute (d 1,..,dM).
3.3

Measured Variables and Apparatus

Most consumer research has used explicit measures to assess cognitive load. For
instance, Aljukhadar et al. [14] used a self-reported measure of cognitive load to assess
the influence of decision set size on consumers’ cognitive load. However, only a few
studies in consumer and information system research used implicit cognitive load
measures [e.g., 15, 16, 17]. Because cognitive load may fluctuate rapidly during a
decision-making task and that a decision-maker may not be self-conscious of her
cognitive load at all times, we used an implicit cognitive load measure. For this
research, pupil dilation measured with an eyetracker (SMI, Teltow, Germany) was used
to assess cognitive load [18, 19].
Two additional variables were used as control variables. The first control variable is the
decision quality. In order to assess decision quality, the selection of the dominant
alternative (i.e., one alternative that was better on at least one attribute and at least equal
on all other attributes) was assessed. Second, although participants had a time limit to
make their decision, decision time was also used as a control variable.

4

Results

Table 1 presents the average cognitive load participants experienced in the twelve
different experimental conditions.
Table 1. Average cognitive load per experimental condition (mm)
Unit of Measure

No Unit of Measure

Sorted

Not sorted

Sorted

Not sorted

Matrix

3.26

3.30

3.19

3.21

Text

3.29

3.32

3.24

3.19

Matrix

3.32

3.40

3.26

3.19

Text

3.36

3.32

3.17

3.20

Matrix

3.40

3.45

3.26

3.26

3x3

5x5

7x7

Text

3.38

3.47

3.24

3.27

In order to test the interactions among the four experimental factors, a multivariate
regression model on the average pupil dilation per subject and per interface was used.
The fixed effects were all 4 main effects and all 6 two-way interactions. In addition, the
decision time and a dummy variable indicating if the participant correctly identified the
dominant product (Decision quality) were added as control variables. In order to
account for potential correlations between repeated measures, a random (Gaussian)
effect was added for each participant. The decision time was not significant, but the
decision quality was found to be a significant control variable (F=1.13, p<.04).
Interactions results are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. Main effects and Interactions Results
Effect

Num DF Den DF F Value

P Value

Decision set size (3, 5, 7)

2

1594

87.83

<.0001

Attribute value format (unit of measure)

1

1594

517.65

<.0001

Decision set size*Attribute value format

2

1594

23.37

<.0001

Display format (matrix or text)

1

1594

0.05

0.8304

Decision set size*Display format

2

1594

6.14

0.0022

Attribute value format*Display format

1

1594

1.16

0.2810

Information sorting

1

1594

11.69

0.0006

Decision set size*Information sorting

2

1594

4.28

0.0141

Attribute value format*Information sorting

1

1594

25.64

<.0001

Display format*Information sorting

1

1594

0.35

0.5515

Decision quality

1

1594

4.12

0.0426

Decision time

1

1594

1.13

0.2889

Results suggest that 4 out of 6 double interactions were significant. The Decision set
size*Attribute value format interaction was significant (F=23.37, p<.0001). In the
condition where participants saw the units of measure of the attributes, the cognitive
load increased as the decision set got larger. However, when the unit of measure was

not present, cognitive load only showed an increase when the decision set was the
largest.
The Decision set size*Display format interaction was also significant (F=6.14,
p=.0022). In the condition where participants were exposed to text format, the
cognitive load increased as the decision set got larger. However, in the matrix condition,
cognitive load only showed an increase when the decision set was the largest. Thus,
only up to a certain point the matrix format helped process information (Figure).

Fig. Decision set size*Display format interaction

The Decision set size*Information sorting was also significant (F=4.28, p=0141). In
smaller decision sets, the information sorting had no effect on cognitive load. However,
in the largest decision set, the cognitive load was greater for participants exposed to
information not sorted.
Finally, the Attribute value format*Information sorting interaction was significant
(F=25.64, p<.0001). In the condition where participants were exposed to attributes’
unit of measure, there was no difference between sorted or not sorted information.
However, when participants were exposed to attributes with no unit of measure,

participants had a greater cognitive load when exposed to information that was not
sorted.

5

Discussion

Results suggest that decision characteristics influence decision makers’ actual cognitive
load. More importantly, they suggest that decision characteristics interact to influence
instantaneous cognitive load. For instance, as the decision set size increases, the
attribute value format, display format, and information sorting effects vary.
Prior research has mostly investigated the interaction between elements of the decision
set (number of alternatives and number of attributes) [5]. Our findings suggest that
decision set size interact with other decision characteristics in affecting the decisionmaker's cognitive load.
Our findings have implications for commercial website managers who want to present
their products and services in a way that is easy for their customers to process. For
instance, our results suggest that larger decision sets (i.e., 7 alternatives with 7
attributes) need to be presented with the attributes’ respective unit of measure and
sorted, but not necessarily in a matrix format to be easier to process. Intuitively, smaller
decision sets (e.g., 3 alternatives with 3 attributes) are less sensitive to other decision
characteristics, because they remain easy to process in any format.
As with any research endeavor, our research has limitations. First, we limited our
investigation to four decision characteristics, but the impact of many additional
characteristics could be investigated [1]. Second, in this research we assessed cognitive
load during decision-making processes, but did not focus on participants’ use of various
decision-making strategies [20]. Path analysis using eye tracking data [21] in
conjunction with cognitive load data could be used to help better understand the
interplay between cognitive demand across and within different decision-making
strategies.
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Abstract. Neurophysiological methods offer insights into human cognition that
cannot be obtained using traditional methods. However, they are often limited by
the artificiality of an experimental setting or the intrusiveness of the method. For
these reasons, it is often advisable to complement a NeuroIS experiment with a
behavioral experiment, either in a laboratory or field setting.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss four guidelines for why and how to effectively design complementary behavioral and NeuroIS experiments. These include: (1) extend NeuroIS experiments with behavioral experiments using theory,
rather than replicate; (2) select a behavioral study to enhance ecological and external validity; (3) use the results of each methodology to inform the other; and
(4) use NeuroIS and behavioral studies in tandem to inform IT artifact design. By
applying these points, researchers can more effectively design complementary
NeuroIS and behavioral experiments that together provide richer insights into
phenomena under study.
Keywords: NeuroIS · behavioral experiments · ecological validity · external validity · IT artifact design.

1

Introduction

Neurophysiological methods offer insights into human cognition that cannot be obtained using traditional methods. However, these insights can be limited by the artificiality of an experimental task or setting, or the intrusiveness of the method. For these
reasons, it is often advisable to complement a NeuroIS experiment with a behavioral
experiment, either in a laboratory or field setting.
The purpose of this paper is to discuss why and how to effectively design a behavioral experiment to complement a NeuroIS experiment. As Dimoka et al. explain, multiple methods can triangulate results to obtain greater certainty [4]. Similarly, Tams et
al. argue that multiple methods provide a more holistic view of constructs under investigation [13]. We add to these reasons by arguing that complementary behavioral studies can also: (1) enhance ecological and external validity, (2) observe how neural processes and phenomena are related to behavioral change, and (3) evaluate designs of IT
artifacts based on NeuroIS findings.

2

In this paper, we discuss four guidelines for designing behavioral experiments to
complement NeuroIS experiments:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Extend NeuroIS experiments with behavioral experiments using theory, rather
than simply replicate.
Select a behavioral study to enhance ecological and external validity.
Use the results of each methodology to inform the other.
Use the NeuroIS and behavioral studies in tandem to inform IT artifact design.

For each of the above guidelines, we offer practical insights from our experience in
conducting four studies that combined NeuroIS and behavioral experiments. By applying these points, NeuroIS researchers can more effectively design complementary NeuroIS and behavioral experiments that together provide greater confidence and richer
insights into phenomena under study.

2

Reasons for Designing a Complementary Behavioral Study

2.1

Provide Ecological and External Validity

Often NeuroIS studies face challenges with ecological validity. Riedl et al. [12] identify three dimensions of intrusiveness: degree of invasiveness, degree of natural position, and degree of movement. For example, the fMRI methodology requires users to
lie still in a supine position while being scanned. Realistic interaction with a computer
is limited. Other neurophysiological tools may involve intrusive head gear or attachments to the face or limbs.
Similarly, the stimuli associated with various NeuroIS tools, and requirements for
stimuli repetition, may reduce the external validity. For example, participants may see
screenshots of computer interactions rather than interacting with the computer. Dimoka
et al. therefore recommend to “replicate [NeuroIS experiments] in a more traditional
setting and compare the corresponding behavioral responses to test for external validity,” and that “the richness provided by multiple sources of measures can be used to
enhance the ecological validity of IS studies” [4, p.682, 695].
2.2

Observe Whether Neural Processes Result in Behavioral Change

Recently, there has been a renewed interest in the neuroscience literature in incorporating behavioral testing. In a recent commentary, Krakauer and colleagues [9] argued that simply understanding the parts of the brain involved in a certain behavior is
not enough to explain that behavior. These authors quote the early computational neuroscientist David Marr in saying that “…trying to understand perception by understanding neurons is like trying to understand a bird’s flight by studying only feathers. It just
cannot be done” [10, p.27]. We echo this sentiment here. Often, the ultimate aim of a
NeuroIS study is a deeper understanding of human behavior in an IS context. While
neurophysiology measures give more information about research participants that
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would otherwise be unobservable, they do not necessarily provide a complete explanation of participants’ behavior. Krakauer and colleagues cite several examples of neuroscience findings that were later revealed to be incomplete or incorrect without the corresponding naturalistic behaviors, including bradykinesia in Parkinson Disease [11],
sound localization in barn owls [7], and electrolocation in weakly electric fish [6]. Here,
we propose that the same principle holds in NeuroIS—neuroscience techniques in the
absence of behavioral data may yield incomplete explanations of phenomenon.
2.3

Evaluate the Design of IT Artifacts

Together, NeuroIS and behavior studies offer powerful validation of IT artifact design. Using NeuroIS can help objectively explain how the design of an artifact influences the user’s neurology and thereby why an artifact may influence decisions and
behaviors [15]. For example, in Jenkins et al. [8] we found that neural activation in the
medial temporal lobe (MTL)—a brain region associated with declarative memory—is
substantially reduced when showing computer warnings in the middle of other computing tasks as measured by the fMRI. Based on these results, we were able to empirically
support that dual-task interference impacts people’s ability to process warnings, which
explains why they disregard warnings during computing tasks. We also found that neural activation increased when showing the warning between computing tasks.
Behavioral studies can also evaluate the impact of the IT artifact design on relevant
real-world outcomes. In the same paper [8], we conducted a complementary behavioral
experiment in a realistic setting using the Chrome Cleanup Tool security message with
over 1,000 participants. We found that finessing the timing of warnings increased adherence to security messages by over 500%. By conducting both an fMRI and a behavioral field experiment, we were able to conclude (1) why the timing of warnings influences user behaviors, and (2) that the timing of warning had a substantial impact on
warning adherence behavior in real-life settings.

3
3.1

How to Design a Complementary Behavioral Study
Guideline 1: Extend NeuroIS Experiments with Behavioral Experiments
Using Theory, Rather than Simply Replicate

There is clear value in replicating an experimental design for a variety of reasons
[3]. Specifically for NeuroIS studies, Dimoka et al. argue that “no single neurophysiological measure is usually sufficient on its own, and it is advisable to use many data
sources to triangulate across measures” [4, p. 694]. Further, because neurophysiological
methods are limited along the dimensions of freedom of movement, naturalness of position, and invasiveness [12], a behavioral experiment that closely replicates a NeuroIS
experiment will share these same limitations. This can be a missed opportunity to gain
new insights that complement those already gained via a NeuroIS experiment.
Rather than pure replication, we recommend designing a behavioral experiment that
extends a NeuroIS experiment in terms of method, context (e.g., using a more naturalistic task, setting, or mode of interaction), or both [2]. This can result in a behavioral
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experiment that is substantially different from its NeuroIS counterpart. In these cases,
it is especially important that both experiments be linked by theory, such as the same
theoretical explanation and related hypotheses. In this way, NeuroIS experiments can
be augmented by testing their findings in realistic contexts and with larger sample sizes.
For example, in Anderson et al. [1] we conducted a fMRI experiment that examined
how users habituate to security warnings. We also tested whether users habituate to
polymorphic warnings—that is, warnings that change their appearance. Although the
fMRI hypotheses were strongly supported, ecological validity was limited because of
the invasiveness of the fMRI method, as well as the unnatural mode of interaction and
the large number of warnings participants viewed, as compared to everyday life. To
enhance the ecological validity of the study overall, we designed a behavioral laboratory experiment in which participants conducted a realistic task on their own laptops.
However, the underlying theory was the same, and we tested a subset of the fMRI hypotheses via mouse cursor tracking, which unobtrusively measured attention.
3.2

Guideline 2: Select a Behavioral Study to Enhance Ecological and External
Validity

The ideal complementary experiment is one in which the researchers observe behavior. While surveys are helpful in gathering participant perceptions and intentions, a behavioral study allows researchers to pair how people behave with the insights of why
they behave that way as measured in the NeuroIS study.
In one project [14], we conducted a series of experiments that incorporated this
guideline. At one stage, the participants completed the Iowa Gambling Task while we
recorded EEG data. We were able to determine each participant’s risk profile based on
the profile of their neurophysiological reactions to penalties and rewards. During the
next stage, in a new room and without the EEG net, participants completed an image
classification computer task on their own laptops. The behavior in question for this
study was related to computer security, which was unknown to the participants. We
tracked their behavior in response to security messages that were displayed during the
course of the primary task. We were able to pair the data collected during the EEG part
of the experiment with the data from the image classification task. In this way, we were
able to improve the ecological validity of the study overall and demonstrate why people
did not behave the way they said they would. Rather, they behaved consistent with the
pattern established in the EEG study.
3.3

Guideline 3: Use the Results of Each Methodology to Inform the Other

Krakauer and colleagues [9] note that behavioral experiments are often needed either
before or after conducting the neural experiments in order to close a mutually-beneficial
“knowledge loop.” In that way, the behavior under investigation can be better defined
through pilot or preliminary testing. Similarly, behavioral testing can be informed by
the results of the neural data. In our previous studies, we have used the results of both
fMRI [1] and EEG [14] experiments to inform behavioral experiments.
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For example, in a study on users’ risk perception [14], we measured an implicit reaction to risk using EEG which predicted subsequent responses to risk in a computing
setting. We also collected behavioral measures of participants’ perceptions of risk in a
way that participants did not obviously associate with the main experiment. In this way,
we were able to compare both behavioral and neural measures of risk perception and
use each to inform the other.
3.4

Guideline 4: Use the NeuroIS and Behavioral Studies Together to Inform
IT Artifact Design

NeuroIS and behavioral studies can provide a more comprehensive evaluation of IT
artifact design than either method alone. NeuroIS studies can be used to evaluate the
design of IT artifacts at a level that may not be available through perceptual methods.
Dimoka et al. suggested “the brain areas associated with the desired effects can be used
as an objective dependent variable in which the IT artifacts will be designed to affect”
[5, p. 700]. Measuring neural data can provide insight into the precursors to behavior,
which help explain why a behavior occurs. In contrast, behavioral studies can be used
to evaluate the influence of IT artifact design on relevant real-world outcomes. When
evaluating an IT artifact design across NeuroIS and behavioral studies, one should
strive to ensure the design manipulation is similar across studies.
For example, Jenkins et al. [8], we manipulated the timing of warnings: whether a
warning was shown between vs. in the middle of a task. They found strong evidence
that dual-task interference (DTI) was induced in the brain when a security message
interrupted another task. They also found that DTI was reduced when a security message followed immediately after another task. This manipulation was consistent in both
the behavioral and NeuroIS studies. This finding was used to inform the design of security message in Google Chrome. We designed the message to display at low- and
high-DTI times, and found displaying the message at low-DTI times substantially improved behavior. By conducting fMRI and behavioral experiments together, we were
able to incorporate the neural insights from an fMRI experiment into an IT artifact design that we tested in the field, leading to greater support for the IT artifact design.

Conclusion
This paper discusses guidelines for how to design complementary NeuroIS and behavioral experiments in a single study. Although there are many benefits for this approach,
we stress that we do not intend for this to become a standard in NeuroIS research. For
example, NeuroIS designs can be unobtrusive and provide good ecological validity. In
other cases, the research question may be amply addressed using a NeuroIS experiment
alone. However, when appropriate, combining NeuroIS and behavioral experiments
can yield insights that may be unobtainable using either approach alone.
Acknowledgements. This research was funded by NSF Grant #CNS-1422831 and a
Google Faculty Research Award.
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Abstract. The aging associated declines in cognitive abilities could render older
adults more susceptible to cognitive biases that are detrimental to their ecommerce decisions’ quality. Additionally, certain cognitive styles can lead
online consumers to rely on decision heuristics which makes them less meticulous and more prone to bias. In this research in progress paper we introduce
cognitive bias susceptibility as a potential mediator between age and cognitive
style on one end, and decisional outcomes on the other. An experimental design
to validate our proposed model is outlined. Both psychometric and eye tracking
methodologies are utilized to achieve a more holistic understanding of the relationships in the proposed model. Potential contributions and implications for future research are outlined.
Keywords: Aging · Older adults · Cognitive style · Cognitive bias · Order bias
· Vividness bias · Eye tracking · Decision quality · Decision effort
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Introduction

In a world driven by digital transformation, the importance of online shopping to
retail consumers is ever growing. Unfortunately, not all consumers can benefit equally
from e-commerce. Older adults, those who are 60 years or older, are the fastest growing population segment, both globally and in North America [1, 2]. Additionally, they
are the fastest growing segment of Internet users [3] and the largest user group in
North America, comprising 26.8% of Internet users in 2014 [4]. Older adults are generally more affluent and therefore lucrative for vendors as a consumer segment [5],
and many features of e-commerce (e.g., convenience, lack of physical barriers) can be
particularly useful to them [6]. Nonetheless, they suffer from a decline in several
physiological abilities such as sensorimotor skills and useful field of vision (UFOV)
[7–9]; as well as fluid cognitive abilities such as selective attention and working
memory [10, 11]; which prevent them from reaping the full utility of information
technologies and can be taxing to the quality of their e-commerce decisions.
E-commerce decision making is generally a complex process for all consumers regardless of age. Online consumers have access to virtually unlimited choices and
information [12] that exceeds their cognitive capacity. As a result, consumers resort to
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suboptimal decision making strategies such as satisficing [13] and heuristics [14]. By
trading accuracy, at different individual quality thresholds [15], to conserve cognitive
effort [16]; decision makers render themselves prone to systematic decision biases
[14, 17]. The degree to which individuals predominantly approach their decisions by
either relying on heuristics and intuition on one extreme, or meticulous attention and
consideration of evidence on the other; corresponds to their cognitive style [18–21],
which impacts their information seeking behaviour during e-commerce tasks [22].
This effect can be further exacerbated by the diminishing cognitive abilities that are
associated with aging. The roles of these two individual difference factors (i.e., age,
cognitive style) have not been rigorously investigated in Information Systems (IS),
and there has been recent calls to investigate the impact of age [23] and cognitive
style [22] on IS phenomena including online decision behaviour.
This research attempts to address this gap by examining how cognitive style and
the decline in selective attention that is associated with aging manifest in e-commerce
decisions. These individual difference factors are expected to make decision makers
more susceptible to certain cognitive biases that are elicited by the way information is
presented. Specifically, we investigate the influence of two decision biases (i.e., order
bias, and vividness bias) that pertain to the interplay between attention and information presentation [24–26], and are thereby particularly relevant for older adults’
decision making in e-commerce. Building on the theory of cognitive biases [14, 27]
and the effort/accuracy framework [16, 28], this study introduces the construct “cognitive bias susceptibility” as a potential mediator between age and cognitive style on
one end, and decision quality and cognitive effort on the other. We utilize state-ofthe-art eye tracking technology to tap into the decision makers’ mental processes [29–
31] and develop an objective measure [29, 31, 32] of bias susceptibility.

2

Theoretical Development and Research Model

2.1

Decision Making and Cognitive Biases

Research on decision making and decision support in e-commerce has been dominated [17, 33] by the theory of bounded rationality [13] and the effort/accuracy framework [16]. These paradigms acknowledge individuals’ cognitive limitations and their
behavioural tendencies to conserve cognitive effort during decision making; being
“cognitive misers” [34]. The implication of the effort/accuracy framework is that
decision makers are not only concerned about their decision quality; but are also concerned about their perceived decision effort [28]. Another implication, from Cognitive
Fit theory [35], is that better fit between task, technology, and user; conserves decision effort, which can be then reallocated towards enhancing accuracy [17].
Cognitive Biases. Cognitive biases are inherent and systematic prejudices that influence decision makers’ behaviours and reduce the quality of their decisions [24, 27].
They can manifest in different decision and cognitive processes and have been classified in the literature in different ways [24, 25]. Some of these classifications include
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“perceptual” [24] or “presentation” [27] biases, which relate to the information
presentation format that influence the attentional process of the decision maker. The
order and vividness of presented information force a bottom up stimulus driven attention capture and working memory encoding, interfering with top down goal driven
attention control [26].
An order bias is the tendency of decision makers to gravitate towards, and assign
more value to, information that is presented earlier in a set as a result of declining
attention [6, 27, 36]. Evidence of this bias has been reported in e-commerce, impacting consumers formulation of vendor appraisal based on the order of which other
users’ ratings of a vendor is presented [37]. The attentional drift diffusion model
(aDDM) posits that as decision makers gaze and shift their attention between alternatives, they accumulate evidence in their favour, and generally a “bias exists in favor
of alternatives fixated on first because they have accumulated more evidence” [26].
Additionally, eye tracking research has consistently shown that individuals tend to
look more towards the top and left sides of the screen when browsing [26, 38], particularly in North America where the major official spoken languages are English,
French, and Spanish, which all follow the same orthography.
A vividness bias is the tendency of decision makers to gravitate towards salient and
visually stimulating alternatives because they attract more attention and are easier to
recall [6, 24, 26, 27]. Theories of image saliency are established in cognitive psychology and consumer behaviour [26, 39], and measures of saliency (e.g., contrast, colour
against background) are used extensively in advertising, including in e-commerce [40,
41]. The richness of a vivid alternative stimulates and drives visual attention in its
favour, making it more likely to be chosen or weighted higher relative to others, and
increasing working memory load has been found to increase this effect [26].
Cognitive Bias Susceptibility. We define cognitive bias susceptibility as the likelihood of an individual falling prey to one or more cognitive biases that could be detrimental to the quality of a decision they are making in a certain context. Given that
cognitive biases are subtle cognitive prejudices that likely occur subconsciously, decision makers may not be aware of their susceptibility to these biases. They may also
fail to recall their decision process retrospectively. Additionally, individuals might not
accurately reflect their own bias susceptibility due to social desirability bias [32] or
bias blind spot [42], which influence individuals’ assessment and self-reporting of
their own susceptibility. This makes it difficult for researchers to study the mechanisms through which such biases affect decision making.
NeuroIS measures, such as eye tracking, have been generally encouraged specifically for constructs that are amenable to subtle or unconscious cognitive or physiological processes (e.g., attention, stress, anxiety) [32, 43, 44]. The theory of reading and
comprehension provides support that there is a strong relationship between selective
attention and working memory, noting that “the eye-mind assumption posits that there
is no appreciable lag between what is being fixated and what is being processed” [45].
This notion of eye-mind, enables researchers to trace and make objective inferences
about the mental processes of users through eye tracking methodologies [26, 29, 32].
Thus, eye tracking can be particularly useful in tracing the cognitive processes of
users in real time [30], without the need for the user to stop and think aloud, which
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might interrupt the natural process of their decision making. Additionally, objective
eye gaze behaviour is much less prone to self-presentation biases that might influence
the user during recall, and is immune to failure to recall [32]. Hence, in this research,
an objective measure of cognitive bias susceptibility factoring two ocular metrics will
be developed. More specifically, the measure will assess the degree to which a decision maker exhibits asymmetry in attention in favour of bias inducing decision alternatives, factoring the percentages of total number of fixations and total fixation duration eye gaze metrics.
2.2

Individual Differences in Decision Making

Age. While age has been historically studied in IS, Tams et al. [23] argue that not
much is known about its theoretical “touch points” with IS phenomena, and they set
out a research agenda calling to further scrutinize aging in IS research. It is well documented that aging is associated with concomitant natural decline in fluid cognitive
abilities, such as attention and working memory capacity [8, 46, 47]. Attention is the
selective attendance to particular perceptual sensory inputs and disregard of others
[26, 48], while working memory is a limited resource capacity of the brain where
information required for accomplishing an active task is temporarily stored [48].
These two faculties are imperative to individuals’ decision making [26], and impairments in these areas can impact their information seeking behaviour [11], bias their
decision process, and detriment the quality of their decisions [49].
In goal-driven tasks, such as e-commerce tasks, individuals exert a top down control of their selective attention, steering their visual focus to the stimuli that are most
relevant to their task demands [26]. Age related differences in information search
effectiveness have been attributed to the decline in older adults’ selective attention
[11] rather than diminishing physical abilities such as UFOV [50]. Additionally, researchers have found similar results of reduced information search effectiveness by
introducing cognitive load in the form of website complexity [31]. Given the complexity of e-commerce environments due to the overabundance of choice and information overload [51], e-commerce decisions can be particularly taxing to older adults.
The aDDM posits that stimuli fixated earlier in a task will be more likely encoded
in working memory than others. The order and vividness biases force a bottom-up
attentional drift in favour of primal and salient alternatives [26]. Previous studies have
demonstrated that by reducing the working memory capacity of decision makers,
through working memory overload interventions, their information seeking behaviour
becomes impaired, driving them to utilize “fixations as an external memory space,
thereby reducing demands on cognitive memory” [26]. Given the decline in fluid
cognitive efficacy that is associated with age [8, 23], it is expected that cognitive
fatigue for older adults will occur earlier in a given task compared to younger adults,
ceteris paribus. Alternatives that are least salient and lower in order of presentation
will be less attended to, which makes these biases more prominent for older users.
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Cognitive Style. Cognitive styles are habituated approaches to decision making that
individuals predominantly utilize when making decisions in particular contexts [18,
52, 53]. Studies generally conceptualize cognitive styles as two extremes on a satisficer – maximizer continuum [17, 22] building on Simon’s seminal theory of bounded
rationality and satisficing [13].
Maximizers are perfectionists who engage in evidence-based decision making,
considering all available information as much as possible to carefully assess alternatives and reach an ideal, or near-ideal, decision [21, 22]. Satisficers, on the other
hand, are more concerned with the efficiency of their decision making process, and
reduce the associated cognitive cost by using decision heuristics as shortcuts [21, 22,
54]. Karimi et al. [22] found that satisficers tend to spend less time when making
online decisions, and consider fewer alternatives and attributes compared to maximizers. While satisficing by utilizing heuristics can be beneficial [55–57] in certain contexts (e.g., tight time constraints), it is generally a suboptimal strategy [56, 57] that is
more susceptible to cognitive biases [14, 56, 57].
Individuals on either end of the cognitive style continuum will likely gravitate towards primal and salient alternatives [26]. However, given the satisficers’ tendency to
trade accuracy for effort conservation, they will be less inclined to exert effort to
examine less salient or lower placed alternatives in a set. Thus, satisficers can be more
susceptible to order and vividness biases relative to maximizers.
As users fall prey to the order and vividness biases, they will dwell primal and salient alternatives more and gather more evidence in their favour, making primal and
salient alternatives more likely to be chosen [26]. Salient and primal alternatives
might not necessarily be the most rational choice; hence these biases can be detrimental to the quality of users’ decisions. Additionally, given that these biases manifest as a result of heuristics applied by the decision makers, whereas these heuristics
are “shortcuts” to reduce cognitive effort [14], we expect that users who are susceptible to cogitative biases will perceive less cognitive effort.
Building on the foregoing discussion, we advance the following hypotheses and
capture the relationships between the abovementioned constructs in Figure 1 below.
H1a,b: Older adults are more susceptible to the (a) order and (b) vividness bias than
younger adults
H2a,b: Satisficers are more susceptible to the (a) order and (b) vividness bias than
maximizers
H3a,b: Individuals susceptible to the (a) order (b) vividness bias will be less likely to
select an optimal decision compared to those who aren’t
H4a,b: Individuals susceptible to the (a) order (b) vividness bias will experience
lower perceptions of cognitive effort compared to those who aren’t
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Fig. 1. Proposed Research Model
* Satisficing cognitive style is used for illustration, Maximizing is expected to have the opposite effect

3

Methodology

A controlled e-commerce task experiment will be conducted using a 2x2x2 factorial
design. The first factor, age, will be measured as a dichotomous variable following
Tams [48] in which half of the participants will represent young adults (age <30) and
the other half older adults (age >60). The second factor, cognitive style, will be measured using the maximization scale introduced by Schwartz et al. [21] in which participants will be categorized as either maximizers or satisficers. The interaction between
age and cognitive style will be examined post-hoc. The third factor (within-subjects,
counterbalanced) will comprise a manipulation of the e-commerce task to induce the
order and vividness biases. A “featured” icon will be overlaid on the pictures of some
non-optimal alternatives to increase their saliency and to induce a vividness bias in
one task. The order of the optimal alternative will be fixed near the bottom of the list
in the order bias induced task. To assess decision quality, we utilize the dominated vs.
non-dominated alternatives binary approach suggested by Häubl and Trifts [58] which
provides an objective decision quality measure. A non-dominated alternative is the
optimal choice in a set, and is superior to dominated alternatives in all attributes.
To ensure the realism and sufficient complexity of the e-commerce tasks in our experiment and the effectiveness of our manipulations, a pilot study will be conducted
to identify the optimal number of alternatives, attributes per alternative, and order of
the non-dominated alternative in the order bias task. This is to avoid any possible
confounding effects as a result of high task and webpage design complexity affecting
cognitive load [31, 59]. Additionally, alternatives and attributes will be carefully
selected to avoid any emotion-laden features, as these may induce an imaginability
bias (a memory category bias [27]) which may contaminate the study results by taxing
users’ cognitive capacity [49, 60]. Extreme care will be taken to isolate and induce
the two biases under investigation separately.
An objective measure for cognitive bias susceptibility will be developed utilizing
two eye gaze behaviour metrics; (i) the symmetry of the percentages of total number
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of fixations across alternatives and (ii) the symmetry of the percentages of total gaze
durations across alternatives. By factoring these two ocular metrics, our proposed
cognitive bias susceptibility construct will reflect the level of asymmetry in attention
in favour of bias inducing alternatives. The developed measure will be validated in
our pilot study.
Utilizing state of the art eye tracking equipment (Tobii Pro X2-60) measuring eye
gaze at 60Hz, we will be able to gain deep insights into users’ decision making processes including ocular behaviour, with high temporal and spatial precision, and provide a more holistic understanding of cognitive bias susceptibility [30, 43, 44, 61, 62].
Areas of Interest (AOIs) will be utilized to categorize and analyze oculometric data.
Eye gaze process tracing [63], ANOVA, and t-tests will be used to compare the decision outcomes and other oculometric metrics (e.g., gaze, fixations) between groups to
test the hypotheses. To detect a medium effect size at a power of 0.8 and α of .05, 30
participants will be required for each cell, thus a total of 120 participants will be recruited through the McMaster Digital Transformation Research Centre as well as the
Gilbrea Centre for Studies in Aging which is also located at McMaster University.

4

Potential Contributions and Limitations

This research is expected to have important theoretical contributions. First, it will
advance our understanding on how the attentional deficits associated with aging impact users’ susceptibility to cognitive biases. Second, it will shed light on the understudied cognitive style construct in IS research and its impact on bias susceptibility.
Third, it will advance our understanding on the role bias susceptibility plays within
the effort/accuracy framework, and how it affects perceived effort and decision quality in e-commerce. In future research, we plan to build on the findings from this study
and develop debiasing strategies for the order and vividness biases, which could be
incorporated into standard e-commerce decision aids (e.g., recommendation agents).
This research is also expected to have practical implications. Poor consumer decision quality can be significantly costly to practitioners, especially considering the
prevalence of free return and exchange policies and associated losses in retail. There
was an estimated $284 billion worth of returned products in 2014, and this problem
has been further exacerbated by the proliferation of e-commerce [64]. By understanding how to debias consumers and improve their decision quality, retailers can improve
customers’ satisfaction with their decisions and reduce avoidable returns.
This research is not without limitations. Several individual difference factors were
not investigated despite their potential relevance, (e.g., product knowledge) for pragmatic reasons related to sample size. Further, only two cognitive biases (i.e., order,
vividness) are examined, and other biases can be detrimental to e-commerce decisions. These other constructs and biases can be investigated in future studies.
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Abstract

Abstract. We use eye tracking to better understand the notion of
expertise in conceptual modeling of complex systems. This research in
progress paper describes an ongoing experiment to exploit the capacity
of eye tracking to explore the significance of expertise as a mediating
factor in conceptual modeling. The proposed methodology highlights the
applicability, validity, and potential of well-established eye-tracking
methods to measure the effects of expertise. By identifying the
differences in the strategies that novices and experts use to search, detect,
and diagnose errors, we anticipate being able to help define training
curricula appropriate for each level to improve performance and model
result quality.
Keywords: eye-tracking · conceptual modeling · expertise
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Introduction

Our research explores differences between experts and novices in the context of
conceptual modeling. Conceptual modeling is central to the design process of IT
artifacts and is widely acknowledged to be conceptually complex [1, 2]. Critical to the
effectiveness and utility of conceptual models are the notations used to present them in
forms that can be shared with others. Such notations allow easier sharing of information
between collaborators and prevent misunderstandings. They also ensure that models
can be retrospectively understood even when the original designer is not present.
In this research-in-progress paper, we use eye tracking to better understand the notion
of expertise in business process modeling. Specifically, using a laboratory experiment,
we monitor the visual attention of novices and experts as they search for and identify
semantic and syntactic errors in conceptual models. Moody [3] argues that the cognitive
effectiveness of visual notations has been under-researched, particularly as regards their
contribution to design. Here we consider how expertise relates to cognitive
effectiveness and how it might be operationalized in an experimental design. This
research extends that of Recker et al [4] to consider – in the context of process modeling
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- what constitutes expertise. Brain changes in the development of expertise are
important [5]. Our research will extend the range of neurophysiological metrics used to
identify and differentiate the skill-based adaptations that differentiate novice and expert
designers. This, in turn, will enable better training guidelines for those in the workplace
to be developed. It will also provide the basis to offer differentiated modes of teaching
for students [4] and to enhance overall curriculum development.
In Section 2 we review visual notations and their syntactic and semantic implications
for design, as well as the literature on expertise, setting out the motivation for this phase
of our research. In Section 3 we present a research protocol to answer our research
question and detail the pilot study currently under way. Section 4 concludes with a
discussion of research directions and implications. We offer some conjectures on the
neurophysiological artifacts pertinent to this study and their potential to differentiate
novice and expert designers.

2

Prior Research

2.1 Conceptual Modeling, Notation, Syntax and Semantics
Visual notations used in the development of software-intensive system such as UML
models and BPMN are oriented to human communication [6]: their sole purpose is to
facilitate the communication and problem solving activities central to design. Visual
notations comprise visual syntax - composed of a symbolic vocabulary and grammar and visual semantics - elements that give meaning to each symbol and symbol
relationship. Together these enable the designer to ‘offload’ memory and information
processing [4], promoting discovery and inferences about the process at hand. Figure 1
relates visual syntax and semantics with usage levels of type (language) and instance
(sentence).

Figure 1: Visual Notation: Syntax and Semantics (from Moody, 2009)

Errors of visual syntax include the use of invalid symbols (e.g. the use of a BPMN
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‘gateway’ symbol to model an ‘activity’). Such symbol instance errors are relatively
easy to detect given the standardization of the BPMN notation. Syntactic errors equate
to programming code the compiler does not understand (e.g. an instruction to multiply
a string with an integer in C). The compiler will detect them, because it cannot compile
them. Semantic errors are more subtle, offering valid symbol use but presenting an
unintended or ambiguous design construct - for example, if the sequence of activities
in a retail checkout scenario were mis-ordered. Such a logical error requires scrutiny of
the model content rather than its form to detect.
Prior research [e.g. 2] shows that appreciation for and measurement of cognitive
effectiveness of notational form (syntax) is particularly lacking in understanding of how
diagrams support the design process. The use and qualities of BPMN and other
(external) representations provide a medium through which the formation of cognitive
(internal) frameworks during design activity can be explored.
However, research to date has tended to focus on the semantic content of BPMN and
similar diagrams, largely neglecting the effects of visual syntax. This offers a
significant opportunity, since the power of graphical images stems from their capacity
to ‘tap’ the highly parallel human visual and cognitive systems [6]. We address this
opportunity by exploring a range of neurophysiological artifacts that might be used to
assess cognitive processing of symbol and construct ‘instances’. Using the ‘visual
sentence’ as the unit of analysis to accommodate syntactic and semantic errors, our
research protocol operationalizes the elements in the (shaded) lower half of Figure 1.
Moody [3] points out that cognitive effectiveness is not an intrinsic property of visual
representations. Cognitive effectiveness is something that must be designed into them
[6]. This is critical to our thesis: the utility, effectiveness, and other aspects of
‘goodness’ of the design are functions of both the notation - its completeness in terms
of capacity to represent the realm of problem and solution spaces plus its ease-of-use and the competence of the designer. The malleability of visual representations also
offers the opportunity to ‘design out’ effectiveness through error seeding and
interference [7, 8]. This aspect of our research extends prior studies of business process
design [e.g. 4] and offers the potential to explore the characteristics of expertise that
mediate modeling competence and effectiveness [9].
2.2 Expertise and Error Diagnosis
Differentiating novices from experts within any given profession can be challenging,
given the myriad ways expertise has been defined in the literature. Experts know a great
deal about a particular domain and understand how their discipline is organized: they
differ from novices in terms of their knowledge, effort, recognition, analysis, strategy
use and monitoring [5]. This includes an ability to comprehend and contribute to the
language (including both its syntax and semantics) and methodology of the discipline
(including notations and other tools). As expertise develops, performance becomes
more intuitive and automatic and knowledge more tacit [10]. At this level of mastery,
an individual immediately understands the critical aspects of a given situation and does
not focus on the less significant attributes.
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Novices are individuals who have limited or no experience in situations characteristic
of their domain. A novice’s understanding of the discipline is based largely on rules.
At this level, novices can be seen as learners who rely on facts and features of the
domain to guide their behavior and choices. Thus:
 Experts notice features and meaningful patterns of information that are not noticed
by novices [11].
 Experts have acquired a great deal of content knowledge that is organized in ways
that reflect a deep understanding of their subject matter [12].
 Experts’ knowledge is tacit and cannot be reduced to sets of isolated facts or
propositions. Rather, it reflects contexts of applicability: that is, the knowledge is
conditioned on(to) a set of circumstances – in this case, the business scenarios
presented during our experiments.
 Experts are able to flexibly retrieve important aspects of their knowledge with little
attentional effort: it is ‘ready to mind’ [13].
These characteristics show that expertise is a significant mediator of cognitive
effectiveness. Prior studies show that learning and skilled performance produce
changes in brain activation [5]. Since the understanding of brain mechanisms is
synergistic with understanding of behavioral mechanisms, eye tracking offers a potent
means to explore skill-based adaptations. Measures such as saccades and fixations have
been shown to provide very good predictions of expertise in a range of contexts
including surgery [14, 15, 16]. The interdependence of the (internal) mental model and
(external) representational model provides the potential to use eye tracking to
characterize expertise more empirically.
This methodology should be well suited to study expertise in conceptual modeling
which generally presents a significant challenge due to its inherent complexity: it has
been argued that conceptual modeling is one of the most cognitively complex
undertakings known in our field. This may explain the paucity of research: while eye
tracking has been used to assess model comprehension [e.g. 17] and expertise as a
moderator of information sourcing [9], we are aware of no such exploration of the
impact of expertise on model comprehension.

3

Proposed Research Design and Protocols

To investigate our research question, we designed an experiment to exploit the capacity
of eye-tracking artifacts to differentiate between novices and experts. In this within
subject experiment, novice and expert subjects are instructed to find errors in
conceptual models. The cognitive effectiveness, accuracy, and confidence of the
subjects will be compared. Initially, we propose to use years of experience and training
as surrogate indicators of expertise.
Design-build iterations can be imitated using a variety of design candidate sentences
(see Figure 1) presented in BPMN [18]. We propose an experiment using blocks of
models: each block will represent the same scenario (e.g. retail banking transactions or
fast food ordering). Each block will comprise sets of near-identical models (i.e.
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identical in terms of scope and the number of BPMN symbols). Each set will contain
three versions of a candidate design: one with no known errors; one with a known
semantic error and one with a known syntactic error. The sets will be presented to the
subject in a random order and the subject will see a series of 15 design candidates and
be asked to identify if an error is present, what type of error it may be, and the extent
to which they are confident about their assessment. Thus, each subject will evaluate 60
candidates in total (four blocks of 15 sets).
Figure 2 illustrates an example of the retail-banking scenario developed for the pilot
study. This is one of four ‘sentences’ in the experimental block. The models shown
contain no known errors (a), a seeded semantic error (b), and a seeded syntactic error
(c). Based on our pre-test, we anticipate that subjects would take between 15 and 20
minutes to inspect and judge a block of 15 models at this scale: the estimated total time
for the experiment will be 1 hour.
Data will be gathered using eye tracking (Red 250, SensoMotoric Instruments GmbH,
Tetlow, Germany). Building on guidelines from Léger et al [19] and Riedl & Léger
[20], the data will be analyzed to measure how much time was spent looking at the
model before making a decision, time spent and number of visits in the area containing
an error (area of interest), and time to first fixation to that area. Reaction times are also
of interest in the form of time spent on each model image before answering whether or
not an error is identified. Confidence will be measured with a one-item scale of 1 to 5
(from low confidence to high confidence) after each set.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 2 Retail banking scenario ‘sentences’

4

Discussion and Next Steps

The study is currently underway and initial results are being analyzed. The anticipated
benefits and contributions of this study are substantial. Eye tracking is particularly well
suited to exploration of differences between how novices and experts use their
knowledge, skills, and abilities to perform tasks. This provides insight into the
efficiency of search patterns, error detection, and decision-making in the context of
conceptual modeling.
By identifying the differences in the strategies novices and experts use to search, detect,
and diagnose, we anticipate being able to define training programs appropriate for each
level to improve performance and result quality. Use of randomized blocks of similar
but different ‘sentences’ provides opportunities to ‘tune’ the ET data capture by
optimizing the model scale to capture data from the areas of interest. A further benefit
of our proposed methodology is the potential to partition the models using a static (nontracked) screen during which the location and type of error can be recorded. We
anticipate the use of touchscreen or mouse-controlled annotation for data capture.
The experimental design allied with data capture and analysis at the symbol instance
level offers discriminant validity (intra-subject) for our experiments. Further authority
is added through the identification of multiple AOIs (error site(s); whole page) which
provide units of analysis that are more finely grained than those that simply differentiate
overall performance between subjects.
Future studies will be conducted with the addition of electroencephalography to
identify cerebral activity underlying the error detection process. More specifically, we
will use EfRP (eye-fixation related potentials) [19] to isolate the participant’s reaction
to finding errors. Error related potentials (ErrP) [2] are likely to be present at the
moment of first fixation of the area of the model containing the error. We can then
understand more by comparing the ErrP of experts and novices as well as the ErrP for
semantic and syntactic errors. Such measures will enable us to broaden our
understanding of process model design by operationalizing the skill-based adaptations
that characterize design expertise [5], thus enabling us to differentiate them from prior
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studies of novice designers [4]. They will also offer insight into the choices of (external)
representation [4, 21]. In turn, such insights will inform the development of decision
support systems for model designers and enhanced curriculum development.
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Abstract. We describe our mapping of the neural correlates associated with different ways by which users access digital information. Despite advances in
search technology and its flexibility, users prefer to retrieve files using hierarchical folders navigation. This requires an explanation. In two studies, using a
dual task and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), we show that
folder navigation uses brain structures involved in physical navigation, hence
requiring little verbal attention. In contrast, search recruits classic language
structures (Broca’s area). We further examine search vs. browsing preferences
on a familiar supermarket website and show that users prefer browsing rather
than searching for products. Qualitative analysis revealed that this preference
was due to verbal-cognitive overload. Our next two studies will use the dual
task paradigm and fMRI to examine the cognitive and neural correlates of
search vs. browsing in the web environment. We hypothesize that results will
replicate our previous findings for files.
Keywords: Web browsing, search, navigation, dual task paradigm, fMRI

1

Introduction

Personal and public information differ in several ways: Personal information items
(e.g., files and emails) are stored and retrieved by a user, who is typically familiar
with their own organization scheme. In contrast, public information items (such as
web pages) are generally not organized by the user who retrieves them, and hence are
often unfamiliar [1]. However, the main retrieval options for both personal and public
information items are somewhat similar: Search is a method by which users first
generate a query specifying an attribute of the target item, and when the search engine
returns a set of results, the user can select the relevant item; Navigation/Browsing
refers to the method whereby users manually traverse the information organization
structure until they reach the target information item. Folder navigation (navigation
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for short) and web browsing (browsing for short) are similar but not identical, as navigation is strictly hierarchal (following the folder hierarchy), while browsing allow
users to reach any web page from any other web page. Still, both navigation and
browsing require the user to remember the path leading to the information item. In
contrast, search is more flexible, allowing users to apply any attribute that they happen to remember about the information item to be used in the search query. However,
despite this flexibility and recent advances in search technology, navigation dominates Personal Information Management (PIM) retrieval [1-6], and browsing is prevalent in web retrieval [4, 7]. This phenomenon requires an explanation.
In here, we describe our journey to uncover why people often use navigation and
browsing despite these methods’ apparent limitations compared with search. The first
two studies we conducted related to PIM. Study 1 [8] used a dual task paradigm to
demonstrate that navigation requires less verbal attention than search. Study 2 [9]
used fMRI and provided an explanation for the results of the first study, revealing that
virtual folder navigation recruited the same brain structures as real-world navigation,
while searching involved Broca's area, which is associated with linguistic processing.
Study 3 [10] examined browsing and searching behavior on a large UK-supermarket
website. Studies 4 and 5, which we are currently in the planning, will utilize a dualtask paradigm and fMRI to examine the cognitive and neural correlates of information
retrieval on the web.
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Why is Folder Navigation and Web Browsing so Prevalent?

Folder navigation forces users to remember the exact path to a specific information
item, which can be difficult, especially if time has elapsed between an item’s storage
and retrieval [11]. Similarly, web browsing depends on the users' memory in cases
where they are familiar with the web site, or on their ability to guess where their target page is located for unfamiliar sites [12]. Compared with navigation and browsing,
search is more flexible, allowing users to retrieve an item using any attribute they
happen to remember (e.g., a word it contains) [11]. These benefits, along with significant recent improvements in desktop search engines, should induce strong user preferences for search over navigation [11, 13-15]. However, research consistently shows
that users prefer navigation over search [2-6] and that file search is used only as a last
resort [1]. Search is generally more common on the Web compared to within PIM.
However even on the Web, search is less frequent than we might expect [16]. Users
focus on re-finding rather than seeking novel information, and make extensive use of
their "back" button and other options such as history [17-19], suggesting that browsing is a prominent retrieval method [4, 7].
Why do people prefer navigation, despite its apparent limitations compared with
search? In previous work [1] we proposed several possible explanations, including
users’ familiarity with their own folder structure, which stays relatively stable over
time. By contrast, the flexibility of search may compromise consistency, as users are
able to retrieve the same file using different search terms, and receiving different
results. Here, we explore the neurocognitive basis of search, navigation, and web
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browsing. Computer users typically retrieve information items while in the midst of
engaging in another activity (e.g., writing an article), which they intend to continue
pursuing after the retrieval. Hence, being able to keep the current task in mind, would
eliminate the time and cognitive cost of recalling where they were. As such, the preference for a retrieval option that demands less verbal attention is rational. Therefore,
we hypnotized that: (a) navigation and browsing requires less verbal attention than
search (Studies 1,3 & 4); (b) navigating and browsing in the virtual and physical environments rely on the same deep-brain structures, while search, relies on linguistic
brain structures (Studies 2 & 5).

3

Study 1: Navigation Requires Less Verbal Attention

In our first study [8], we tested the hypothesis that file navigation requires less verbal attention than search by applying a dual-task paradigm. Using a within-subjects
design, we read a list of words to each of our 62 participants. We then asked each
participant to navigate or search to a target file (counterbalancing the order), and then
to recall the words from the list. Comparing the number of words recalled in each
condition revealed that participants remembered significantly more words when retrieving by navigation than by search. The improved performance at the secondary
verbal-memory task when navigating indicates that verbal resources (such as the phonological loop) were available while navigating, suggesting that navigation requires
less verbal attention than search. Our results also cast doubt on the assumption that
search is more efficient and easier than navigation: search took nearly three times
longer than navigation, was more vulnerable to mistakes and retrieval failures, and
was subjectively evaluated as more difficult.
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Study 2: Folder Navigation Uses the Same Brain Structures
as Real-World Navigation

Study 1 left an open question: why does folder navigation require less verbal attention than search? In [9] we hypothesized that file navigation relies on the same brain
structures that are used for real-world navigation, as it is not the folders’ names, but
rather the hierarchical structures that are used for retrieval. Navigation-related brain
structures are located deep in the brain, largely in the posterior part[20], and are distinct from traditionally linguistic brain structures [21]. In contrast, search requires
users to identify a precise and, relevant search term, which is likely to involve language-related brain structures. We tested these hypotheses using fMRI. Seventeen
participants were asked to search and navigate to files on their own computer. This
was achieved by projecting their laptop display onto the mirror in the MRI head-coil.
Interaction was achieved via MRI-compatible mouse, which rested on a flat surface
on the participants’ lap, and was connected to their laptop using MRI-compatible
USB cable. While they searched and navigated, their brain activity was recorded. Two
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control tasks, one for search and one for navigation, were used to establish a base-line
brain activity evoked by visual and motor actions. Results indicated that folder navigation recruited the posterior limbic (including the retrosplenial cortex) and parahippocampal regions, similar to those previously observed during real-world navigation
in both animals [22-24] and humans [20, 25-27]. In contrast, search activated the left
inferior frontal gyrus, commonly known as Broca’s area, which is often observed
during linguistic processing (see Figure 1 for a 3D illustration of the brain activation
in both conditions). Combined with evidence from Study 1 [8], these results suggest
that mechanisms that allow for the retrieval of an item from a specific location, serve
us in both real and virtual environments. These deep-rooted neurocognitive routines,
of navigating through the same path used in storing the (information) item, are related
to spatial memory, and have minimal reliance on linguistic processing, leaving the
language system available for other tasks.

Figure 1: A 3D model illustrating bilateral posterior regions activated for folder navigation
(blue), and left inferior frontal activation for search (red).
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Study 3: Web Browsing is Prevalent

To test the hypothesis that web browsing is prevalent when the environment is familiar, and that some of the reason for this preference is due to the increased linguistic
processing required for search, we carried out an eye-tracking study. Forty participants performed their weekly shopping on a large UK supermarket website [10]. Results indicate that the number of product-pages reached via browsing was significantly higher than those reached by searching (t (39) = -2.4, p=0.023). Avoidance of linguistic overload was manifested in the eye-tracking data: the most common items
people looked at were the food pictures, followed by the product title and the price.
High-content verbal information (e.g., ingredients/nutrition lists) were rarely viewed,
even by those reporting to be on a diet or having special dietary requirements. Ten of
the participants were invited to view where their eyes looked during the shopping and
reflect on it. High linguistic load was often reported (e.g., trying to remember shopping lists), as well as linguistic-related difficulties with search (e.g., difficulties in
spelling or identifying appropriate search terms). Such difficulties often resulted in
returning to the browsing option. In addition, as with the PIM system, search was
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often a result of a failed browsing attempt. These qualitative results indicate that
search requires greater verbal processing than browsing; however this should empirically tested using quantitative research as proposed in studies 4 and 5. In addition,
future research could examine cognitive load more directly using EEG [28].
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Study 4: Does Browsing Require Less Verbal Attention?

To test our hypothesis that web browsing is prevalent because it requires less verbal attention, we will again use the dual-task paradigm. Given that research shows
that revisiting web pages is the rule rather than the exception [17-19], we will select
web pages collected from the participants' browser history. Using a technique called
Elicited Personal Information Retrieval (EPIR), which we previously employed in
several studies [e.g., 29] including Studies 1 and 2, participants will be asked to retrieve familiar web pages by screening an image of the web page on another computer. The image will not show the URL, and the verbal information on the page will be
obscured, so as to avoid participants’ use of the text in the search query, hence maximizing ecological validity [30]. Participants’ screens will be recorded during the
retrievals using dedicated software. As a secondary task, a variation of the verbal
shadowing task [31] will be applied. During the retrieval process, participants will be
asked to listen to a stream of nonsensical sentences, and when one of three specific
words appear (e.g., ‘book,’ ‘phone,’ or ‘light’), to press a button positioned at the
bottom corner of the screen. Accuracy and response–time will be recorded. We hypothesize that during browsing, accuracy on the secondary task will be higher and
response-time shorter when compared with performance on the secondary task during
search.
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Study 5: The Neural Correlates of Search and Web Browsing

Study 5 will investigate the neural correlates that are involved in searching and
browsing for information on the web. While we hypothesize that for the most part,
results will replicate previous findings, we suggest that the need to re-examine a
browsing path may place increased linguistic demands on browsing compared to
navigating. To examine this hypothesis, we will recruit 20 participants for a blockdesign fMRI study. Prior to the study, participants will be asked to explore several
websites of familiar structure (e.g., restaurant websites). During the experiment, all
participants will be asked to both search and browse for information (e.g., location or
price of an item) on these websites. The control conditions for this experiment are
difficult to devise and have been the main focus in the development of this study.
Currently, we are still considering the different options. It is predicted that browsing
will result in less language-related activations and more hippocampus and posterior
structures activations, while searching will result in increased language-related activations.
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Abstract. Recent NeuroIS research has suggested that physiological measures
could contribute to an improved explanation and prediction of IS phenomena.
However, few studies have examined a combination of different kinds of measures, raising the question of how the propagated improvement in explaining and
predicting IS phenomena can be achieved. Therefore, research is needed that
sheds light on the interrelationship amongst physiological measures (i.e., NeuroIS), psychological measures (i.e., perceptual, self-report), and behavioral measures (i.e., directly observed behaviors). Drawing on the methodological triangulation approach, this research essay endorses the use of multiple measures in the
study of IS phenomena, and it discusses two strategies that can be useful in this
endeavor: convergent validation and holistic representation. The former aims to
explain and predict variance in IS dependent variables with greater certainty,
while the latter intends to increase the amount of variance explained. The essay
concludes that – although both strategies have merit – holistic representation is
where NeuroIS could play an especially important role.
Keywords: NeuroIS, Self-report, Perceptual, Behavioral, Physiological data.

1

Introduction

It has long been postulated that one of the major contributions of NeuroIS to the general
field of IS research would be through improvements in the explanation and prediction
of IS phenomena [1,2]. To date, however, only a few NeuroIS studies have employed
multiple measures [3], which may be reflective of lingering confusion as to the specific
opportunities provided by NeuroIS to advance the IS field. In order to encourage more
NeuroIS research, the present essay examines the question of precisely how NeuroIS
can contribute to an improved explanation and prediction of IS phenomena by high-
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lighting the distinct benefits of methodological triangulation, involving the active comparison of results using physiological measures (i.e., NeuroIS measures) alongside psychological (i.e., self-reported) and behavioral (i.e., observed) measures.
To this end, our essay begins by providing the necessary background on methodological triangulation. Two strategies are specifically discussed: convergent validation
and holistic representation. While each of these triangulation strategies can improve the
explanation and prediction of IS phenomena, we emphasize in this essay that each
makes a distinct contribution. Our aim is to sensitize NeuroIS researchers to the nature
of this distinction as well as to the importance of aligning one’s methodological strategy
to the type of contribution that is needed to advance understanding in a given domain.
We conclude with a discussion of the anticipated contributions of methodological triangulation to the IS field in light of the nature of NeuroIS phenomena and recent empirical results that are consistent with the holistic representation approach.
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The Triangulation Approach

Triangulation involves using a combination of different methods in the study of the
same phenomenon [4]. Researchers have identified two distinct triangulation strategies:
convergent validation and holistic representation [5].
The convergent validation approach to triangulation was elaborated by Campbell
and Fiske [6] as a means for distinguishing substantive variance in a theoretical construct from unwanted method variance (systematic variance associated with the use of
a given method), the latter of which undermines construct validity and introduces bias
in the estimates of theoretically-proposed relationships. This approach is employed
widely by those developing new measures of an existing theoretical construct and those
seeking greater confidence in their estimates of relationships between distinct theoretical constructs. For instance, Ortiz de Guinea et al. [7] used a convergent validation
approach (the multi-trait multi-method matrix) to assess the validity of three IS constructs (engagement, arousal and cognitive load). Their results demonstrated good correspondence between self-reported and neurophysiological measurement of these constructs, increasing researchers’ confidence that these different forms of measurement
are reflective of the same underlying construct.
To the extent that NeuroIS measures are significantly positively correlated with traditional psychological and behavioral measures and to the extent that these measures
converge in their predictions of outcomes, this corroborative evidence reinforces the
researcher’s certainty in terms of the assessment of the specific construct under investigation and in its capacity to predict theoretically-relevant IS outcomes [5,6].
While some increase in explanatory power may be achieved through the combined
use of convergent measures, the primary contribution of each form of measurement in
the convergent validation approach is to compensate for distinct sources of error variance associated with other forms. That is, to the extent that the same underlying dimension of the phenomenon is reflected in each measure, none is expected to explain significant increments in the variance of theoretically-related outcomes over and above
that accounted for by the others (see Fig. 1).
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Physiological
(NeuroIS)
measure

Measurement
validation process

Psychological
(Self-report)
measure

Behavioral
(observed)
measure

Certainty in the prediction and explanation
of an IS phenomenon
Fig. 1. Convergent validation approach to methodological triangulation

In sharp contrast to convergent validation, the holistic representation approach to
triangulation is prevalent among mixed-methods researchers who hold that, beyond
method-specific variance, different methods also tap into distinct theoretically-relevant
dimensions of a phenomenon and, therefore, that different forms of measurement will
diverge in their predictions of outcomes [5], [8, 9]. By tapping unique dimensions, the
combined use of multiple measures provides a more complete picture of the phenomenon under investigation and, through their combined effects, more powerful predictive
relationships. In other words, to the extent that holistic representation applies, it would
not be expected to find that physiological, psychological and behavioral measures correlate significantly and each measure would offer researchers the possibility of explaining unique theoretically-relevant variance in outcomes (see Fig. 2).
Table 1 summarizes the two distinct ways that mixed methods research employing
NeuroIS measures alongside psychological and behavioral ones can yield improved explanation and prediction of IS phenomena. Researchers contemplating the use of NeuroIS measures should begin by asking themselves what is the central limitation of the
current theoretical explanation of the phenomenon in question that can be addressed
through NeuroIS, which will guide their selection between convergent validation and
holistic representation as the dominant methodological strategy for resolving this challenge. It goes without saying that this choice must be guided by existing theory and
empirical evidence [3].
Depending on the approach selected, Table 1 further specifies the empirical criteria
that would enable researchers to draw conclusions as to how they have addressed the
identified problem, as well as the precise nature of the theoretical contribution achieved
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by their investigation. In either case, the contribution is determined on the basis of two
tests: 1) the test of the significance of the correlation between the construct measured
by the distinct methods and 2) the test of the significance of the incremental variance
explained in a theoretically-related outcome by the introduction of the NeuroIS measure.
Physiological
(NeuroIS)
measure

Basic idea: when distinct
measures of the same construct
diverge so that they tap into
different aspects of the underlying
construct, then the construct is
represented more holistically

Psychological
(Self-report)
measure

Behavioral
(observed)
measure

More complete
prediction and
explanation of an
IS phenomenon
(greater variance
explained)

Assumptions: the distinct
measures do not correlate at
high and significant levels, and
they explain unique variance

Fig. 2. Holistic representation approach to methodological triangulation
Table 1. A guide to selecting and drawing conclusions from two triangulation strategies
Triangulation
approach

Inter-method
correlation

Prediction of
relationships

Nature of
study
contribution

Concerns that
prior results are
biased by
method-specific
variance

Convergent
validation
Objective:
Corroboration
of current explanation

Significant correlation between measures
of construct
across methods

Consistent
(no incremental variance
explained)

More certainty
in existing explanation of
phenomenon

Concerns that
prior results provide an incomplete understanding of the phenomenon

Holistic
representation
Objective:
Extension of
current explanation

Non-significant
correlation
between
measures of
construct across
methods

Novel
(significant
incremental
variance
explained)

More complete
explanation of
phenomenon

Specific limitation of current
theoretical explanation
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3

What Relationship to Expect

While each approach to methodological triangulation offers distinct opportunities to
improve explanation and prediction, here we elaborate upon the theoretical reasons to
expect that holistic representation holds the most promise as a methodological strategy
for combining physiological, psychological and behavioral measures in the study of IS
phenomena.
Convergent validation rests on the assumption that distinct methods will converge
in their assessment of a theoretical construct. Yet, physiological measures represent
functions and processes related to the human body that are largely unconscious,
whereas self-report measures frequently are designed to represent beliefs of which people should be consciously aware [10]. Furthermore, behavioral measures capture how
conscious and unconscious processes manifest themselves in actual behavior [11]. Yet,
behavior is additionally constrained by factors external to the self [12]. Therefore, consistent with the holistic representation approach, each of these methods is likely to tap
a distinct theoretical dimension of a phenomenon. Research that has deliberately tested
for convergence between unconscious, conscious, and behavioral indicators of the same
phenomenon finds that people hold conscious beliefs that are inconsistent with unconscious indicators or else are inconsistent with their behaviors, be these non-verbal behaviors or discrete choices [13, 14, 15]. Moreover, people are largely unaware of the
extent to which their beliefs are inconsistent in these respects [16].
For these reasons, we suggest that NeuroIS research is likely to complement what
can be understood by the examination of psychological or behavioral measures by capturing the unconscious dimensions of IS phenomena and explaining unique variance in
related dependent variables. The validity of this claim has been verified empirically for
technostress research, where it was found that physiological and psychological
measures of technostress did not correlate and that the physiological measure explained
variance in computerized task performance above and beyond the variance explained
by the psychological measure [17]. We encourage future mixed-methods research in
this and in any area where theory suggests that conscious and unconscious processes
jointly operate to predict outcomes (e.g. automatic and controlled processing) [18].
Combining NeuroIS measures with psychological and behavioral ones also holds promise for research on phenomena, such as cognitive absorption or flow, which cannot be
ascertained through conscious assessment without interrupting the cognitive processes
that are inherent to the construct [19].
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Conclusion

In this essay, we have promoted more mixed-methods NeuroIS research and a concerted triangulation approach to identifying the contributions of such research. As a
first step, we recommend that NeuroIS researchers consult prior research and theory to
obtain an a priori understanding of the expected relationship between distinct measures
and to derive hypotheses as to how they each operate (either in common or uniquely)
to predict outcomes. This a priori understanding should then inform the study design
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as well as the criteria by which results will be evaluated toward rendering conclusions.
If different measures correlate at high and significant levels, they can be used together
to reinforce the researcher’s certainty in the prediction and explanation of an IS phenomenon. If not, the physiological (NeuroIS) measure can be examined to see if it explains unique variance in a theoretically-related outcome above and beyond that explained by other measures. To the extent that NeuroIS researchers follow these steps,
they will be in a position to more clearly demonstrate how the combined use of NeuroIS
measures with psychological and behavioral ones contributes to the IS field.
In sum, NeuroIS measures are neither better nor worse than other measures currently
employed in IS research, they are neither more accurate nor less accurate than other
measures. To the extent that they can be used to capture the same dimension of an
underlying IS construct as that captured by other measures, they help researchers to
account for method bias and develop more certainty in their predictions. To the extent
that they capture a different dimension of an underlying IS construct, they hold the
potential to explain significant incremental variance in theoretically-relevant outcomes.
Given NeuroIS measures focus on the unconscious, rather than the conscious or behavioral dimensions of human experience, we suggest that their contribution to IS research
will primarily take the form of increased richness of theoretical explanations and more
powerful predictions of IS phenomena (see Tams et al. [17] for a detailed analysis of
these ideas in the context of technostress research).
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Abstract. As information systems (IS) are increasingly able to induce highly
engaging and interactive experiences, the phenomenon of flow is considered a
promising vehicle to understand IS user behavior and to ultimately inform the
design of flow-fostering IS. However, despite growing interest of researchers in
the phenomenon, knowledge about how to continuously assess flow during IS
usage is limited. Hereby, recent developments in NeuroIS and psychophysiology propose novel possibilities to overcome this limitation. This article presents
the results of a systematic literature review (SLR) on peripheral nervous system
indicators of flow. The findings revealed that currently four major approaches
exist towards physiological measurement. Propositions for simple and unobtrusive measurement in IS research are derived in conclusion.
Keywords: Flow theory, psychophysiology, systematic review, NeuroIS

1

Introduction

In today’s digital economy, IS are a significant investment for companies and constitute an indispensable part of employees daily work [1]. Due to technological developments such as multi-media-rich user interfaces, IS are increasingly able to induce
highly engaging, interactive, and holistic experiences [1]. One such experience called
flow - defined as “the holistic sensation that people feel when they act with total involvement” [2, p. 36] - is considered to be of theoretical and practical significance for
IS research, helping to explain pre- as well as post-adoptive user behavior [3–5]. As
flow becomes more relevant in the business context, understanding how to design IS
that induce or foster flow represents a valuable contribution from IS research.
However, despite increasing interest of IS scholars in flow [6], a central challenge
is the limited knowledge about real-time measurement. Researchers typically rely on
self-report scales which are administered post-task (e.g., [7, 8]). As flow occurs dur-
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ing task execution, post-task self-reported measures cannot assess parameters like the
length or depth of flow during task execution, and are subject to reporting inaccuracies [9]. The recent rise of the NeuroIS field with the inclusion and development of
psychophysiological measures therefore provides new possibilities for objective and
continuous measurements of psychological constructs in the context of IS [10, 11].
Especially towards flow in IS use, the benefit of increasingly reliable measurement
[12, 13], but also the design of psychophysiologically adaptive IS [14] have been
outlined. While previous research on flow-adaptive IS has mainly focused on structured tasks (e.g. gaming and learning [15, 16]) where difficulty levels can be adjusted
on the system side, future systems could be extended to more open tasks in business
contexts like those of knowledge workers (e.g., software engineers, designers, scientists) through integration of mechanisms that reduce flow-interruption or enhance
self-regulation. Yet, the advancement of these lines of research is challenged by the
lack of integration of possibilities to physiologically detect flow.
Against this backdrop, we conducted a SLR and examined 20 articles to address
the following research question: What is the state-of-the-art in psychophysiological
flow measurement? This paper makes two key contributions to IS research. First, we
systematically review and provide an overview of existing studies utilizing psychophysiological measurements of flow based on the peripheral nervous system. Second,
we integrate and synthesize knowledge and provide propositions on how to measure
flow using physiological data.

2

Theoretical Background

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi developed a theory of flow in the 1970s [2], positing that
flow can be characterized by nine distinct dimensions: (1) challenge-skill balance, (2)
clear goals, (3) unambiguous feedback, (4) autotelic experience, (5) action-awareness
merging, (6) sense of control, (7) loss of self-consciousness, (8) transformation of
time, and (9) concentration on the task at hand. Deriving from these characteristics,
rather recently several theoretic propositions have been made how flow is reflected in
central (CNS) and peripheral (PNS) nervous system activity. In this study, we focus
on the peripheral nervous system as related features are of heightened interest in IS
research due to high user acceptance of such measurements. Moreover, there is uncovered potential to distinctly detect flow with PNS features [17, 18].
Due to increased concentration on a task that is appraised as challenging but not
threatening and accompanied by positive affective valence, Peifer [9] describes flow
to be reflected by optimized physiological activation (i.e., moderate peripheral arousal). Comparably, Keller and colleagues [17] postulate flow to be an experience similar
to stress resulting from intense mental effort due to high involvement in an activity
and high task difficulty. De Manzano and colleagues [19] describe flow physiology as
being reflective of positive affect, increased arousal, and increased mental effort,
caused by focused attention on a task. In this line of thought Ullén and colleagues
[20] follow the concept of effortless attention, arguing that flow is simultaneously
constituted by high attention, increased mental effort, but also a physiological coping
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mechanism. The latter refers to an increase in relaxing activity of the parasympathetic
branch of the autonomous nervous system [18, 20]. Lastly, Léger and colleagues [21]
propose that high concentration and attention in flow are reflected by a stable, less
volatile state of physiological and affective activation. In summary, the physiology of
flow has been described in terms of increased, stable peripheral physiological activation levels, positive affective valence, concurrent calming influences, and mental
strain (e.g., stress and mental load). To align differences in these propositions, more
research is needed to consolidate empirical findings into a common understanding.

3

Method

In order to address our research question, we conducted a SLR according to the guidelines of Kitchenham and Charters [22] as well as Webster and Watson [23]. Overall,
we subdivide our systematic review into plan, conduct, and report stages (Figure 1).

 Plan Stage

Step 1.1: Need for SLR

See section 1 introduction

Step 1.2: Review Protocol

See section 3 strategy & criteria

Step 1.3: Evaluate Protocol
Scopus (1075 studies)

Step 2.1: Search (1500)

Criteria - full text (17)

Web of Science (425)

 Conduct Stage

Criteria - abstr/title/keyw. (63)

Step 2.2: Select (20)

Forward / backward search (3)
()

Step 2.3: Extract / Analyze

 Report Stage

Step 3: Report findings

See section 4 results

Figure 1. Stages of the systematic literature review (SLR)

Search strategy. We searched Web of Science and Scopus [24, 25] with the search
string (flow OR cognitive engagement OR cognitive absorption) AND (physiological
signal* OR psychophysiology OR neurophysiology). The search string was developed
in five steps. First, we conducted an exploratory search using Google Scholar with the
search term “psychophysiology AND flow”. Second, we reviewed the first 20 search
results and identified six highly cited studies [9, 19, 26–29]. Third, we reviewed the
full text of these six papers and extracted the terms “neurophysiology” and “physiological signal(s)” as highly relevant to our research question. Fourth, we identified
“cognitive engagement” and “cognitive absorption” as relevant flow derivations.
Finally, we used Boolean operators to create the final search string. To ensure a holistic search, we have not limited our search to a specific time period.
Study selection criteria. All studies that met the following criteria were included:
The study (1) contains an empirical component, (2) is a peer reviewed journal article,
article in press, in conference proceedings, or book chapter, (3) refers to the psychological phenomenon of flow, (4) focuses on the peripheral nervous system. The selec-
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tion criteria were first applied to abstract, title, and keyword section (excluding 1437
studies). In a further attempt, the criteria were applied to the full text of remaining
studies (excluding 46 studies). Finally, a forward and backward search based on the
remaining 17 studies was conducted. Thereby, we identified another 3 relevant studies. Overall our SLR identified 20 relevant studies.

4

Results

Results are summarized (Table 1) and split into three areas: (1) experiment design
parameters, (2) theoretical perspectives, and (3) findings on physiological features.
Explanation of the table. To illustrate findings and our depiction thereof, consider
the first study in Table 1 by Harmat and colleagues [18]. They conducted an experiment using the digital game Tetris and evaluated flow with a subset of the Flow State
Scale (F9D). Insignificant relationships between heart rate (HR) and the self-report
scale (●) were found. Moreover, a positive linear relationship between thoracic respiratory depth and the self-report scale ( ) were found. Ulrich and colleagues [30]
used an arithmetic task and found an inverted U-shaped relationship ( ) between
skin conductance levels (SCL) and difficulty-manipulated task conditions termed
boredom, fit, and overload (B/F/O). Partial findings like the inverted U-shaped relationship between low frequency heart rate variability (LF-HRV) in the first half of the
experiment by Peifer and colleagues [31] are denoted with an asterisk ( * ).
Experimental design (sample sizes, flow induction tasks, and dependent variables/measures). Sample sizes vary strongly across studies ranging from seven to 77
experiment participants. Our sample counts include reported, usable observations
only. Second, the majority of studies in our SLR (14/20) used games. This is important because designing tasks that reliably induce flow states is still a major challenge in flow research [32] and game paradigms have been criticized as to not sufficiently induce straining experiences [31]. Depending on research goals (e.g., in case
of separating flow from stress experiences), this spectrum might be important for flow
research in IS. Utile alternatives include high involvement tasks (e.g., [33]). Third,
dependent variables differ in two operationalization formats, that are self-reports
(14/20) and experiment conditions (8/20), with some studies utilizing both (4/20).
Conditions are most often differentiated along the dimension of task difficulty. In
total, nine different self-report instruments were used in 15 studies to measure flow.
Theoretical perspectives (modulation by relaxing influence, moderate activation,
stable activation, positive affect, no distinction). This area refers to the theoretical
propositions of how flow can physiologically be differentiated from strain (e.g.,
stress). We refer to perspectives and order studies in terms of diagnosticity (i.e., how
proposed physiology patterns are to isolate flow from other states) [11]. While increased peripheral physiological arousal is a common denominator in both flow and
strain [9], four central distinguishing patterns are described towards flow: (1) modulation of arousal by relaxing influences (Mdl. Relax), (2) moderate instead of high levels of arousal (Mod. Activ.), (3) stable, less volatile arousal (Sta. Activ.), and (4)
concurrent presence of arousal and positive affect (Pos. Affect). The abbreviations in
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parentheses refer to how these perspectives are denoted in Table 1. To our knowledge,
the first is currently the only characterization that sufficiently distinguishes flow from
strain by the phenomenon of non-reciprocal co-activation of sympathetic and parasympathetic branches of the autonomic nervous system [18]. Three types of studies
were derived. The first (high diagnosticity – sufficiency condition fulfilled) propose
distinct physiological signatures by investigating arousal modulation by relaxation
(6/20). The second (moderate diagnosticity – necessity condition fulfilled) propose
indicative physiological signatures (6/20). The third (low diagnosticity) propose either
indistinct physiological signatures (2/20), or do not include hypotheses towards flow
physiology specifically (6/20).
Physiological findings (cardiac, pulse, electrodermal, respiration, hormonal, facial muscle, and pupillary reactions). In summary, cardiac features are used most
often (12/20), especially in the class of higher diagnostic studies (6/6). This is probably due to the property of the cardiovascular system to reflect both sympathetic and
parasympathetic activation [34]. Therefore, distinguishing flow from strain is enabled
by comparison of arousal levels, arousal variability or the isolated activity of sympathetic and parasympathetic activation. EDA is the second-most used feature (10/20),
albeit mainly in studies with lower diagnosticity (7/8). EMG measures are used mainly in valence-related studies across classes (7/20). Support has been found for all four
outlined theoretical propositions, with (1) being mainly related to sympathetic and
parasympathetic (HF-HRV, RDT) autonomic activity, (2) being most often related to
moderate cortisol (CoLe), skin conductance (SCL) and heart rate variability (Total
HRV and LF-HRV) levels, (3) being related to skin conductance and hormonal level
reactivity, and (4) being most often related to increased facial muscle activity (ZM).
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Discussion, Future Directions and Conclusion

This literature review identified four central approaches to the physiological measurement of flow. All include increased levels of arousal, yet vary in their explanation
to how arousal states differ from straining experiences such as stress. Of these four,
three fulfill only necessity conditions to distinguish flow. The proposition of a nonreciprocal co-activation of sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system in flow
[18, 20] also fulfills sufficiency conditions. This approach would also lend itself to
rather simple and unobtrusive measurement, comprised of ECG and EDA instruments
that can be used as reliable indicators of parasympathetic [35] and sympathetic [36]
activity. We also classified studies as more diagnostic that combine propositions (1)
to (4). Support has been found for all directions through different physiological features, which is why we propose that ideally multiple propositions be taken into further
investigation. NeuroIS research can especially contribute to the state of knowledge by
advancing the line of research on these diagnostically higher perspectives. An exemplarily approach in this direction is reported by Bian and colleagues [37]. Furthermore, NeuroIS researchers should pay attention to task selection and be aware of
limitations of dependent variables. The inclusion of multiple criteria, e.g. dedicated,
encompassing self-reports like FSS [7] or FKS [8] in conjunction with multiple task
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conditions (e.g., strongly varied in difficulty and coupled with intrinsic involvement
[32]) are advised. In following these propositions, NeuroIS research can benefit from
finding means of increased objective validity in flow measurement and also advance
constructivist efforts to facilitate flow through adaptive IS. As initially mentioned,
this could extend current efforts on flow-adaptive IS in structured tasks (e.g., gaming
and learning [15, 16]), to more open tasks in business-contexts like those of
knowledge workers (e.g., software engineers, designers, scientists) where the experience and protection of flow states has been shown to be highly beneficial to performance and satisfaction outcomes. One example of how such system could support
users’ flow is through the reduction of IT-mediated interruptions [38], that have been
found as a primary disruptive factor in work settings [39]. In this direction, physiological measurements could be used by a system to determine, when and how ITmediated interruptions should be delivered to users. Furthermore, physiological data
could be used to inform IS users about their mental state in order to facilitate flow
experience through self-regulation. This proposition is derived from findings on
HRV-biofeedback, which show that individuals can use biofeedback tools to modulate parasympathetic nervous system activity [40]. Similarly, with a wide array of
business activities increasingly being conducted in small groups, biofeedback system
integrations might be used to support interpersonal state regulation. This could also
incorporate research on the rather novel concept of group flow [41, 42]. In this direction, central questions would have to be considered like whether group flow, an experience supposedly distinct from aggregated individual flow [41], would have a specific physiological signature within the individual (e.g., a comparatively more joyful
experience than solitary flow [41]), or physiological group signatures with distribution characteristics like homogenous activation levels [43] or temporal characteristics
like simultaneous or sequential physiological changes [13, 43]. As this review has
pointed out that some PNS markers might be well suited to isolate flow experiences in
the individual, they pose similar utility to further investigate these questions regarding
group flow. In summary, even though more research is required to substantiate what
is known on the PNS psychophysiology of flow, the findings of this review can be
utilized to inform NeuroIS research and the investigation of several novel possibilities
to modulate or protect an individual’s flow with the help of adaptive IS.
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Table 1. SLR results on findings about the PNS physiology of flow
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Abstract. This paper aims to investigate the predictive property of pupil

dilation in an IT-related task. Previous work in the field of cognitive
pupillometry has established that pupil size is associated with cognitive
load. We conducted a within-subject experiment with 22 children aged
between 7 and 9. For the hard questions, visit duration, pupil size and its
quadratic effect were significant predictors. We discuss the potential of
using this unobtrusive approach for neuro-adaptive and auto-adaptive
applications.
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Introduction

Over the last few years, there has been growing interest in the concept of cognitive
workload in the field of information technology (IT) and human-computer interaction
(HCI) [1]; [2]; [3]; [4]; [5]. Cognitive workload is defined as the information processing
load placed on a human in a particular task [6]. The advent of neuroscientific methods
in the field of Neuro-information-Systems (NeuroIS) has opened the possibility of
measuring this construct using implicit measures to capture the unconscious and
automatic nature of the cognitive workload[7].
Previous work in the field of cognitive pupillometry has established that pupil size
is associated with cognitive load[8]; [9]; [10]. A wide range of task-evoked pupillary
response experiments have demonstrated a relationship between pupil size and mental
processing demands in various contexts including computerized tasks[11]; [12]. Pupil
size is a metric that can be unobtrusively acquired by standard eye tracking technology
during an interaction with a computerized interface, while preserving the ecological
validity of the task.
This paper aims to investigate the predictive property of pupil dilation in an ITrelated task. Specifically, building on cognitive load theory, we are using pupil size to
predict task performance in a problem-solving context. To answer our research
question, we conducted a laboratory experiment with 22 children who had to perform
a mathematics task on a tablet. The results section elaborates on the prediction
possibilities of the right answer within pupillometric data. We conclude with a
discussion on the potential of using this unobtrusive approach for neuro-adaptive and
auto-adaptive applications.
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2

Prior Research

Cognitive load theory (CLT) [13]; [14]; [15]; [16]; is based on the premise that
working memory and information treatment capacity are limited, at a given time, for
certain tasks [17]. A task which leads to a high cognitive load would thus overload
working memory and affect the performance and/or efficiency of the individual.
Until recently, the concept of workload in information system research has been
studied using psychometric scales. In fact, the principal measurement method was
based on self-reported scales [18]; [19]; where the participant must evaluate his level
of mental effort during a task. The best-known measures are those developed by [14];
as well as the TLX scale developed by NASA [20]; The limits of the self-reported
questionnaires are well-known in experimental psychology [21]; [22], including those
associated with the primacy (the subject remembers the beginning of the task) and
recency effects (the subject remembers the end of the task) as well as the social
desirability bias (the subject seeks to please the experimenter; [23]).
However, the recent application of methods developed in neuroscience to research
in the field of education implies resorting to new instruments that are complementary
to the traditionally-used ones. Methods such as magnetic resonance imagery (MRI),
electroencephalography (EEG), eye tracking (study of eye movement) or pupillometry
(study of the diameter of the pupil) enable direct data collection in real time which
informs researchers about the learners’ unconscious cognitive processes [1];. These
methods make it possible to establish inferences likely to inform researchers about a
subject’s cognitive load during a learning activity, and in real time.
Research undertaken by [24] pave the way for the establishment of a predictive link
between the level of difficulty of addition exercises and the cognitive load measured by
EEG. Though these findings are promising, having to rely on EEG implies a
cumbersome technical set-up as well as an analysis which is often costly. In parallel,
[17] observe that many researchers in the field of educational studies have recently been
using pupillometry, a real-time measure of the diameter of the pupil using an eye
tracker. [14] consider pupillometry to be a very precise technique to measure variations
in levels of cognitive load. The non-intrusive nature of this technique makes it suitable
for research on children learning mathematics, as it does not require the installation of
sensors on their scalp.
To the best of our knowledge, no study focusing on the cognitive load of children
measured by pupillometry in the context of mathematics learning (arithmetical
operations) has yet been published. It should be noted, however, that this method has
well-known limitations, such as the conditions which affect variations in pupil size
(light and distance of objects observed). Many researchers in a variety of fields were
able to account for these limitations with robust experimental designs allowing for the
control of these conditions. [25]; [26] propose different methods to control these
variables at the data collection stage.
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3.

Methods

We conducted a within-subject experiment with 22 children aged between 7 and 9
(60% male). We used a Tobii x60 oculometer to measure and record the participants’
pupil dilation as well as their eye movement patterns. Each parent and child participant
received a $50 compensation and an educational book. The experiment was approved
by the Institution’s Ethical Review Board.
Participants had to answer 2nd grade arithmetic questions (additions) on a
commercially available iPad application dedicated to the learning of mathematics. For
each question, they could select their answer from among three (3) to four (4) multiple
choice options. The questions were also classified according to their level of difficulty
by three experts in mathematics. Each question’s level of difficulty was assessed as
easy or difficult based on several criteria. A question was deemed easy if it was
associated with a lower educational level and if it was contextualized or illustrated. A
question was deemed hard if it was associated with a higher educational level, if it
involved addition and subtraction with double digits, and if it was neither
contextualized nor illustrated.
Specifically, each participant was asked to answer a total of five (5) randomized
blocks of exercises containing six (6) mathematical questions (see Figure 1). Pupil size
and gaze visit duration were recorded on an area of interest that corresponded to the
right answer.
As this was a real-life application, the presentation of the experiment’s questions
was subject to some constraints. In our model, we thus control these possible
confounding effects. Square and horizontal correspond to the orientation of the multiple
choice questions. Answer position corresponds to whether the right answer was in the
first, second, third, or fourth position.

4.

Results

A total of 255 observations were usable for analytical purposes; 191 of them were
from easy questions, while 64 were from hard questions. A mixed model logistic
regression with a random intercept was used for the prediction model (SAS PROC
GLIMMIX) [27] Table 1 presents models that make it possible to predict the right
answer with both the hard and easy questions, only with the hard questions and, finally,
only with the easy questions.
When both types of questions are analyzed jointly, two variables predict the choice
of the right answer: the time spent looking at the right answer (Visit duration, B=-1.88,
p=.001) and the orientation of the answer choices (Horizontal, B=-1.03, p=.015).
However, it has to be noted that there were no hard questions with horizontal
presentation in the usable observations. For the hard questions, visit duration (B=-1.10,
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p=.049), pupil size (B=-38.04, p=.099) and its quadratic effect (B=5.11, p=.088) were
significant predictors. It should be noted that as expected, consistent with previous work
[28]; [29], there is a quadratic effect of pupil size on the chance of getting the right
answer. Finally, for the easy questions, the orientation of the answer choices
(Horizontal, B=-1.18, p=.010) and the visit duration on the right answer (B=-2.29,
p=.001) were significant predictors. Hence, visit duration of gaze on the right answer
had a negative effect in all models.
Table 1: Right answer prediction
HARD & EASY
Effect
Intercept

Estimate

Pr > |t|

HARD only
Estimate

EASY only

Pr > |t|

Estimate

Pr > |t|

9.38

0.312

73.28

0.111

9.26

0.343

Square

-0.40

0.617

0.00

.

-0.56

0.490

Horizontal

-1.03

0.015

0.00

.

-1.18

0.010

Hard

73.10

0.272

Answer
position

-0.02

0.931

-0.39

0.379

0.08

0.732

Pupil size

-2.76

0.523

-38.04

0.099

-2.57

0.572

Visit duration

-1.88

<.0001

-1.10

0.049

-2.29

<.0001

Hard*Pupil

-39.79

0.247

Pupil*Pupil

0.31

0.541

5.11

0.088

0.29

0.589

Hard*Pupil*
Pupil

5.36

0.224

These results are presented graphically in Figure 1 in order to provide a better
illustration of the quadratic effect of the cognitive load on the participant’s ability to
choose the right answer to hard questions. We observed that participants who invested
sufficient cognitive resources in the task had more chances of getting the right answer
to hard questions. The first part of the curve (low effort/high probability) should be
understood with the concept of prior or integrated knowledge. For example, most of the
pupils have already integrated the automatic response to a simple operation such as
“2+2=4”. When they are presented with this kind of very easy stimuli, their response is
unconscious and automatic and they don’t invest much mental effort to the task in order
to come up with the right answer.
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Figure 1: Predicted probability of having correct answers

5.

Discussion and Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we tested the predictive properties of pupil size with an ecologically
valid tablet-based arithmetic task. We found that in the case of difficult arithmetic
problems, pupil dilation at the moment of fixation on the right answer can contribute to
predicting the extent to which the child is investing sufficient cognitive resources to
successfully solve the problem.
New laptop computers integrating embedded low-end eye tracking functions are
now commercially available1. It is very likely that eye tracking will become a
mainstream input device on many computers over the next few years. It is important to
explore this field further in order to gain a better understanding of the way in which eye
tracking characteristics, such as pupil diameter, can be used in neuro-adaptive and autoadaptive devices. These results are important in order to eventually develop autoadaptive learning environments where the difficulty level of tasks and assessments
could be determined based on the user's cognitive data, such as pupil diameter.
Our next step will be to test this protocol with an adult population which we shall
subject to a more complex IT task. For example, building upon previous work [30], we
are currently preparing to autoadapt an information dashboard for a monitoring task in
an ERP simulation, based on a workload index [31]; [32].

1

http://gizmodo.com/msi-s-eye-tracking-laptop-is-the-future-but-not-the-pr-1758485727
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Abstract. Conversational agents are increasingly popular in various domains of
application. Due to their ability to interact with users in human language, anthropomorphizing these agents to positively influence users’ trust perceptions
seems justified. Indeed, conceptual and empirical arguments support the trustinducing effect of anthropomorphic design. However, an opposing research
stream that has widely been overlooked provides evidence that human-likeness
reduces agents’ trustworthiness. Based on a thorough analysis of psychological
mechanisms related to the contradicting theoretical positions, we propose that
the agent substitution type acts as a situational moderator variable on the positive relationship between anthropomorphic design and agents’ trustworthiness.
We argue that different agent types are related to distinct user expectations that
influence the cognitive evaluation of anthropomorphic design. We further discuss how these differences translate into neurophysiological responses and propose an experimental set-up using a combination of behavioral, self-reported
and eye-tracking data to empirically validate our proposed model.
Keywords: Conversational Agents  Trustworthiness  Anthropomorphism 
Eye-Tracking.
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Introduction

Substantial advances in artificial intelligence make conversational technology increasingly relevant. Conversational agents are software systems that are able to process, understand and produce natural language interactions [1, 2]. These systems are
also referred to as chatbots or intelligent virtual assistants [3]. Business analysts are
expecting conversational agents to revolutionize the way humans interact with information systems in various fields of application [4, 5]. Conversational agents promise
to provide convenient, instant and accurate responses to a wide range of user inquiries
on the basis of natural language. Users are expected to benefit from greater accessibility and more intuitive interactions. Providers are expected to benefit by reducing costs
and improving quality of standardized and recurring tasks [6]. An agent that is able to
satisfy users’ expectations, thus, creates a win-win situation. Real world use cases
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include shopping bots that assist consumers in finding and purchasing desired products and services, health assistant bots that provide patients with personalized health
information and guidance as well as enterprise software bots that enable professionals
to interact with enterprise systems such as Customer-Relationship-Management
(CRM). The successful design of conversational agents, however, is contingent upon
an understanding of users’ expectations and perceptions in order to assure that users
are willing to rely on these agents. Therefore, users’ trust is a prerequisite for successful adoption. Indeed, numerous information systems (IS) studies have addressed the
role of trust for technology acceptance and use [7, 8, 9].
Table 1. Overview of Perspectives on Human-Agent Trust
Perspective on
Human-Agent Trust
Description

Human-Human Trust

Human-Machine Trust

The same psychological constructs and mechanisms can be
applied to explain interpersonal
and human-agent trust.

Interpersonal trust conceptualizations provide only limited explanation. Distinct psychological
constructs and mechanisms need
to be considered to explain human-agent trust.

Theoretical Foundation

Computers are Social Actors:
Media-Equation Hypothesis

Automation Bias: Authority
Hypothesis

Main references

Nass et al. (1994); Reeves and
Nass (1996); Bickmore and Cassell (2001); Cassell and Bickmore
(2000) [10, 11, 12, 13]

Dijkstras et al. (1998); Madhavan
and Wiegmann (2007); Dijkstras
(1999); Mosier and Skitka (1996)
Muir (1987) [14, 15, 16, 17, 18]

Anthropomorphism
and Initial Trust

Anthropomorphized agents are
related to higher initial trust.

Anthropomorphized agents are
related to lower initial trust.

Main Explanation

Anthropomorphism makes novel
systems more familiar and controllable.

Computer systems are believed to
be more capable, rational and
objective than humans.

Two opposing theoretical positions exist that explain human-agent trust by adopting either a human-human or a human-machine trust perspective [17]. Table 1 provides an overview of the two perspectives. The Computers are Social Actors (CASA)
paradigm [10, 19, 20] is a prominent conceptual basis for research interested in understanding how to make computer agents more trustworthy. Studies in this tradition
adopt the human-human trust perspective. CASA research builds upon the mediaequation hypothesis that proposes that humans place social expectations, norms and
beliefs on computers [10, 11]. This stream of research produced experimental evidence indicating that anthropomorphism – the extent to which computational systems
are perceived to have human characteristics – increases users’ trust into computer
agents [21, 22, 23, 24]. Inspired by these findings, designers could conclude that mak-
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ing conversational agents more human-like is essential to create a sustainable trust
relationship between agents and users. But is human-likeness of conversational agents
really unconditionally beneficial for agents’ trustworthiness? Another stream of literature adopts the human-machine trust perspective and argues that humans place more
trust into computerized systems as opposed to humans [25, 26]. Researchers explain
this phenomenon with the automation bias – humans’ propensity to trust computerized decision support in order to reduce own cognitive efforts [27]. Cues of automation are used as a heuristic in decision making because humans perceive computer
systems as more objective and rational if compared to other humans [18]. Experimental evidence supports the trust inducing effect of highly computerized systems
[16, 25, 28, 29].
These two opposing positions bring about an interesting research puzzle. While the
human-human trust perspective suggests that anthropomorphic design is beneficial for
agents’ trustworthiness, the human-machine trust perspective suggests to minimize
anthropomorphic design to make agents’ more trustworthy. Some researchers have
investigated the difference between human-human and human-machine trust [17, 28,
29]. However, the issue regarding the trust-inducing effect of anthropomorphism
remains unresolved. Understanding what situational factors influence the validity of
the two positions is important to increase our conceptual understanding of humanagent trust and to inform designers of conversational technologies. We address this
gap with the following research question:
What factors determine whether anthropomorphic design increases users’ initial
trust into a conversational agent?
As conversational agents use human language to interact with users, anthropomorphism appears to be a natural characteristic of this technology. Nevertheless, we posit
that also in the light of software agents that are able to use human language, it is not
unconditionally beneficial to assign them human characteristics and behavior. Thereby, this research enhances the literature on trust into technology by considering the
distinct nature of conversational technologies. In order to address the formulated
research question, we are investigating the psychological mechanisms that relate anthropomorphic design to users’ trusting behavior towards a conversational agent. By
doing so, we seek to identify the situational factors that explain whether or not anthropomorphic design has a positive effect on agents’ trustworthiness. We are examining this relationship by considering extant research in the context of trust into technology [7, 30, 31], the CASA paradigm [10] and the automation bias literature [25].
To test our proposed research model, we plan to conduct a NeuroIS experiment that
allows us to broaden our understanding of the cognitive processes related to the evaluation of anthropomorphic design and trustworthiness of conversational agents.

2

Theoretical Development: Trust and Anthropomorphism

Trust on an individual level is defined as “a psychological state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive expectations of the intentions or
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behavior of another” [32]. The initial evaluation of characteristics of another actor
determines the perceived trustworthiness and, ultimately, influences the decision to
trust [33]. Three conceptually distinct trust dimensions have been acknowledged by
extant research on technology use [30, 34]. First, competence reflects perceptions of a
trustee’s ability to produce the desired outcome. Second, benevolence reflects the
extent to which the trustee is perceived to be motivated to put the interest of the trustor first. Integrity, finally, reflects the extent to which the trustee is perceived to adhere to generally accepted principles and to be honest. Keeping the objective of the
present research in mind, we posit to further distinguish between qualification- and
goodwill-based trustworthiness in order to account for potential variations related to
anthropomorphic design. The dimensions of benevolence and integrity are classified
as goodwill-based trustworthiness as these consider a trustee’s intentions and motives
to fulfill the raised expectations. Intentions and thoughts are a central differentiating
aspect between humans and computers. Therefore, we belief it is important to contrast
these from the competence dimension which is purely qualification-based. The distinction between the volitional and non-volitional dimensions of initial trust is in
accordance with the reconceptualization of trust proposed by Barki et al. (2015) [35].
Anthropomorphism refers to the human tendency to attribute humanlike characteristics such as intentions, emotions or motivations to non-human agents [36]. According to psychological theory, the tendency to anthropomorphize is not universal but is
triggered when humans feel the urge to increase their perceived control of an otherwise unpredictable agent [37]. When the behavior of an agent is unpredictable, anthropomorphizing this agent helps to increase the perceived level of familiarity and
control with regard to that agent [21]. Correspondingly, anthropomorphism is positively related to perceived predictability. Predictability is a construct closely related to
trust as it reflects the extent to which one is certain about the motives and intentions
of a trustee [34]. Yet, predictability in contrast to trust is a neutral construct and can
have positive or negative implications. Perceived predictability can foster the positive
effect of perceived trustworthiness on trusting behavior (H4, H5) [34]. The study of
anthropomorphism in the context of human-computer interaction is closely related to
the CASA paradigm [10]. Studies adopting the CASA perspective find evidence that
anthropomorphic design, for example via the use of social cues (names, appearance)
or human behavior (politeness, gestures), increases perceptions of computer agents’
trustworthiness [21, 22, 23, 38]. IS studies interested in users’ trust towards recommendation agents [39, 40, 41, 42] and trust in e-commerce [9, 43] confirm the positive effect of anthropomorphic design. In this context, it is important to also consider
research on the role of perceived agency on social expectations and behavior (i.e.
trusting behavior) in human-computer interactions [44, 45]. Appel et al. (2012), for
example, found support that knowledge about the agency (human vs. computer) of the
interaction partner is related to feelings of social presence (human agency: high social
presence). However, they also found evidence indicating that the displayed human
characteristics (i.e. anthropomorphic design) are more important for social behavior in
human-computer interactions than the knowledge about the agency of the interaction
partner. In examining the role of anthropomorphism on trust towards conversational
agents, it is thus important to make the agency condition explicit to minimize poten-
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tial confounding effects. In sum, research on agency and anthropomorphic design
support the perspective of the CASA paradigm on the positive relationship between
human-likeness and trust.
While, thus, one stream of literature argues that anthropomorphism – by increasing
perceptions of control and familiarity – is positively related to trustworthiness (H1,
H2) and predictability (H3), automation bias literature proposes the opposite [25, 27].
In accordance with that perspective, humans tend to trust computational systems more
than other humans because humans are expected to be imperfect while the opposite is
true for automation [28]. Therefore, humans use cues of automation as a heuristic to
assess the perceived competence of an agent [27]. As humans naturally seek to minimize cognitive effort heuristics provide a convenient way to perform such assessments [46]. Accordingly, anthropomorphic design is negatively related to trustworthiness and predictability as cues of humanness indicate lower qualification and also
cause more cognitive evaluation efforts.
We, however, propose that both perspectives are valid in the context of conversational agents and that the agent substitution type acts as a moderator on the effect of
anthropomorphic design on perceived trustworthiness and perceived predictability.
We propose to differentiate between the agent as human-substitute and systemsubstitute. The former refers to instantiations where a conversational agent is implemented in order to substitute a human expert (e.g. sales person, teacher). The latter
refers to conversational agents that are implemented to provide a more user-friendly
interface to computer systems (e.g. enterprise software, databases). We expect that, in
accordance with the CASA paradigm, agents as human-substitutes in contrast to system-substitutes benefit from increased anthropomorphism in terms of trust. We theorize that different expectations are triggered by the substitution type that translate into
cognitive processes related to assessing an agents’ trustworthiness.
More precisely, we expect that due to humans’ desire to decrease uncertainty anthropomorphic design will be positively related to trustworthiness and predictability
for human-substitute agents through increased feelings of control and familiarity
(H6a, H7a, H8a). Anthropomorphizing unknown and novel interaction partners increases the perceived level of control and similarity because humans’ can use existing
social knowledge in assessing the non-human other [36]. Exclusively human characteristics including intention, emotion and consciousness are assigned to an anthropomorphized non-human agent [21, 22]. This is beneficial for agents of a humansubstitute type because in their role they need to meet not only qualification-related
but also goodwill-related expectations. On the other hand, we expect that due to humans’ qualification-focused expectations and their desire to decrease mental effort the
positive effect of anthropomorphic design will be negatively moderated by a systemsubstitute agent type (H6b, H7b, H8b). The rational behind this is that the conveyance
of human characteristics causes cognitive evaluation effort that does not add value to
the predictability and qualification assessment of a system-substitute agent who is
primarily expected to efficiently perform non-human tasks.
We further expect that the differences in cognitive processing related to the trust
assessment can be revealed by the use of neurophysiological measures. Riedl et al.
(2014) conducted a brain imaging study and found mentalizing effort in interactions
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with computer agents [47]. Moreover, they found less effort if compared to interaction with humans. Because increased mentalizing implies increased cognitive effort,
in accordance with the Riedl et al. (2014) study, we expect to find more cognitive
effort caused by anthropomorphic design if compared to non-anthropomorphic design. The underlying rationale for this theorizing is also supported by evidence showing that whenever people perceive human attributes in other agents even in objects,
they tend to activate mentalizing (e.g. [48]). Because eye movement measures allow
to infer cognitive states of attention and mental processing [49], we plan to use eyetracking to investigate the trust evaluation effort. Based on our theoretical discussion,
we propose the following research model.

Fig. 1. Proposed Research Model

3

Proposed Experimental Design

To empirically validate our research model, we plan to conduct a controlled experiment that allows us to capture behavioral, self-reported and neurophysiological
measures. We propose a 2 x 2 within-subjects factorial design to examine the effects
of anthropomorphism and agent type on users’ perceptions of agents’ trustworthiness
and trusting behavior. Two levels of anthropomorphic design (high vs. low) and two
types of agents (human-substitute vs. system-substitute). To ensure that agency of the
conversational agent does not confound our findings, we are informing the participants
that all conversational agents are representations of computer algorithms (non-human
agency see [45]). Participants will be provided with a task scenario. They are assigned
a role as an associate in a marketing team of a company. They are told that their manager wants to capitalize on the latest progress in chatbot technology and asked them to
evaluate and decide which enterprise chatbot should be implemented to efficiently
perform transactions in the CRM system (system-substitute) and which customer service chatbot should be implement as a first touching point for customers (humansubstitute). In order to make the manipulation of the agent type more explicit, participants will initially be informed how the respective task is currently performed. For
each chatbot type the participants are provided with a highly and a slightly anthropo-
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morphized agent (high vs. low). To provide a cover story the participants will be asked
to evaluate and decide on the implementation of two other tools for the team. The
order of the decision tasks will be randomized.
Measurements. Established self-rating scales for trustworthiness and predictability
will be adapted from prior literature [9, 50]. During the study, we will use eye-tracking
to capture participants’ eye movement, fixation and pupil dilation. According to the
eye-mind hypothesis [51], eye movement data is closely related to cognitive processing of cues in view of a person. The use of eye tracking to understand cognitive
processes in human-computer interactions is in accordance with prior IS studies (e.g.
[43, 52]). In relation to our hypothesis that anthropomorphism results in more cognitive effort required to evaluate agents’ trustworthiness, we expect this to translate into
longer fixations. Combining this with self-reports on perceived trustworthiness, we
expect that more intensive processing (fixation data) aligns with higher perceived
trustworthiness in the human-substitute condition and with lower perceived trustworthiness in the system-substitute condition. In addition, we attempt to include data on
pupil dilation to measure the uncertainty related to the assessment of anthropomorphic
design in the two agent type conditions. According to research in neuroscience, fluctuations in pupil diameter are triggered by states of arousal in cognitive demanding situations such as decision-making under uncertainty [53, 54]. A series of experiments
has successfully related perceptions of uncertainty and unexpected outcomes to increased pupil diameter [55, 56, 57]. Based on these findings we are confident that the
diagnosticity – the precision of a physiological measure to capture the target construct
[58] – of pupil dilation as a measure for uncertainty is established. In line with this
body of research Xu and Riedl (2011), for example, propose to include pupil dilation
to measure perceptions of uncertainty in e-commerce decision-making tasks [59].
Similarly, we expect that the uncertainty triggered by the inadequate use of anthropomorphism (human- vs. system-substitute type) is reflected in fluctuations of pupil
diameter.
In addition to the self-rating scales and neurophysiological measures, the choice decision made between the offered chatbots represents the behavioral trust measure.
Finally, the following control variables will be included due to their established importance in the context of trust and anthropomorphism in human-computer interactions: gender [60], trust propensity [30], computer self-efficacy [61], dispositional
anthropomorphism [62] and need for cognition [15].

4

Discussion and Expected Contributions

We identified an existing contradiction regarding the use of anthropomorphic design to stimulate users’ trust into computer agents. Because conversational agents are
characterized by their ability to interact in human language, it appears intuitive to
conclude that such systems benefit from anthropomorphic design. By building upon
theoretical knowledge on anthropomorphism, cognitive heuristics and trust we challenge this intuition. More precisely, we are proposing that the agent substitution type
changes user expectations and perceptions regarding anthropomorphism. Our experi-
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mental approach seeks to assess these differences through a combination of self-rating,
eye-tracking and behavioral data. By adopting a NeuroIS perspective, we seek to confirm that a misuse of anthropomorphisms results in cognitive responses that damage an
agents’ trustworthiness. We expect this research to enhance existing understanding of
cognitive processes triggered by anthropomorphic system design and their effect on
trust perceptions. In this context, future research will also need to consider the role of
the uncanny valley effect – the phenomenon that as non-human objects appear more
human like (anthropomorphic design) they increase perceptions of familiarity and trust
until a certain threshold is reached that triggers sudden perceptions of disturbance and
rejection due to the objects’ non-human imperfections [63]. Finally, this project also
provides new areas for IS research on user trust. Future studies can investigate how
trust-violation and -repair dynamics differ between human- and system-substitution
type and how this relates to cognitive and emotional responses.
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Abstract. Like most researchers from other disciplines the NeuroIS community
too faces the problem of interchangeable terminology regarding emotion-related
aspects of their work. This article aims at solving this issue by clearly distinguishing between emotion, feeling and affective processing and by offering
clear definitions. Numerous prior attempts to agree on only an emotion definition alone have failed, even in the emotion research community itself. A further
still widely neglected problem is that language as a cognitive cortical mechanism has no access to subcortical affective processing, which forms the basis
for both feelings and emotions. Thus, any survey question about something
emotional cannot be answered properly. This is why it is particularly important
to complement self-report data with objective measures whenever emotionrelated processes are of interest.
While highlighting that cognitive processing (e.g. language) is separate from affective processing, the present paper proposes a brain function model as a basis
to understand that subcortical affective processing (i.e. neural activity) guides
human behavior, while feelings are consciously felt bodily responses that can
arise from suprathreshold affective processing and that are communicated to
others via emotions (behavioral output). To provide an exemplary consequence,
according to this model fear is not an emotion, but a feeling. The respective
emotion is a scared face plus other behavioral responses that show an observer
that one feels fear as a result of affective processing.
A growing body of literature within and outside the NeuroIS community reveals
that cognitive, explicit responses (self-report) to emotion stimuli often deviate
from implicit affective neural activity that can only be accessed via objective
technology. This paper has the potential to facilitate future NeuroIS research.
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1

The problem

1.1

Introduction

If you ever felt angry about a person you deeply love you know what love/hate is.
How can one have two emotions at the same time? A quick answer is that love and
hate are no emotions, they are feelings. A more elaborate answer is that given the
current confusion in emotion research it is difficult to find a clear answer and only the
use of a more sophisticated and accurate vocabulary and a clear understanding of
human brain function can help.
Driven by the problematic and interchangeable use of the terms "affective", "emotion"
and "feeling" this article makes an effort to suggest a very concrete understanding of
those words' meanings with the purpose of proposing a distinct emotion model or
better a brain function model including affective processing that is the basis for emotions. It is true, but unacceptable that most scholarly work in the field of emotion
research mentions the problem of missing proper definitions without offering a solution. Within Information Systems (IS) the NeuroIS community, established since
2007, is strongly focusing on emotional aspects related to information technology (IT)
and IS [e.g. 1-6] and suffers from an absent agreement on how to define emotion.
Most often feeling and emotion are used interchangeably. The herewith proposed
model and terminology is meant to help the NeuroIS community to more efficiently
disseminate its research outcome and to better communicate their results at conferences. Ideally, it leads to a consistent view and use of those terms. In the best case this
effort also leads to a novel understanding of anything around emotion in principle.
The title "affective processing guides behavior and emotions communicate feelings"
already brings it to the point, but to fully understand this short and sharp statement
one must go into some further detail, which starts with a good understanding of the
overall function of the entire brain in the first place. Further below, a respective concept is explained and elaborated on including its neurobiological roots. Whether or
not the science community will accept this solution depends on various factors and
might be a matter of time and solid evaluation, but it is definitely about time to make
some progress. Continuous interchangeable use of terms describing emotion-related
phenomena is hindering further developments and should thus become history.

1.2

Emotion in IS and NeuroIS

Since 2009 the link between information systems (IS) and the neurosciences (NeuroIS) is discussed in the frame of the Gmunden Retreat (Austria) that became a yearly
event with a rapidly increasing number of participants [7].
After all, it is the brain that produces behavior, perceives and appreciates design,
accepts or rejects technology, thinks, makes decisions and communicates and it consists of neurons. Obviously, it makes sense to take neurosciences into account. The
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NeuroIS community acknowledges that and thus forms an important and very promising group of scholars as part of the large IS community.
During the early days of NeuroIS Dimoka et al. [8] concluded that there is great potential for drawing upon cognitive neuroscience theories and using brain imaging
tools in IS research to enhance its own theories. In their highly valuable commentary
[8] they were asking “how can the cognitive neuroscience literature inform IS research?” and “how can IS researchers use brain imaging tools to complement their
existing sources of data?” While the answers to those questions will indeed provide
useful further insight into IT and IS related research it would also be beneficial to
invite neuroscientists more frequently to co-author respective written output in order
to help implementing neuroscience theories and interpreting collected data. The NeuroIS community already made enormous progress within IS by recognizing that objective and unbiased measures of cognitive and affective processes are important to
complement traditional data sources and by actually recording and analyzing those
objective measures for their research [9].
Importantly, it has been emphasized that pure behavior research is potentially biased
due to its reliance on self-report (i.e. explicit responses) [10]. Within the context of
technostress the relationship between physiological (objective) and self-reported (subjective) data were investigated [11] and the authors argue that both kinds of data tap
into different aspects of technostress and that only the combination of both can provide the most complete understanding of technostress impact. This means an enormous step forward. Respective empirical results show that a physiological measure
explains performance on the computer-based task over and above explicit responses,
which certainly reflects that the brain knows more than it admits to consciousness.
Neurophysiological methods such as electroencephalography (EEG) [12, 13], skin
conductance (SC) and facial electromyography (fEMG) were used in the frame of
NeuroIS investigations [14] and only recently also startle reflex modulation (SRM)
has been introduced (see below).
The use of objective technologies is an important first step, however one also wants to
understand why objective measures are often better than subjective measures and the
answer to that question is, because affective processing content is not directly accessible to language. Some scholars already noticed a limited self-monitoring capacity
particularly related to emotionally driven decisions [15]. From a neurobiological perspective it is clear that self-report cannot properly reflect raw affective responses due
to language being a cortical function, while affective processing happens deeply subcortical. In contrast, self-report can of course easily reflect cognitive responses, which
are mainly cortical themselves. The fact that words cannot easily reflect what’s going
on deep inside the brain has been shown in several studies about discrepancies occurring between explicit responses to affective stimulation and objective measures [1636].
Besides those discrepancies also the way Gregor et al. [37] wrote about emotion in IS
research underlines the problem of respective interchangeable terminology use. In
their work, the authors speak of three interacting emotion systems, language, physiology and behavior. Remarkably, they used a multiple measurement approach (i.e. pa-
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per-based self-report measures, qualitative comments as well as EEG measures) and
highlighted the multiple aspect nature of emotion. This paper already points in a very
innovative direction regarding the understanding of emotion, but instead of using
distinct vocabulary the authors labeled all three emotion systems by borrowing names
related to other functions (language, physiology and behavior). Below, the solution
begins with first explaining the brain’s function from a neurobiological perspective
and then by defining affective processing, feeling and emotion.

2

The solution

2.1 The brain’s function
The heart pumps blood to deliver chemical substances as well as entire cells to distinct body parts. The lung extracts oxygen from the air to provide energy for the
whole organism and the brain processes information to produce adapted behaviour
(besides maintaining homeostasis). Every organ has its function that it operates via a
specific mechanism. The information the brain processes is the result of sensory input. There are no sounds, pictures, odours nor any other actual physical or chemical
environmental stimuli in our brains, there are only neural signals triggered by sensory
neurons and sent toward the central nervous system, which consists of the brain and
the spinal cord. Seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and touching as well as all proprioceptive signals from inside the body such as from organs and muscles inform the
brain continuously about ongoing changes in the external and internal world [38].
After the translation of external and internal stimuli into the brain's language (i.e.
graded potentials and action potentials) actual information processing begins. Importantly, two different information aspects are central, one cognitive and the other
affective. Cognitive information focusses on semantic features that lead to an understanding what something is, while affective information is evaluative leading to a
decision on how something is [29].
It makes sense to believe that affective processing evolved before cognitive processing as a first mechanism to adapt behaviour on the basis of evaluative decisions
rather than semantic understanding. This idea is supported by the fact that affective
information is processed by older brain structures whereas cognitive information is
processed by much younger cortical neurons. Primitive non-human animals still make
their decisions solely based on affective processing and so is our own early childhood
primarily guided by affective processing. However, the brain evolved over time and at
some point cognitive processing established as a consequence of natural selection
[39]. But crucially, one must understand that even in us humans any behavior is initially triggered deep inside the brain by old structures that can still be found in primitive vertebrates such as reptiles and that both affective and cognitive information
processing adjusts it on the way to its execution, again with affective processing being
the basis. The right part of the below figure reflects such motivated behavior.
To this point, you may have noticed that the term "emotion" has not been mentioned yet even though the function of the brain has been fully explained. This is so,
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because emotion is here understood as behaviour and not information processing.
"Emotion" (from Latin "emovere" = to carry away, to remove or in other words to
move out or express) is here understood as behavioural output of affective processing
and because it is not processing itself, it does not directly contribute to behaviour
adaptation. See further details in the next paragraph and the left side of the below
figure that shows paths related to emotional behavior.
Affective processing can happen without even generating an emotion, which has
serious implications, because not all disordered affective processing might show up as
observable or measurable emotions (i.e. behavioural patterns). It is also of great interest to the industry and of course the IS and NeuroIS community, because the emotions
a marketing expert plans to elicit or an IS scholar tries to measure might not always
match up with underlying affective processing, which might negatively influence the
interpretation and discussion of scientific results. These are just some of many more
examples that highlight this undoubtedly radical, but helpful approach to "emotion".
2.2

The proposed emotion model

As a matter of fact, some scholars understand emotions as neural activities, others see
them as felt affective phenomena and yet others as facial expressions. Independent
from an exact definition of emotion it is problematic to assume that observing
someone's facial expression elicits respective responses in the observers’ brain. Given
that in most cases the facial expressions were fake and that faces are often not necessarily reflective of deep inner affective states this becomes even more problematic.
The herewith proposed model states that affective processing (i.e. neural activity)
represents actual information processing, while an emotion is not at all information
processing, it is produced behavior as the word “motion” in e-motion suggests. Critically, emotions are not directly reflective of affective processing, which means that
one should be more interested in affective processing and not emotions.
In the mammalian brain, any motivation-based behavior (i.e. muscle contraction causing movement) is triggered in the brain stem and on the way to its motoric execution
it is first affective information processing (i.e. affective decision making) that can
adapt it to environmental changes by evaluating stimuli (approach or withdraw). This
basic processing stage equals a judgment of external environmental as well as internal
own body stimuli regarding their pleasant/unpleasant aspects. It is automatic and
independent from cognitive processes. It evolved long before cognition and consciousness and thus also before language came into existence.
Since humans are mammals too it must be accepted that this automatic evaluative
process also forms the basis for any human behavior. In humans though, cognitive
processes can influence and overrule affective decision making, which is usually
referred to as emotion control, but should from now on be understood as affection
control. Nevertheless, getting back to affective processing one can say that if it crosses certain thresholds (supra-threshold neural activity) it leads to bodily responses
(hypothalamus, visceral, etc.) that can be perceived and thus lead to feelings. All
organisms capable of consciousness, which is a prerequisite of perception can have
feelings (basically all mammals). So, feelings are conscious phenomena, but they are
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not cognitive, they are perceived bodily responses. To consciously experience (to
feel) a bodily response is like to consciously experience (to see) visual information.
Like in the previous paragraph, we haven’t heard anything yet about THE most often
used term, emotion. Gain, what is an emotion, the probably most inflationary word
that is in everybody’s mouth? According to the current model, emotions are possible
behavioral results of affective processing, they are separate to feelings. However,
there is a possible link between emotions and feelings in that emotions as behavioral
responses can communicate feelings. As stated in the abstract the feeling of fear can
be communicated by a respective facial expression. Perhaps, emotions evolved to let
conspecifics know how one feels. It is here suggested to call those emotions that are
genuine results of affective processing involuntary emotions. As mentioned above,
cognition can interfere and organisms that are capable of cognitive information processing can intentionally modify emotions (e.g. facial expressions) and use them for
strategic nonverbal communication purposes. This is an evolutionary advantage and
such emotions are here referred to as voluntary emotions (e.g. fake facial expressions,
exaggerated expressions, etc.).

Fig. 1. Schematic model demonstrating that any behavior is initially triggered deep inside the
brain by old neural structures belonging to the brain stem. Crucially, before actual execution it
is adapted through affective and cognitive information processing that takes influence and thus
modify the way we behave (right side: motivation behavior). On the left, note the distinction
between involuntary and voluntary emotion behavior (emotions are behavioral output!).
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Table 1: Summary of definitions
affective processing
neural activity coding for valence (“how” aspects)
feeling
felt bodily response arising from suprathreshold affective processing
emotion
behavioral output of affective processing communicating feelings
cognitive processing neural activity coding for semantic information (“what” aspects)

To link this model to existing emotion theories it can be said that it contains aspects
of the well-known James-Lange-emotion theory, which also links bodily responses to
feelings. In his 1884 paper 40, “What is an emotion?” James wrote that “the emotional brain-processes not only resemble the ordinary sensorial brain–processes, but in
very truth are nothing but such processes variously combined”. The crucial change in
terminology now is that those brain processes are here called “affective processing”,
while emotions are defined as their behavioral consequences, while feelings, like
James suggested, are felt bodily responses.
Charles Darwin 39, when writing about affections, mentioned changes in the functioning of glands and muscles, which basically are the only effectors that get activated
as a consequence of prior information processing in the brain. The current idea to put
strong emphasis on behavioral output when talking about emotion resembles that
view. Fear is a feeling that arises when respective neural activity elicits respective
physiological bodily responses and the scared face is the emotion.
James also says that “the immense number of parts modified in each emotion is what
makes it so difficult for us to reproduce in cold blood the total and integral expression
of any one of them. We may catch the trick with the voluntary muscles, but fail with
the skin, glands, heart, and other viscera.” In terms of the current model this means
that voluntary emotions can never fully copy involuntary emotions.

3

Conclusions

This article covers two major topics of interest. First, due to explicit language functions being cortical mechanisms self-report data cannot adequately reflect affective
brain responses that happen deeply subcortical. This inevitably leads to misleading
results whenever survey-based data alone are analyzed. Second, the interchangeable
terminology related to emotion can be solved by accepting that emotions are possible
behavioral responses to affective processing (e.g. facial expressions) and feelings are
felt bodily responses that arise as a consequence of strong (suprathreshold) affective
processing.
Affective processing equals neural activity representing the most basic decision making quality that guides human behavior. An emotion has nothing to do with information processing, it’s behavior. Indeed, it has to be emphasized that this model is
quite reductionist, but short and accurate explanations are better than long, confusing
and also no explanations.
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Abstract. NeuroIS research has shown that the application of neuroimaging
methods (e.g. fMRI) could add to our understanding of human-human and
human-computer interaction. However, taking the specific constraints of some
neuroimaging methods into account, there is an ongoing discussion regarding the
application and implementation of existing and innovative neuroimaging
methods. Against this background, this work introduces an innovative
neuroimaging method, namely mobile functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy
(fNIRS) to NeuroIS. By indicating that mobile fNIRS appears to be a valid
neuroimaging tool, our work aims to encourage researchers to utilise mobile
fNIRS in the field of NeuroIS.
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Neuroimaging tools in NeuroIS – Potentialities and Obstacles

In our digital world, the usage of electronic hardware, operating software and their
potential failures keep challenging our understanding of human processing. Facing this
challenge, researchers in the nascent field of NeuroIS have started to utilise
neuroimaging tools to expand theoretical concepts and provide insights into neural
mechanisms underlying human-computer interaction. Most of the research was done
using functional magnet resonance imaging (fMRI). As a consequence, fMRI is a
widely-used neuroimaging method, exploring or ‘mapping’ the user’s brain. For
example, NeuroIS researchers investigated human neural functioning in online
environments by simulating a purchase scenario within fMRI [1,2]. Consequently, in
line with recent research [3], results indicated that brain responses might provide better
predictions for purchase intentions than self-reported measurements [2], signifying the
added value of neuroimaging methods in NeuroIS. However, the question remains
whether ecological validity is given from insights that were obtained within an
artificially created and stationary experimental environment [4]. As a consequence,
there could be a discrepancy between the neural insights gathered in a more or less
artificial setting and the user’s real world behaviour. Therefore, there is a need to
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develop and discuss new and complementary methods that allow NeuroIS to image
brain activity in naturalistic settings.
A neurophysiological method that is capable of measuring brain activity outside a
laboratory is the electroencephalography (EEG). The advantageous usability of EEG
was also recognised by researchers in NeuroIS, who utilised EEG to assess brain
activity during human-computer interaction [5,6,7,8]. For example, the engagement
with and usability of websites as well as computer games can be quantified by the use
of electrophysiological signals [5,6]. Moreover, whilst measuring brain activity
utilising EEG, the distraction of work processes and potential reasons for poor decisionmaking have been investigated. The obtained insights have several implications for
developing ERP-systems [7], giving reason to believe that human-computer interaction
can be captured by means of neurophysiological tools. However, EEG measurements
have the disadvantage of being very sensitive to movement artefacts. Meaning that if
participants are freely moving within naturalistic settings, the application of EEG might
be problematic.
Against this background, the use of mobile functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy
(fNIRS) (http://nirx.net/nirsport/), might be a fruitful avenue for NeuroIS. Like
stationary fNIRS, mobile fNIRS is a relatively inexpensive and comfortably applicable
alternative compared to other frequently and mostly stationary used neuroimaging
techniques in NeuroIS research. However, due to the fact that mobile fNIRS is still a
relatively novel technique, its validity has to be proven. To address this, the following
section describes the methodological background and physiological parameters of
fNIRS. Additionally, recent research is presented, indicating that mobile fNIRS is
capable of successfully replicating a well-known brain mechanism from the field of
decision neuroscience, namely the ‘winner-take-it-all’ effect [16,17], showing that
mobile fNIRS might also be a valid neuroimaging method in NeuroIS.

2

Functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy – Functionality and
Application

Very briefly, functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy is a neuroimaging tool to measure
neural cortical activity by utilising the light absorption characteristics of de/oxygenated haemoglobin. In order to understand the functionality of fNIRS, the
following section describes its methodological background and physiological
parameters.
2.1

Methodological Background of fNIRS Measurement

Up until the present day from forty years ago, Jöbsis [9] was the first to explain how
the optical properties of cerebral oxygenated and deoxygenated haemoglobin can be
used to assess brain activity [10,11,12]. By irradiating near-infrared light into
participants’ heads, scattered residuals of light can be captured, allowing the indirect
quantification of neural activity to be measured. Until today the commercially available
fNIRS is based on these technical and physiological principles. Using specific
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wavelengths of light (760 and 850 nm) that are mainly absorbed by oxygenated and
deoxygenated haemoglobin, neural activity can indirectly be examined. More precisely,
fNIRS projects near-infrared light through the scalp and records optical density
fluctuations resulting from metabolic changes within the brain (Fig. 1). Like the BOLDsignal in fMRI, fNIRS uses cerebral blood flow as a proxy for neural activity, resulting
in a high correlation between the two quantities [13,14]. The spatial resolution and
penetration depth of fNIRS is dependent on the distances between light sources and
detectors, but generally fNIRS is capable of imaging depths of up to two centimetres
[15]. This allows the measurement of cortical brain regions located near the scalp
surface, making it particularly suitable for measuring brain regions of the prefrontal
cortex, which plays a crucial role in the interpretation of information and decisionmaking processes [5].

Fig. 1. Schematically representation of fNIRS methodology.

In line with the ‘golden standard’ in neuroimaging – fMRI – researchers have to
follow a three-step approach to make use of fNIRS.
The first step is the acquisition of data. Participants are fitted with a cap or, by
utilising mobile fNIRS, with a headband, comprising light sources and detectors that
cover parts or the whole cortex. Most commonly in mobile fNIRS a headband with an
8-source/8-detector NIRS layout is used. Subsequently, researchers have to check for
signal quality. Hereby, they should be aware of the fact that mobile fNIRS detectors
gather optical light signals. Therefore, it is important to avoid external light
interferences that could possibly distort the relevant signal. The protection against
external light interferences can be ensured by using a cap covering the mobile fNIRS
tool.
The second step is the data analysis. In order to perform statistical tests, raw data has
to be pre-processed. In doing so, light signals are separated in order to distinguish
oxygenated from deoxygenated haemoglobin. Furthermore, artefacts e.g. heart rate or
head movements are eliminated and task-specific events are defined.
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Third and finally, the task-specific events are contrasted and statistically examined.
In order to identify the underlying associated brain regions, the statistically calculated
values are depicted on a standard brain to visually locate the activation and interpret the
results.
Taking into account that mobile fNIRS is a portable device, researchers have to be
aware of specific characteristics such as the mentioned light interferences. In addition,
the portable application of mobile fNIRS leads inevitable to participants’ movement.
In order to reduce artefacts within the data signal, expansive or galvanic movements
should be avoided.
2.2

Evidence for the Applicability of Mobile fNIRS Measurement

In order to answer the question whether mobile fNIRS is indeed appropriate to assess
brain activity relevant for NeuroIS, we conducted a study investigating a well-known
and replicated neuroscientific effect in the field of the decision neuroscience, namely
the ‘winner-take-it-all’ effect [16,17]. It is characterised by a decreased neural
activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) – located laterally on the brain
surface – and an increased neural activation in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex
(vmPFC) – located medially within the brain – when consumers are exposed to a binary
decision-making set integrating their favourite brand. With regard to this robust effect
and the technical capabilities of mobile fNIRS, we suggest that mobile fNIRS is only
able to partially detect this typical activation pattern [15]. More precisely, we
hypothesised:
1. Mobile fNIRS is able to capture decreased neural activity in the dlPFC.
2. Mobile fNIRS is not capable of indicating increased neural activity of deeper-lying
brain regions associated with the vmPFC.
To test these hypotheses, 23 participants were equipped with the mobile fNIRS
headband. This headband consisted of an 8-source/8-detector NIRS layout, covering
most of the prefrontal cortex, in particular bilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
bilateral premotor cortex and bilateral orbitofrontal cortex.
Whilst measuring their neural prefrontal cortex activity, participants were asked to
mentally decide between two different brands of the same product type, following the
instructions used in the original study [16,17]. In total, 100 decisions had to be taken,
of which half of them integrated a predefined target brand in randomised order. Based
on the participants’ subjective ranking of the brands, two groups were classified.
Participants who rated the predefined target brand as their favourite brand (TB) were
separated from participants who assigned another brand first (non-TB).
Following the three-step approach mentioned before, the raw data of each participant
was truncated in order to delete negligible time intervals before and after the
experimental task. Next, artefacts and irrelevant frequencies (e.g. heart rate) were
removed by applying a band-pass filter. Furthermore, hemodynamic states were
computed. In the last step, as in the original task, the neural activity of the two groups
(TB vs. non-TB) were contrasted on target brand decision-making events.
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In line with our hypotheses, a significant deactivation of the dlPFC was identified
for target brand decisions in the TB-group in comparison to the non-TB-group. As
expected, no increased neural activity was found for brain regions associated with
vmPFC (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Significant activation pattern contrasting the two groups TB vs. non-TB during targetbrand decisions at p < .01 (left) and p < .001 (right). Colour scale specifies t-values in blue and
red indicating negative and positive values respectively.

To conclude, our results partially replicate the ‘winner-take-it-all’ effect as
suggested, indicating the validity of mobile fNIRS. Nevertheless, based on its technical
capabilities it is evident that mobile fNIRS is not capable of measuring subjacent brain
regions, such as the vmPFC. Therefore, NeuroIS researchers have to wisely decide a
priori whether this neuroimaging method is suitable to explore their scientific entity.

3

Application of Mobile fNIRS to NeuroIS

Assuming mobile fNIRS as a valid proven method, it might potentially improve
research in the field of NeuroIS. In order to demonstrate its application in NeuroIS
research, two future research applications are described in the following section.
Application #1 Machine Usability. Undoubtedly, digitalisation has changed our daily
life, e.g. at work [18]. In fact, human work life is often determined by innovative
machines, that incorporate software intended to make them ‘smart’. Regarding
productivity, users’ perceived usability and acceptance of such innovative machines is
crucial. Consequently, it is crucial to test the usability and practical application of
innovative machines within their usual working environment (e.g. in regard to graphicuser-interfaces and human-computer interaction). However, the investigation of
machine usability and human-machine interaction by means of fMRI is sometimes
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incompatible due to e.g. the magnetic nature of many machines. Therefore, in fMRI
studies only simplified and less naturalistic versions of a scientific entity are feasible to
be measured. As a consequence, relevant interaction and processing steps might be
eliminated, increasing the discrepancy of the measured and actual human behaviour
and its associated neural reactions. Here, mobile fNIRS has the advantage to assess
relevant constructs within a naturalistic setting, including the natural usage of a
machine and its associated effects evoked by the environment. Therefore, mobile
fNIRS could be a promising, complementary and ecologically valid neuroimaging tool
in field studies on machine usability.
Application #2 Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). ERP-systems help
organisations to deal with management processes that take place in modern business
[19]. Generally speaking, an ERP-system is a software tool that manages all the
company’s data to provide information to those who need it at the time they need it
[20]. In addition to classical ERP-systems, in the future, in vivo-signals simultaneously
gathered by using mobile fNIRS might indicate the cognitive load of employees and,
therefore, allows an ERP-system to integrate neural data in order to optimise
companies’ workflow. By assessing the load-dependent activation of the dlPFC [14] 
a brain region measureable by means of mobile fNIRS  workload can be quantified
for each employee individually. The ERP-system detects their cognitive load and
automatically assists employees to reduce or adjust their workload. Moreover, the total
amount of work (e.g. in a call centre) is distributed considering the mental capacity of
each employee, enhancing the efficacy by competently shifting tasks and workload
from one employee to another.
Against this background and based on these two examples, NeuroIS researchers and
IS practice might consider mobile fNIRS as a novel neuroimaging tool. Compared to
other frequently used neuroimaging tools in NeuroIS, mobile fNIRS provides some
advantages that could encourage IS researchers to apply mobile fNIRS in future.
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Abstract. Decision inertia is a cognitive process describing the reluctance to
incorporate new information in choices, manifesting in the tendency to repeat
previous choices regardless of the consequences. In this work, we discuss recent
research in decision inertia, and show that inter-individual differences in arousal
may play an important role for understanding decision inertia. We derive a NeuroIS framework for the operationalization of decision inertia, and discuss our
conceptualization with a view towards a general theory of decision inertia.
Keywords: Decision Inertia • Arousal • Multiple Processes • Dual Choice Paradigm.

1

Introduction

Numerous studies have established that decision-makers can show a considerable
unwillingness to reach a decision, and tend to repeat previous decisions regardless of
undesirable consequences. For instance, about 25% of 43 million US-Americans
failed to revaluate their medical situation and to register in the free Medicare program
as it was released [1], which expanded free coverage for prescription drugs to Medicare beneficiaries. Instead they repeated their previous decision to hold their old
agreements regardless of the objectively better situation. Other studies report the
tendency to repeat previous decisions in strategic managerial processes [2], as well as
in the context of customer journey and IS continuance models [3, 4], or the updating
behaviour with regard to smartphone software [5].
For a long time, this behaviour has been linked to decision avoidance [6], status quo
bias [7], or treated as a random process or noise [8, 9]. Contrary to this viewpoint, a
number of studies have proposed motivational factors as explanations for the occurrence of decision inertia [10, 11] but evidence is mixed. While some studies find that
commitment [10], or “preference for consistency” as motivational factors are correlated with decision inertia [11], other studies reject this relation [12]. With the latest
developments in psychology and NeuroIS, interest in the cognitive and biophysiological foundations of the drivers of inertia in decision-making has grown [9,
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11]. This allows to target two theoretical gaps i) to provide a deeper insight in the
phenomenon which is not understood so far, and ii) to provide insights in the development of counter measures and design recommendations to reduce decision inertia
(e.g, interactive NeuroIS components in interactive systems, which could detect if
individuals are likely to act out decision inertia before they actually do it).
In a first step, this research, however, focuses on cognitive processes and disregarded
the potential influence of affective processes even though evidence suggests that the
latter often play an important role in decision-making (e.g. [13–15]). We suggest that
decision inertia is at least partially driven by arousal, influencing individual’s tendency to rely on intuition-based decision processes [16]. For that purpose, we discuss
recent research of decision inertia with respect to bio-physiological effects following
the first three phases of the NeuroIS framework from [17]. Hence, we gave us the
following research objectives:
1. Built a theoretical research model concerning decision inertia and arousal to
investigate this relationship in an experimental setting.
2. Providing an experimental framework for the operationalization and investigation of decision inertia experiments in NeuroIS. This allows to measure
decision inertia in laboratory environment, as well in the usage of interactive
systems.

2

Decision Inertia and Arousal

Decision inertia is generally considered as cognitive process and defined in one of
two ways: i) the inability to make a decision or to change from the current position
[18–20], or ii) as general individual tendency of choice repetition conflicting with
deliberation [10, 11, 21, 22]. We will focus on studies based on the latter conceptualization, because the inability to make a decision has been linked to the tendency of
choice repetition in various studies [6, 23].
Decision-making is generally considered to be a combination of multiple cognitive
processes, which are in general modeled as 2-systems, or deliberative-intuitive processes [16, 24, 25]. These models combine the assumption of decision-makers maximizing their expected utility with findings that report systematic deviations (biases)
from economic rationality. In this context, there is evidence that arousal is a possible
driver of these two systems interacting. It has been argued that emotions and arousal
explicitly manifest in the activation of the autonomic nervous system, which is responsible for emotional responding, effort management, attention and further related
functions [26]. This activation counteracts deliberative processes, which require a
high amount of cognitive capacity [27].
Intuitive processes, on the other hand, are fast and require substantially less cognitive
capacities, combined with a low threshold for processing information [24, 28]. Findings from research on decision-making under risk suggest that high levels of arousal
and strong emotions adversely influence subjective evaluations, hence decision-
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making [16, 29]. How the processes of deliberation and intuition interact precisely has
become a subject of wide debate [30, 31].
Regarding decision inertia, we suggest that arousal could be a possible driver of intuitive processing, and reinforce the tendency to rely on decision inertia. Some evidence
pointing towards this viewpoint is offered by recent studies on decision inertia in
situations linked to high levels of arousal: Alison and colleagues report decision inertia occurring in decisions with equally perceived aversive outcomes especially when
both decisions have life threating consequences [19, 20]. Decision inertia may thus be
driven by the emotions and arousal linked to the negative consequences of decision,
or redundant deliberations about these negative consequences [20]. More evidence for
this argumentation comes from Charness and Levin [21], who were able to reduce the
effect of decision inertia in a belief-updating task by only rewarding the second decision of two subsequent decision. This indicates that the affective response to the first
decision may be a relevant driver of decision inertia.
However, hardly any research has focused on this relationship. Further evidence for
these considerations comes from neurology: Yu et al. investigated the neural basis of
repetition behaviour in an fMRI study [32]. The decision not to switch away from the
default was associated with an increased activity in the ventral striatum, which is
associated with reward processing. These results suggest that decision inertia is linked
to brain activities responsible for anticipating risk [32]. Hence, inter-individual differences in risk aversion, and the linked bio-physiological responses, could be a possible
explanation for occurrences of decision inertia [32].
Following the definition of decision inertia, as cognitive process potentially conflicting with optimal behaviour, which manifests in choice repetition, we know so far that
i) decision inertia manifests only in situations conflicting with optimal behaviour [11].
Assuming that either the tendency to engage in decision inertia or engagement in
decision inertia manifests in detectable bio-physiological responses [26, 32], we ought
to be able to either predict or detect (ex-post) the occurrence of decision inertia at the
time of a decision being made. In either case, we would expect arousal to act as a
moderator in the relationship between intention building and the decision outcome,
where higher levels of arousal are associated with a higher likelihood of engaging in
decision inertia (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Research model: Dual process perspective on decision inertia, based on [11, 16, 24, 25,
29].
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In summary, reviewing recent research indicates that decision inertia is an automatic
process conflicting with optimal behaviour [11], possibly driven by arousal and emotions, which may play a key role in the understanding this phenomenon. To further
investigate decision inertia, we derive a framework for the operationalization of decision inertia, which represents a generalization of the experimental procedure that
underlies previous studies (e.g. [9–12, 21]).

3

Experimental Paradigm

In general, studies on decision inertia follow a dual-choice paradigm [11]. The decision maker is confronted with two subsequent decisions, where the second decision
depends in some way on the first decision. Specifically, the setup is such that the
decision maker cannot possibly know the optimal decision for the first decision but,
for the second decision, can calculate the best choice by taking into account the consequences of the first decision.
Hence, for the second decision, there exists a rational and a non-rational decision.
Decision inertia occurs when the decision maker does not account (rationally) for the
outcome of the first choice but mindlessly repeats their first choice. Pitz [10] operationalize this dual-choice paradigm by setting the task of choosing twice from a bingo
basket. Charness and Levin, and other set up an urn game where participants choose
from two sets of urns [11, 21].
Other experimental designs include choosing from two directions of motions [9, 33],
lottery tickets [23], or whether to repeat an unethical behavior [12]. The most popular
design is the urn game, or belief-updating task, by Charness and Levin [21]. Based on
the outcome of the first urn draw, the decision maker can compute the probabilities of
how balls are distributed between the urns in the second draw. If they update their
belief correctly, they have a higher likelihood of drawing one of the payoffmaximizing balls from the urns in the second draw. Fig. 2 shows the operationalization of decision inertia in this dual-choice paradigm. In the first case, the repetition of
a choice is linked to rational behavior, in the second case it is linked with decision
inertia. The effect of decision inertia can be measured by comparing the error rates in
the following two types of situations:


Situation 1 (Alignment): The result of the first decision indicates that the
optimal decision is to repeat the previous decision. Hence, decision inertia
and deliberative processes are in line. Switching is an error.



Situation 2 (Conflict): The result of the first decision indicates that the optimal decision is not to repeat the previous decision. Hence, if the participant
does not switch, decision inertia is present.
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Fig. 2. Dual Choice Paradigm: A framework for the operationalization of decision inertia in
subsequent decision tasks derived from existing studies (e.g. [9–12, 21]).

Compared to situation 1, the individual’s tendency to rely on decision inertia can be
computed by:
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑡 − 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝜌𝑑𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎

(1)

Turning to the role of arousal in decision inertia, we suggest integrating biosensors in
the experiment due to their permitting undisturbing and objective measurements of
arousal, as opposed to questionnaire-based self-reports [34]. Following our research
model, we have to consider that situations where decision inertia and deliberative
processes are linked to higher arousal, compared to situations where these processes
are aligned. Furthermore, if we just consider the conflict-situation (situation 2), we
assume that if an individual acts out decision inertia (suboptimal decision outcome)
the arousal will be higher compared to the optimal behaviour. In particularly, we
suggested that decision inertia is partly driven by arousal, influencing the intention
building, and pushing the decision-outcome to rely on decision inertia. This is in line
with Alós-Ferrer et al., which proposed to measure the response time as an additional
indicator for the conflicting processes and decision inertia [11].
Hence, we propose to measure this relationship of decision inertia and arousal with
the following bio-physiological correlates. The most popular measurements of an
activation of the autonomic nervous systems are electrodermal and cardiovascular.
The first one is measured by deviations of the individual’s skin conductance level or
short-duration skin conductance responses [26]. The second characteristic includes
measurements concerning hear rate and blood pressure. Table 1 summarizes behavioural and bio-psychological measurements for arousal and decision inertia in the
proposed experimental paradigm.
Table 1. Behavioural and bio-physiological measurements for arousal and decision inertia.
Level

Description

Measure

Behavioral

Repetition of the previous decision, in contrast to optimal
Decision outcome
behavior

6

Behavioral
Bio-psychological
Bio-psychological

Bio-psychological

4

Increased response time, compared to alignment of decision inertia and deliberation
Decision inertia and arousal is associated with an increased
cognitive effort, resulting in increased heart rate variability
Additionally, electrodermal responding is quantified in
differences in skin conductance level
Blood pressure is a cardiovascular measure of the autonomic nervous system activation. Inaction inertia could be
linked to an increased activity.

Response time
Arousal (ECG)
Arousal (EDA)

Arousal (BVP)

Conclusion

As we have seen, there is practical and experimental evidence that decision inertia or
individual’s tendency to repeat previous decisions regardless of the consequences
underlies systematic processes. While recent research linked decision inertia to motivational factors with mixed findings, we argued that arousal is a relevant antecedent
of decision inertial behaviour. Reviewing recent decision inertia research, we derived
a framework for the operationalization of decision inertia based on previous experimental task and behavioural and bio-psychological correlations. In this context we
discussed the influence of arousal in decision-making, and on decision inertia in our
framework. Regarding recent literature, we suggest that considering especially biopsychological aspects of decision inertia may contribute significantly to improve our
understanding of this multi-determined phenomenon. Furthermore, our framework
allows to operationalize decision inertia the lab, as well in the usage of interactive
systems.
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Abstract. The emotional perception of brands, explicit as well as implicit, is of
interest to any brand manager. An implicit association test (IAT) could have the
potential to detect unconscious attitudes and therefore evaluates intangible
brand values. In a pilot study, we conducted an IAT online survey to test this
implicit method to measure the emotional perception of established brand concepts. Analysis of emotional valence showed that the results compared to explicit brand evaluation with a simple question are roughly the same.
Keywords: implicit association test (IAT) · measurement method · emotional
response · brand perception · implicit brand attitude · brand management

1

Introduction

Emotions play an essential role in marketing and are interpreted as mental states
influenced by the subjective interpretation or evaluation of a relevant effect on an
individual’s well-being status [1]. This kind of judgment happens consciously as well
as unconsciously and automatically. In general, humans tend to avoid negative emotions and are attracted to positive emotions [1,2]. This effect is commonly applied in
marketing and used for brand building.
In a branding context, the pairing of emotional stimulus and brand evokes an unconscious learning process whereby implicit evaluations form brand attitude [3,4].
This effect, known as evaluative conditioning, is used to actively influence emotional
brand perception. It is beyond dispute that brands need to be associated with positive
emotions rather than negative ones. Therefore, the emotional perception of the brand,
implicit and explicit, is of growing interest to brand management.
To capture all of these conditioning effects valid measurement methods are needed.
In general, emotional responses can be divided into categories, e.g. awe or happiness,
or dimensions such as valence and arousal [1]. For this study, we aim for a holistic
measurement system to capture both category values and dimension in one go. Basically, measurement methods can be distinguished between explicit and subjective
methods like self-report or implicit and objective methods like physiological methods.
On the one hand explicit methods are valuable to capture current emotional status but
on the other hand, they are vulnerable to group aspects like bias and individual as-
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pects like awareness, willingness or ability to evaluate individual emotions [5,6].
Implicit methods could balance at least some of these shortcomings mentioned. Additionally, implicit methods are able to capture implicit attitude, which plays a vital role
in the purchase decision process [4], [7].
To capture the implicit evaluative conditioning effect on brands we rely on the implicit association test (IAT), which could have the potential to detect unconscious
attitudes and to reveal intangible brand values [8]. When the IAT is based on association tasks of two already stored target concepts (positive or negative brand attitudes),
differences in response times should occur [9]. In other words, if a brand (concept I)
is strongly associated with positive emotion (concept II) the response time will be
shorter than when associated with negative emotion. Using this method, the implicit
emotional attitude toward a brand [8] is captured by valance. In further analyses, we
will enhance the value of IAT application by evaluation of the specific response times
of the different emotion categories that could lead to an emotional brand profile.
In this pilot study, we applied a broad method mix to evaluate the emotional perception of brands. Firstly, an online survey was conducted to gather data by IAT
method and self-response. Secondly, a laboratory experiment with a limited number
of participants was conducted to capture additional physiological data. These results
will be presented at the NeuroIS and will be published in an additional paper.

2

Method and Material

2.1

Participants

165 participants volunteered for the IAT online survey. 5 participants were excluded due to incomplete data. The remaining data for 160 participants consisted of 107
females (66.9%) and 53 males (33.1 %). The mean age was 29.33 (SD=9.52).
2.2

Stimuli

The emotional concept to be tested included 16 emotion categories with either positive or negative valence. An online survey was conducted in the German language.
Based on existing literature [10,11] an emotion category system was developed. It
included eight positive categories defined as recognition (Anerkennung), joy
(Freude), happiness (Fröhlichkeit), luck (Glück), pride (Stolz), satisfaction (Zufriedenheit), well-being (Wohlbefinden), affection (Zuneigung) as well as eight negative categories defined as anger (Ärger), disgust (Ekel), frustration (Frustration), grief
(Kummer), concern (Sorge), defiance (Trotz), fury (Wut), anger (Zorn). Neutral emotions were excluded. All emotion categories were presented as words during the IAT
procedure.
For the brand concept, we included national and international popular brands. Each
surveyed industry contained 2 brands to provide data for comparison. Commercial
brands for coffee (Nespresso and Tchibo), outdoor clothing (Mammut and Jack
Wolfskin) and beverages (Red Bull and Happy Day) were tested. Branding stimulus
material included logos as well as images of branding campaigns and products. The
brand logo was visible in all pictures.
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In order to obtain results that are as comparable as possible positive stimuli were
included in the procedure of the IAT, meaning that every brand concept was tested
with these reference stimuli. All of the depicted images presented nature scenes, e.g.
beaches, landscapes or forests which are associated positively [12,13].
2.3

Procedure and Design

We conducted an IAT test similar to Greenwald et al [9] and Lane et al [14]. The
implementation was performed with an online survey (soscisurvey with special IAT
add-on). Each participant was randomly stimulated by one brand and one referenced
nature picture. The add-ons software algorithm showed emotion categories randomly
and selectively.
The IAT procedure consisted of practice and testing blocks (Table 1). In phase I,
including blocks 1-4, the participants had to associate the nature stimulus with the
positive emotion whereas the brand stimulus was associated with the negative emotion. In phase II (blocks 5-7) the association was inverted, i.e. brand stimulus + positive emotion. In the practice blocks, the participants trained the association whereas in
the testing blocks the response time was measured and analyzed [9], [14].
Table 1. IAT procedure and blocks of the online survey
Block

Function
Practice

Left key assignment

Right key assignment

1

Pos. emotion categories

Neg. emotion categories

2

Practice

Nature stimulus

Brand stimulus

3

Practice

Pos. emotion + nature stimulus

Neg. emotion + brand stimulus

4

Test

Pos. emotion + nature stimulus

Neg. emotion + brand stimulus

5

Practice

Neg. emotion categories

Pos. emotion categories

6

Practice

Neg. emotion + nature stimulus

Pos. emotion + brand stimulus

7

Test

Neg. emotion + nature stimulus

Pos. emotion + brand stimulus

After the IAT procedure, participants had to answer an online self-report questionnaire to capture possible moderator variables. Therefore, brand awareness was measured by 16 items in product categories on a bipolar scale (“cheap alternative”/ “more
expensive brand article”) and their product interest categorized by industries on a
three-item scale (“not interested”/ “neutral”/ “interested”). Additionally, brand attitude toward various brands was ascertained by a 7-point Likert scale (1=“very unpleasant” to 7=“very pleasant”).
In a laboratory experiment, we applied physiological measurements to evaluate the
emotional response in a more holistic way. Further, we used a remote eye-tracking
system (SMI iView) to capture pupil dilation and blinks. Galvanic skin response
(GSR) was ascertained by a MindMedia biofeedback system. The complete data will
reveal the emotional dimensions of valence and arousal [4], [15] and will be presented
at the NeuroIS in June 2017.
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Results and Discussion

For IAT analysis, only the results of block 4 and block 7 were considered. Figure
1 shows the average reaction time for these two blocks, separated by brand and including the reference stimuli (nature), which was differentiated by emotional categories - positive or negative - that were assigned to the brands.

Figure 1: Average reaction time [ms]

As can be seen in Figure 1, the reaction time in block 7 is generally higher than in
block 4. This increase in reaction time could be presumably explained by the fact that
the participants changed assignments. As mentioned, in block 4 the subjects learned
to allocate negative emotional categories to a specific brand by pressing a key as fast
as possible. In block 7 the subjects had to perform exactly the same task, but the category then allocated to the brand changed into positive. To control this confounding
learning effect of block 4, it is necessary to evaluate the absolute reaction times, as
depicted in Figure 1, in comparison to the reference value alone (=nature-related
stimuli: 995ms - 850ms=145ms – see Table 2). With this reference value as a base, it
is possible to calculate all the brand-specific difference values (e.g. for Red Bull:
188ms - 145ms=43ms).
Following the cognitive fluency approach [16], it could be argued that a comparatively lower reaction time is in line with a lower cognitive load. Thus, Happy Day and
Mammut, the brands with the shortest reaction times (see Table 2) could be associated
best with all the positive emotional categories. On the other hand, Red Bull and Nespresso were the two brands with the worst results (see Table 2).
Even if the aim of this study is to reveal implicit coherences, we compared these
IAT results with the spontaneous evaluation of these brands measured by means of a
self-response 7-point Likert scale. The results are depicted in Figure 2.
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Table 2. Difference values for emotional valence
Nature
=reference

Red Bull

Happy Day

Mammut

Jack Wolfskin

Nespresso

Tchibo

Block 4 [ms]

850

877

910

999

904

810

872

Block 7 [ms]

995

1065

949

997

970

978

992

Difference values [ms]

145

188

39

-2

66

167

120

43

-106

-147

-79

22

-25

Difference values [ms]

It is apparent that both the results of the implicit IAT and the explicit brand evaluation with a simple question are roughly the same. On the one hand, these insights are
particularly striking because it was revealed that implicit mechanisms are in line with
a self-classification. On the other hand, the question arises, as to which advantage can
be derived from an implicit measure. The IAT method is distinctly more complex to
apply and the preceding data preparation and analysis are time consuming.
In our opinion, the correlation between implicit and explicit measure supports the
use of a questionnaire with simple scales. This aspect is important because business
practice needs valid easy-to-use tools and this study supports the application of such
scales. Although our results show some evidence for this implication, previous research has indicated the discrepancies between implicit and explicit measures
[17,18,19]. Therefore, additional research is highly recommended.

Figure 2: Results of the spontaneous evaluation of the brands

4

Limitations and Future Research

One of the greatest challenges when applying the IAT measurement tool is the
enormous effort of data preparation. This aspect makes such research highly time
consuming, leading to low efficiency. This aspect must be considered in the light of
the novelty of the results. So far, it is too early to come to a final evaluation of IAT
measurement to capture emotional aspects of brands. We will do all analyses of GSR,
pupil dilation and the different emotional categories next. These upcoming results
may contribute to an adequate understanding of IAT measurement.
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Inferring Web Page Relevance using Pupillometry and
Single Channel EEG
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Abstract
We continue investigating neuro-physiological correlates of information relevance decisions and report on research-in-progress, in which we study healthrelated information search tasks conducted on open web. Data was collected using eye-tracker and single channel EEG device. Our findings show significant
differences in pupil dilation on visits and revisits to relevant and irrelevant pages.
Significant differences in EEG-measured power of alpha frequency band and in
EEG-detected attention levels were also found in a few conditions. The results
confirm feasibility of using pupil dilation and suggest plausibility of using lowcost EEG devices to infer relevance.
Keywords: Information search, relevance, eye-tracking, pupillometry, EEG.
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Introduction and Related Work

Relevance remains central construct for information search and retrieval (IS&R) systems. Saracevic, one of key scholars in the area, reminds us that "relevance is timeless”
[1] (Ch8, p. 152) and so, the concern with better understanding factors affecting relevance decisions and the associated cognitive processes continues to be important. Recent years have seen increased research efforts that bring neuro-physiological methods
to investigating cognitive aspects of relevance (e.g., [2–8]). We aim to contribute to
these efforts. We have previously reported earlier studies, including an fMRI study that
examined differences in brain activations between reading relevant and irrelevant texts
[6] and an eye-tracking study, in which we showed measures correlated with processing
of relevant and irrelevant texts and word [7, 9, 10].
We present an exploratory analysis of pupil dilation and selected EEG data with a
focus on finding differences between relevant and not relevant web pages.
Related Work. Key works that demonstrated usefulness of features extracted from eyetracking data (EYE) as relevance indicators include Ajanki et al. [11], who used EYE
features as implicit relevance feedback, Buscher at el. [12], who established relationship between several EYE features and text passage relevance, Simola et al. [13] who
used EYE features to improve classification of processing states on three simulated

information search tasks (word search, question-answer, and subjective interest),
Gwizdka [7], who showed that reading irrelevant documents impose lower mental load
than relevant ones and achieved binary classification accuracy of 75%, and Gwizdka et
al. [14], who used more sophisticated feature selection and classification and achieved
binary relevance classification of paragraph-long texts using EYE features alone of up
to 95%.
Pupil dilation is controlled by the Autonomic Nervous System [15]. Under constant
illumination it has been associated with a number of cognitive functions, including
mental workload [16], interest [17], surprise [18], and making decisions [19]. Generally, the sources of variation in pupil’s size are related to attention [20, 21]. Past work
has shown relevance effects on pupil dilation. In [22] Oliveira et al. reported pupil dilatation for higher relevance stimuli for images. Gwizdka et al., investigated relevance
of short text documents [7] and Wikipedia pages [23] and showed significant pupil
dilation on relevant documents and, particularly so, in the one-two second period preceding relevance decision. They also showed significant differences in pupil dilation
on fixations on relevant words [10].
Inexpensive EEG devices (e.g., Emotiv EPOC, NeuroSky) have been used successfully in research [24–28]. Such inexpensive devices have been occasionally compared
with medical grade EEG devices. For example, Bobrov [25] found classification performance of data collected by EPOC was comparable to BrainProducts ActiCap in a
task with recognition of two image types (face or house) and a relaxation state (3-class
accuracy in EPOC vs. ActiCap: overall 48% vs. 54%; best 62% vs. 68%). Single channel EEG, Myndplay Brainband XL, was used in a study of sustained attention [29]. The
authors showed correlations between low and high alpha power and participant behavior. Though, the attention metric provided by the device was found not to be correlated.
In the area of inferring information relevance, we are aware of only one project (our
own unpublished work), which showed plausibility of employing inexpensive EEG device (Emotiv EPOC) in relevance classification with binary classification accuracy of
up to 74% [14].
We extend previous results to more realistic search scenarios, in which tasks are
conducted on open web. We also collect data from single-channel EEG device, which
has not been previously used to study user interaction with information search systems.
While the presented analysis builds on previous results, it is exploratory in nature. Our
research questions are as follows: RQ1. Does pupil dilation differ between relevant and
irrelevant pages and initial visits and re-visits to these pages? RQ2. Do attention-related
measures derived from single-channel EEG differ between these conditions too?

2

Method

We conducted a lab experiment in Information eXperience (IX) lab at University of
Texas at Austin (N=30). Due to technical issues data was available for 26 participants
(16 females; mean age 24.5). Participants were pre-screened for their native level of
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English, very good, uncorrected eye-sight, and non-expert topic familiarity. Each participant first performed a training task, which was followed by three search tasks (two
assigned tasks and one self-generated) on health-related topics in fully counterbalanced
order (i.e. 3! yielding six rotations). The assigned tasks followed a simulated work-task
approach [30] and were created to be complex (Table 1Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte
nicht gefunden werden.). We previously reported from this study data analysis results
that were focused on participants' working memory span in relation to search effort
[31]. The data analysis presented here has never been published.
Table 1. Search tasks.
Task 1–Vitamin A: Your teenage cousin has asked your advice in regard to taking vitamin A for health
improvement purposes. You have heard conflicting reports about the effects of vitamin A, and you want to
explore this topic in order to help your cousin. Specifically, you want to know:
1) What is the recommended dosage of vitamin A for underweight teenagers?
2) What are the health benefits of taking vitamin A? Please find at least 3 benefits and 3 disadvantages of
vitamin A.
3) What are the consequences of vitamin A deficiency or excess? Please find 3 consequences of vitamin A
deficiency and 3 consequences of its excess.
4) Please find at least 3 food items that are considered as good sources of vitamin A.
Task 2–Hypotension: Your friend has hypotension. You are curious about this issue and want to investigate
more. Specifically, you want to know: 1) What are the causes of hypotension?
2) What are the consequences of hypotension?
3) What are the differences between hypotension and hypertension in terms of symptoms? Please find at least
3 differences in symptoms between them.
4) What are some medical treatments for hypotension? Which solution would you recommend to your friend
if he/she also has a heart condition? Why?
Examples of user self-generated tasks:
a) Chrohn's disease - I know someone who was recently diagnosed and am curious about the disease.
b) Causes, symptoms, and treatments of Lyme Disease.
c) What is the recommended daily protein intake? Does is differ among sexes and ages? What are the consequences of excess or lack of proper amount?
d) Health benefits of muscles. I am working on body building and losing fat but do not know the specific
benefits of muscle besides the fact that it lowers my overall body fat percentage.

Participants performed search tasks on publicly available websites and were asked
to bookmark relevant web pages. Search results were retrieved from Google in realtime in the background by a dedicated proxy server. Architecture of our system is described in [32]. The search results were displayed on a custom search engine result
page. We limited the number of results to seven per page to increase font size and ensure that eye fixations can be tracked accurately on individual search result snippets.
Each user session typically lasted from 1.5 to 2 hours. At the completion of a session,
each participant received $25.
Apparatus. Eye tracking data was collected using remote eye-tracker Tobii TX3001. EEG data was collected by single-channel EEG device - Myndplay Brainband
XL2 (Fig 1) based on NeuroSky3 chip and dry sensor technology. The one channel is
located approximately at Fpz (prefrontal cortex) in 10/20 system. The collected brain
signals are expected to reflect some aspects of executive control (e.g., decision making).
http://www.tobiipro.com/product-listing/tobii-pro-tx300/
https://myndplay.com/
3 http://neurosky.com/
1
2

The EEG hardware uses a sampling rate of up to 512 Hz. The hardware also calculates
power of brainwave signal in selected frequency bands and measures "intensity" of being in three mental states ("attention", "meditation" and "zone"). We used signal power
of low and high alpha frequency band and output from NeuroSky's proprietary Attention Meter algorithm. The algorithm is described as indicating intensity of mental “attention.” Past research found increased activity in the alpha band to be correlated with
lapses of attention [33]. Therefore, this frequency was considered as a potential marker
for decreased attention.

Fig. 1. Myndplay Brainband XL (source: https://store.myndplay.com/products.php).

Dependent variables included: 1) pupil dilation (pd); 2) EEG-derived low- (la) and
high-alpha (ha) frequency band power and attention metric (a) – both are calculated by
the NeuroSky hardware once per second from 512Hz raw EEG data. Eye-tracking data
was cleaned by removing bad quality fixations (as marked by Tobii). To eliminate individual variability in pupil sizes and in magnitude of brain waves, we calculated a
baseline for each participant (i) by taking an average measurement over all tasks (xibasei
line) and calculating relative change in each measurement (rx t) from measurement at a
time t (xt) as shown in equation (1).
rxit = (xt - xibaseline)/xibaseline
(1)
Where x can be: pupil dilation, low-, high-alpha band brainwave signal power or attention meter values.
In this analysis, we only use data recorded during visits to content web pages, that is
pages that were opened from search engine result pages (SERPs), or by following links
from other content pages. Mean values of relative measures were calculated on each
visit to web pages for three types of two-second-long epochs: 1) epochs at the beginning of page visit, 2) epochs at the end of page visit; and 3) epochs before relevance
judgment (e.g., before bookmarking a page). To avoid possible influence of motor actions, the first or last 200ms of after or before an event (page open/close) were not
included. The choice of two-second-long epochs was informed by past research (e.g.,
[2, 7, 23]). In particular, Gwizdka et al. [14] found the best classification performance
of EEG features for two second long epochs.
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Controlled variable was constructed as a nine-level factor (Factor9). First, we labelled sequential data with five labels created from time segments when 1) irrelevant
web page was visited first, 2) irrelevant web page was revisited; the same was applied
to time segments of visits to relevant pages. A separate label was applied to visits of
relevant web pages when relevance judgment was made. This labelling yielded a fivelevel factor (Table 2). The first four-levels were then combined with the first two types
of epochs, yielding eight combinations. The third epoch type (before relevance judgment) was applicable only to the fifth level; it yielded the ninth level (Table 3).
Table 2. Five-level factor for page relevance and visits types with counts of page visits.
Level

Page relevance and visit types

Visit count

first visit
Irrelevant
page
revisit
first visit*
Relevant
page*
revisit*
Rel. page visit with relevance judgment

1
2
3
4
5

258
140
50
244
295

398
294

* Counts after removing visits when relevance judgments were made, which are contained in level 5.
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Data Analysis and Results

Due to not-normal distribution of variables, we analyzed them using non-parametric
tests (Kruskal-Wallis (K-W) and Mann-Whitney U (M-W)). The relative pupil dilation
was significantly different between Factor9 levels (K-W χ2(8) = 157.8, p<.001). However, none of the EEG derived measures were.
Table 3. Relative pupil dilation on different page types, visits and epochs.
Factor9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Factor9 level names
Irrelevant page – start of first visit
Irrelevant page – start of re-visit
Irrelevant page – end of first visit
Irrelevant page – end of re-visit
Relevant page – start of first visit
Relevant page – start of re-visit
Relevant page – end of first visit
Relevant page – end of re-visit
Relevant page – relevance judgment

N

Mean

SD

248
114
249
114
48
203
48
204
288

-0.0381
0.0085
-0.0366
0.0217
-0.0369
0.0043
-0.0253
0.0088
0.0018

0.054
0.088
0.092
0.092
0.045
0.094
0.065
0.086
0.082

Next, we run pair-wise comparisons of all variables and compared all combinations of
individual Factor9 levels (except the same levels) (Table 4). Partially confirming previous results [23], pupil dilation (pd) was significantly larger on visits with relevance
judgements in comparison with first visits to relevant pages (3.7% larger for start of
visits (pd9,5), and 2.7% larger for end of visits (pd9,7) , but not in comparison with revisits to pages. Each comparison pair of re-visit to first-visit was significantly different,
with pupil more dilated on revisits (pd2,1-by 4.7%, pd4,3-5.8%, pd6,5-4.1%, pd8,73.4%). The only two significant pairwise comparison for EEG data were for relevance

judgements in comparison with starts of first-visits and re-visits to not relevant pages
(a9,1-relative attention increased by 10.7% on relevance judgements, and for a9,2-by
3.8%; la9,2-power of lower alpha decreased by 27% on relevance judgements).
Table 4. Significant pair-wise comparisons (Mann-Whitney U tests).
Factor9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
b

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

pd2,1***

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

pd4,3***

----

-------

-------

-------

-------

-------

pd6,5***

----

----

----

----

----

----

----

pd8,7***2

----

----

a9,1**

a9,2b,la9,2***

pd9,5***

pd9,7***2

----

2

0.05<p<0.1, ** p<0.01, *** p=0.002, *** p<0.001;
Dependent variables for which significant effect was found:
pd<n,m> –pupil dilation; a<n,m> –attention metric; la<n,m> –low alpha;
where n,m are Factor9 levels for which pair-wise comparison a significant difference was found.
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Discussion and Conclusions

The presented analysis is preliminary and exploratory in nature. Our results demonstrate, to some extent, the expected differences in pupil dilation between first- and revisits to relevant and irrelevant pages (RQ1). Compared with [7, 23], we found fewer
such differences. One reason is that our stimuli (open web) and user interaction were
more realistic and thus "noisier". The EEG-derived measures were not found significantly different, except for a couple of conditions (RQ2). First, we used a device with
single channel only. Another plausible reason may be our choice of two-second long
epochs. While such epochs worked well for features calculated from raw EEG data [14,
28], they seem to be less appropriate when used with data calculated at second-longintervals using proprietary algorithms. When significant, however, the values of EEG
measures differed in the expected direction.
In future work, we plan to create more detailed segments of user activities on web
pages, thus separating reading/viewing from looking at task description, bookmarking
and taking notes. We also plan to use raw EEG data instead of relying on proprietary
algorithms and to conduct more detailed analysis of pupillary responses.
Acknowledgements. This research was supported, in part, by IMLS Career award to
Jacek Gwizdka # RE-04-11-0062-11.
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Abstract. Child obesity is a serious problem in our modern world and shows an
increase of 60% since 1990. Due to time and cost intensity of traditional
therapy programs, scientists started to focus on IT-based interventions. Our
paper focuses on measuring biosignals (e.g. heart rate) of obese children during
fittest including different physical activities (e.g. running). We investigate
whether it is possible to predict the performance of obese children during
running test based on static (e.g. BMI) as well as dynamic (e.g. heart rate)
parameters. Here, we focused on heart rate related parameters from the inverted
U-shaped heart rate response of obese children during running test. For future
research, we plan to consider physical activity (e.g. step count) of the children
at home. Our approach is a NeuroIS service, which uses low-cost devices
making prediction on an individual’s future development and is also applicable
to other domains (e.g. business information systems).
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Introduction

Children obesity has become a serious problem in our modern world with an
increasing trend. According to Ogden et al., the percentage of obese children aged 611 years in the United States increased from 7% in 1980 to 18% in 2012 [1]. Obese
children and adolescents aged 12-19 years are more affected with an increase from
5% in 1980 to 21% in 2012 [1]. It has been observed that, besides psychological and
physiological impacts, obesity has a lot of serious implications for the public and
private healthcare sectors, e.g. dramatically increasing public health costs and obese
children having risk factors for cardiovascular diseases [2,3]. Therefore, several
efforts are needed to control the persistent epidemic of overweight and obesity [4].
Results of holistic therapy programs have shown positive effects on therapy outcomes

of obese children [5,6,7,8]. However, these interventions are time and cost consuming
for both the patients and physicians. To counteract this problem, scientists started to
focus on IT-based interventions by using pervasive and smart technologies. There are
several mobile solutions, which measure vital signs and use sensors for daily use to
help controlling obesity [9,10,11]. While most of the existing solutions measure
physical activity, there are few, which use methods from the NeuroIS field. These
NeuroIS tools and methods can be used to create efficient time and cost saving
solutions tailored to patients’ individual needs. However, there are, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, no papers focusing on NeuroIS solutions which make predictions
on the performance (e.g. running, push-up, curl-up, trunk lift) of obese children based
on static (e.g. BMI, age, gender) as well as dynamic (e.g. heart rate, skin conductance,
blood pressure) parameters. The goal of this paper is to investigate whether the
performance of obese children during running test can be predicted using static as
well as dynamic parameters. In order to obtain the dynamic parameters, we conducted
a fittest, which included a 6-minute running test. Several parameters including heart
rate are measured during the fittest. In our study, we take BMI and gender as static
parameters and average heart rate during the 6-minute running test as well as the
heart rate recovery after the exercise as the dynamic parameters. We measured
performance by counting the number of laps made during the 6-minute running test.
The research question is as follows:
Is it feasible to predict the performance of overweight and obese children with
the help of the static parameters BMI and gender as well as the dynamic
parameters average heart rate during running test and heart rate recovery?

2

State of the Art

2.1

Relationship of Body Mass Index and Fitness Level

Several study results indicate a relationship between the Body Mass Index (BMI) and
the fitness of an individual [12,13,14,15]. The study of Joshi et al. with a sample size
of n = 7000 school children doing a physical fitness assessment called Fitnessgram
concludes that the fitness level of children having healthy BMIs is the highest,
followed by those of overweight and obese children [12]. The results show that the
higher the BMI, the less likely a child tends to be physically fit [12]. Physical fitness
was measured by considering the number of exercises scored in the healthy fitness
zone (HFZ) [12]. The study of Aires et al. also strengthen these results by finding out
that obese children between 11-18 years old performed a decreased number of tests in
the HFZ compared to the normal-weight children, indicating a reduced performance
in both physical strength and cardiovascular fitness [15].

2.2

Heart Rate during and after Exercise and its Relationship to Fitness

Exercise heart rate as well as the post-exercise heart rate can give information about
an individual’s fitness level [16]. Physical activity or exercising elevates the heart rate
for the duration of physical activity and slows it down during the cool down after the
physical activity [17,18]. The fitter an individual is, the lower the heart rate will be
during training, the lower it will be during cool down and the faster it will return to
the pre-exercise level [16]. Repeating the test after a certain period of time will create
a comparable set of results that can be used to detect changes of an individual’s
fitness [16]. The heart rate recovery (HRR) depends on, amongst others, the intensity
of the exercise and the cardiorespiratory fitness of an individual [19,20]. Obese
children and adolescents tend to have lower cardiorespiratory fitness and physical
abilities when compared to normal-weight children and young adults, mainly due to
increased effort required to carry the large amount of body fat and to move their
larger body mass [21]. Furthermore, Singh et al. conducted a study using a maximal
treadmill exercise to compare the HRR of normal-weight and overweight children
[22]. The results show that children with higher BMI, especially those who are
overweight, have slower 1-minute HRR after exercise [22].
2.3

Pervasive and Smart Technologies for controlling Obesity

There are several approaches, which focus on measuring vital signs and applying
sensors to help controlling obesity. BALANCE is able to automatically calculate the
calorie spent in the everyday activities by using inertial sensors, which is worn on the
body. Nevertheless, the patient has to manually enter the calorie content of the single
food items [9]. HealthAware uses GPS and accelerometer embedded in a smartphone
to monitor activities and a camera to additionally analyze food items intake. The user
needs to manually enter name of the single food items and the system will calculate
the calorie based on the collected data [10]. UbiFit Garden uses classifiers trained to
differentiate walking, running, and cycling using a stairs machine as well as an
elliptical trainer by means of barometer and 3-d accelerometer to encourage physical
activity [11]. TripleBeat is a NeuroIS service, which consists of accelerometer to
measure movements during run as well as Electrocardiogram (ECG) sensors to
monitor the heart rate [23]. ExerTrek monitors exercise as well as heart rate during
exercise and gives real-time online feedback about the user’s heart status and any
occurring abnormalities. Furthermore, there are many commercial solutions (e.g.
RunKeeper, Sportypal, and Runtastic PRO) available that track the activities of the
users to help them losing weight.
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Research Methodology

Our study is conducted at a Swiss children’s hospital in St. Gallen in cooperation with
four universities. In total, 20 children aged between 11 and 17 years with higher BMI
values (25<BMI<37) participated in the fittest (7 female and 13 male). The
participants have taken the fittest in a sports hall, which consisted of exercise

elements of the Dordel Koch Fittest and the EuroFit Fitness Test. The fittest included
a running test in the last 6 minutes. For every child, the number of laps was counted.
Besides BMI, gender, number of steps and number of laps the children ran during the
6 min running test, the exercise heart rate (about 25 minutes) as well as the postexercise heart rate (cool down period of 3 minutes) was measured. To measure the
heart rate, the participants were equipped with a Scosche Rhythm+ heart rate monitor
and a Samsung Galaxy S6 smartphone, in which the app PathMate2 is installed. The
app PathMate2 collects the heart rate data from the heart rate monitor when the
Exercise Button or the Cool Down Button is pressed and sends the data to the server,
where the data is processed for further explorative and predictive analysis. Before the
participants start the exercise, the Exercise Button was pressed to measure the initial
heart rate as well as the heart rate during the exercise. Right after the exercise, the
Cool Down Button was pressed to separately measure the heart rate of the participants
during the cool down.
For the purpose of predictive analysis, we calculated the average heart rate during
steady state as the average heart rate during the running test (see figure 1).
Furthermore, the heart rate difference between the start of the cool down and the
average of the last 10 values of the cool down is taken as the heart rate recovery.

Fig. 1. Heart Rate during the Fittest
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Results

We intend to predict the number of laps made during the 6-minute running test using
the linear regression model Least Absolute Shrinking and Selection Operator
(LASSO). The features used to train the model are BMI, gender, average heart rate
during the running and heart rate recovery. We used k-fold cross validation with k=3
to select the best parameter (α) for the model. The data set is divided into train and
test set using Leave One Out Cross Validation (LOOCV). Each data point (child) in
the data set is used once as a test set (singleton) while the remaining data is used as
the train set.

The results show that the average difference between the actual number of laps and
the number of laps predicted by our model is 2.185 with an overall average error of
7.1%. Our model makes better prediction of the number of laps made during 6-minute
running test compared to the constant value model (baseline method). The constant
value model considers the average number of laps in the train set as the predicted
number of laps for the test set. The Mean Squared Error (MSE) of our model (MSE =
6.892) is better than the MSE of the constant value model (MSE =10.052).
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Discussion

The goal of this paper was to investigate the feasibility of predicting the performance
of overweight and obese children by the number of laps made during a 6-minute
running test using the static parameters BMI and gender as well as the dynamic
parameters average heart rate during the running test and heart rate recovery. As
mentioned above, the study of Joshi et al. concludes a casual relationship between the
BMI and the fitness level of the children [12]. The fitness level of a specific child was
measured in terms of performance during several exercises (e.g. push-up, curl-up,
running). In our study, we measured performance by counting the number of laps
made during a 6-minute running test. Furthermore, the heart rate recovery of children
after exercise has a causal relationship with their fitness level (see Section 2.2).
Therefore, in our predictive analysis study we included the static parameter BMI as
well as the dynamic parameter heart rate recovery as features to predict the
performance of the children during the running test. We also included average heart
rate during the running test for the analysis since heart rate during the exercise is
another dynamic parameter, which serves as an indicator of an individual’s fitness
level (see Section 2.2). The quantitative results as mentioned in Section 3 depicts that
our method works better than the baseline method, which is the constant value model.
Thus, our method provides a tentative prediction on the performance of the observed
children. Despite the fact that the MSE of our model is better than that of the baseline
method, the accuracy can still be improved. The accuracy of our model is influenced
by several factors. First, our data set might be biased due to the fact that the study is
done only on overweight and obese children. This implies that all the children in the
data set exhibit almost similar health characteristics. Second, the data set is very small
leading to chances of overtraining the model. To overcome it in the best possible way
we used LOOCV to divide the data into train set and test set. Third, the children
exerted themselves to different extents during the 6-minute running test. Nevertheless,
despite of these drawbacks the linear model used in our study is capable of predicting
the number of laps with an overall error of 7.1%.
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Conclusion and Outlook

It can be concluded from our analysis that pre-exercise and post-exercise heart rate as
well as BMI and gender can be leveraged to predict the number of laps made by the
children during the running test. Therefore, low cost wearable devices along with

predictive analysis methods allow predicting health conditions reducing the cost of
the traditional therapy programs. In future work, we intend to focus on applying the
method to a large data set including obese, overweight and normal children to
improve the accuracy of prediction. Furthermore, we plan to use a standardized
fitness test (e.g. treadmill running test) to provide all the children with the same fittest
environment. However, taking other static (e.g. age) and dynamic parameters (e.g.
blood pressure) into account can also lead to other interesting prediction. In future,
similar predictive analysis methods could open up new areas of remote patient
monitoring and interventions as well as other domains using low cost devices such as
smartphones and smartwatches (see figure 2).

Fig. 2. Current and possible study population and predicted performance
For instance, this approach is not only interesting for child obesity, but also applicable
to fields such as business information systems domain, since biosignals of employees
on the job is a current topic. Kowatsch (2016) for example suggests measuring
physiological arousal of employees on the job to detect a relationship between job
strain and task performance [24]. For our purpose, measuring the heart rate of
employees on the job to predict the task performance on the job could be the prime
focus.
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Abstract. We discuss the concept of stationarity as a precondition of pupillarybased assessments of a user’s mental workload and report results from an experiment differentiating stationarity and non-stationarity pupillary size signals.
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1

Introduction

While a user’s mental workload can be evaluated by pupillary-based eye-tracking [18], environmental (e.g. luminescence [9]) and factors other than workload related
mental processes (e.g. emotional arousal [10]) also influence a user’s pupil size.
In order to detect luminescence changes, which were reflected in sustainable shifts
of the user’s pupil size, we apply the concept of stationarity analysis. A stationary
process is a stochastic process Xt whose probability distribution does not change
when shifted in time t: E(Xt) = E(Xt-1) = ; Var(Xt) = γ0 < ∞, Cov(Xt, Xt-1) = γk. While
a stationary pupil size signal has been discussed as a precondition for assessing mental workload [11, 12], no pupillary signal related guideline exists.

2

Methodology

2.1

Applying the NeuroIS guidelines

In order to clearly contribute to NeuroIS research and show strong methodological
rigor, we followed the NeuroIS guidelines established by vom Brocke et al. [13]. In
particular, to assess prior research in the field of measuring mental workload as an
important IS concept, a comprehensive literature review was conducted (cf. [14]). To
base the experimental design adequately on solid research in related fields of neuroscience [15] we reviewed the fundamental anatomic mechanism of the pupillary dilation controlled by the vegetative nervous system and the key role of the Edinger-
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Westphal nucleus that is inhibited by mental workload and directly leads to a pupillary dilation. The methodology uses eye-tracking-based pupillometry as a wellestablished approach in physiology and psychology for “widening the 'window' of
data collection" [15, p. 93]. With this method, bio-data (i.e. pupil diameter) can be
used to better understand mental workload as an IS construct (cf. guideline 4 of [14]).
In comparison to other neuroscience tools, eye-tracking-based pupillometry is the
contact-free and efficient method of choice [16]. I applied the guidelines and standards from Duchowski [17] and the Eyegaze EdgeTM manual.
2.2

Measurements

To capture the pupillary diameter, eye-tracking was performed using the binocular
double Eyegaze EdgeTM System eye-tracker paired with a 19" LCD monitor (86 dpi)
set at a resolution of 1280x1024, whereby the eye-tracker samples the pupillary diameter at a rate of 60 Hz for each eye separately.
2.3

Stimuli and test procedure

Following Beatty [18] and Hess & Polt [19] we manipulated mental workload using
two well-documented experimental settings in psychology. In the first stage our participants had to memorize and reproduce numbers consisting of three to nine digits
[18]. In this stage the luminescence changes on the computer screen were small, with
only numbers on a bright background presented, which were interrupted by bright and
light green break slides. In the second stage, we showed a fixed order of dark and
bright screens [black (5s)  white (5s)  black (5s)  white (2s)] without any mental task. In the third stage the participants had to solve four arithmetic multiplication
problems representing a high cognitive demand level as documented [19].
Memorizing task
586
...
...
...
...
...
043297902

Luminescence change
black screen (5s)
white screen (5s)
black screen (5s)

white screen (2s)

Arithmetic task
7x8
8 x 13
13 x 14

16 x 23

Fig. 1. Test procedure

Prior to all data collection, each test participant was welcomed by the experimenter
(supervisor of the experiment). After that the participant was asked to fill out a consent form and also a questionnaire with demographics. After that, we took the necessary precautions for the experiment, in which we make use of the eye-tracking system. Hence, the eye-tracker was calibrated. In the next stage, the experiment began
with the memorizing task, followed by the luminescence change stage without mental
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workload before the participants were invited to solve the last mental workload task
(arithmetic) (Fig. 1).
2.4

Augmented Dicker-Fuller test

The Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test evaluates if a time series variable follows a
unit-root process. The null hypothesis is that the variable contains a unit root, and the
alternative is that the variable is generated by a stationary process.
To calculate the ADF statistics we used the tseries package within the R x64 3.3.3
environment [20].

3
3.1

Results
Sample characteristics

Twelve volunteers (six females) aged from 21 to 38 (M=26.2, SD=4.1) participated.
3.2

Stationarity test results

Table 1 shows the Augmented Dickey-Fuller t-statistic test results while small pvalues suggest that the pupillary size time series is stationary. Vice versa, large pvalues indicate non-stationarity.
Table 1: Stationarity test results

Mental workload
Partitask (memorizing)
cipant
left eye right eye
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary

Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary

Luminescence change
(no mental workload)
left eye
right eye
Non-stationary
(p = 0.48)
NA (to less
data points)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.59)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.50)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.62)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.39)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.54)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.50)
Non-stationary

Non-stationary
(p = 0.52)
NA (to less
data points)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.33)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.69)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.47)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.73)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.66)
Non-stationary
(p = 0.74)
Non-stationary

Mental workload task
(arithmetic)
left eye
right eye
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.05)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.05)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary

Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.1)
Stationary
(p < 0.05)
Stationary
(p < 0.1)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.05)
Stationary
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10
11
12

4

(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)

(p < 0.01)
(p = 0.28)
(p = 0.43)
Stationary Non-stationary Non-stationary
(p < 0.01)
(p = 0.37)
(p = 0.31)
Stationary Non-stationary Non-stationary
(p < 0.01)
(p = 0.44)
(p = 0.42)
Stationary Non-stationary Non-stationary
(p < 0.01)
(p = 0.69)
(p = 0.80)

(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.05)

(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.01)
Stationary
(p < 0.1)

Discussion, limitations and future research

As shown in Table 1, the ADF test identified with 100 percent accuracy whether the
related pupillary size time series is stationary or not.
The results can be used in NeuroIS research evaluating the stationarity of pupillary
signals to exclude unidirectional luminescence changes, typically caused by sunrise,
sunset or monitor brightness changes – which regularly occurred in non-laboratory
environments [1, 21]. The method could be applied as a precondition of mental workload assessment excluding some biases in pupil size. However, it should be mentioned that short-time balanced pupil changes, for instance caused by a user’s emotions [10] or the pupils’ light reflexes [22] cannot be detected using this method.
Spectral analysis based procedures such as the calculated Index of Cognitive Activity
[22-24] could subsequently be applied to exclude the effect of pupils’ light reflexes.
Since we only compared two extreme scenarios (either a mental workload task
without a substantial luminescence change or a substantial luminescence change
without a mental workload task) future work should verify the ADF results through a
two times two factor design (mental workload task yes/no times substantial luminescence change yes/no).
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Abstract. The IS discipline has so far been unable to define the meaning of
its foundational concepts ‘information’ and ‘system’. As a consequence, the
core of the IS field and its relation to the IT artifact, materiality, organization,
etc., are extensively discussed without reaching closure. To this end, this paper
proposes a set of conceptual stepping stones towards reconsidering the core of
the IS field from a neurobiological perspective. The analysis suggests that information can be defined as intrinsically related to individual, neural abilities
for acting; and system as a dialectical relation between the individual and the IT
artifact. As a consequence, information system is seen as having both an individual and social facet. These results indicate that a neurobiological perspective
may open up new avenues for revitalizing the IS field.
Keywords: Information · system · activity modalities · functional systems ·
neurobiology · Anokhin · Vygotsky · Luria
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Introduction

According to Beath et al, IS (Information System) research needs to attend simultaneously “the technical and the human (social) side of IT in its organizational context …
and it is precisely this combination that gives IS research its distinctive value” [1, p.
v]. However, research initiatives are aggravated by the failure to establish a welldefined core of the IS field. Bedrock IS concepts such as ‘information’ and ‘system’
remain undefined: “Virtually all the extant IS literature fails to explicitly specify
meaning for the very label that identifies it. This is a vital omission, because without
defining what we are talking about, we can hardly know it” [2, p. 338]. Further, little
progress has been made since the 1990s in conceptualization the central entity of the
field – the IT artifact [3, 4].
This state of play provides the motivation for the paper, which is to reconsider the
foundation of the IS field from neurobiological perspective. This is in line with the
ambitions of the NeuroIS initiative to build “superior IS theories with assumptions
and constructs that better correspond to the brain’s functionality” [5, p. 2]. However,
NeuroIS contributions have so far “seldom applied speciﬁc neuroscience theories in
concrete IS research studies” [6, p. 83].

As a first step towards reconsidering the core of the IS field, alternative definitions
of the key IS concepts ‘information’ and ‘system’ are suggested. The line of argument
proceeds as follows. First, two fundamental assumptions for a neurobiological perspective of the IS core are proposed. From these assumptions, a set of conceptual
stepping stones are devised: requisite neurobiological predispositions enabling action,
the dynamics of action, the structure of mental functions, the social formation of the
brain, and the inclusion of brain components in mental functions. Together, these
stepping stones suggest that information can be defined as intrinsically related to individual, neural abilities for acting. Likewise, system is seen as a dialectical relation
between the individual and the IT artifact. As a consequence, the Information System
needs to be reconceptualized as having both an idiosyncratic, individual facet and a
communal, social facet.
In this way, the neurobiological perspective enables completely new conceptualizations of core IS constructs, which is the knowledge contribution of the paper. Hence, a
first stepping stone towards building an alternative foundation for the IS field is
achieved. In conclusion, such findings, inchoate as they may be, are promising
enough for launching a more extensive research initiative, aimed at revitalizing the IS
field from a neurobiological perspective.
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Fundamental neurobiological assumptions

Any research program needs to proceed from some fundamental, “hardcore assumptions”, which are not questioned as long as the program progresses [7]. A first assumption from a neurobiological point of view is that brains evolved to control the
activities of bodies in the world. The “mental is inextricably interwoven with body,
world and action: the mind consists of structures that operate on the world via their
role in determining action” [8, p. 527]. A second assumption is that individuals cannot be understood without taking their social environment into account. The opposite
is also true: the social environment cannot be understood without understanding the
individual [9]. Accordingly, the neural and social realms form a unity, which parts
“cannot be separated or isolated without destroying the phenomenon that is studied”
[9, pp. 336-337].
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Conceptual stepping stones

From the fundamental assumptions, the following conceptual stepping stones are
suggested towards reconsidering the IS core.
3.1

Neurobiological predispositions enabling action

The purpose of this stepping stone is to identify phylogenetically evolved, neurobiological predispositions for action, which “are universal and inherent for all humans,
independent of language and environmental conditions” [10, p. 43]. Metaphorically,

such predispositions can be seen as a neurobiological ‘infrastructure’ that the individual is endowed with at birth. While providing a full account of such predispositions is
indeed a prodigious task, it is nevertheless possible to consider requisite predispositions, i.e., necessary albeit not sufficient ones. One proposal for such predispositions
is as follows [11, 12]:







Objectivating: attending something towards which actions are directed
Contextualizing: foregrounding that which is relevant for acting
Spatializing: orienting in the environment
Temporalizing: anticipating and carrying out actions
Stabilizing: habitualizing appropriate actions
Transitional: refocusing attention

These predispositions are termed activity modalities, and were devised from longterm observations and reflections in practice [13]. Importantly, all modalities are
needed. A brain lesion destroying any modality will inevitably obstruct the individual
from acting.
3.2

The dynamics of action

The focus of this stepping stone is the dynamics of an action. To this end, Anokhin
[15] has proposed the model in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The dynamics of action (reproduced from [15, p. 115]; with permission).

The various stages in this model involve two kinds of functions depending on which
kind of nerves are actuated [15]: afferent (going from the periphery of the body to the
brain), and efferent (going from the brain to effectors such as muscles or glands). The
stage ‘afferent synthesis’ perform “space-time integration on the multisensory per-

cept, a Gestalt” [16]. Based on this Gestalt, a decision is taken of “what to do, how to
do, and when to do” [15, p. 114, italics in original]. ‘Decision making’ involves two
functions – characterization of the expected result (‘acceptor of the result’), and formation of an ‘action program’. Functions in ‘efferent excitation’ enable action, after
which the result modifies and stores the ‘acceptor of the result’ via ‘backafferentation’.
3.3

The structure of mental functions

The purpose of this stepping stone is to model the structure of mental functions. According to Luria, such functions are complex functional systems [14]. No specific
function is ever connected with the activity of one single brain center: “It is always
the product of the integral activity of strictly differentiated, hierarchically interconnected centers” [17]. In Fig. 2, a model for a functional system enabling action is
illustrated.

Back - afferentiation

Efferent excitation

Decision making

Afferent synthesis

Fig. 2. A functional system enabling action (the activity modalities are emphasized)

This model shows dependencies between individual functions (which in turn may be
functional systems) contributing to the overall functional system; from basic ones and
progressing upwards. As such, the model illustrates how the neural system ‘comes
alive’ after being shut down, for example, during sleep. In a metaphoric sense, this
can be likened with starting up a car to its idling state; thus preparing it for subsequent
action. The gist of the model in Fig. 2 is to show how the functional system as a
whole is impacted if a particular function is inhibited by a brain damage in its contributing components. The components realizing the functions are subdued in order to
focus on simplicity and critical functional dependencies.
As can be seen, the two models in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 are related. The stages in the
Anokhin model correspond to functional groups in the structural model. Together,
these models capture the architecture of the individual brain at a level suitable for
further inquiries into the relation between the neural and social realms. This is done in
the subsequent section.
3.4

The social formation of the brain

The purpose of this stepping stone is to conceptualize how the individual and the
environment mutually constitute each other. The predispositions in the neurobiological ‘infrastructure’ will develop into neurobiological abilities in interaction with the
cultural and historical environment the individual is immersed in. Importantly, neural
predispositions need to be distinguished from neural abilities. For example, many
contemporaries of Julius Caesar certainly had predispositions to become pianists, but
were never able to develop the corresponding ability because the pianoforte had not
yet been invented [15]. As a consequence, “external aids or historically formed devices are essential elements in the establishment of functional connections between individual parts of the brain” [14, p. 31; italics in original].
The essence of this insight is that the development of the neural system necessitates two pre-existing ‘infrastructures’ – a neural one and a social one. The neural one
provides opportunities for the individual to develop neural abilities, but these opportunities are constrained and enabled by the social one. Every action changes both
infrastructures, albeit on different timescales from millisecond (neural), culturalhistorical (social), and evolutionary (neural predispositions).
3.5

On inclusion of brain components in mental functional systems

The purpose of this stepping stone is to indicate how functions of individual brain
components relate to functional systems as conceived by Luria, Vygotsky, and other
scholars [9, 14, 15]. In order to illustrate this we may consider the basal ganglia and
its sub-components [6, pp. 86-87] (see Fig. 3):

Fig. 3. The basal ganglia, major sub-components, and important functions (from [6, p. 86];
reproduced with permission).

For example, the function ‘goal-directed action’ is associated in Fig. 3 with the caudate nucleus sub-component. However, the caudate nucleus is not realizing this function on its own. Rather, ‘goal-directed action’ needs to be considered as a functional
system [14], possibly structured as in Fig. 2. From this model, we may conclude that
several sub-components of the basal ganglia, besides the caudate nucleus, are involved in ‘goal-directed action’; such as the subthalamic nucleus (action selection);
the substantia nigra (motor planning); the globus pallidus (movement); and the putamen (motor skills, learning). We can also see that the same component may contribute
to several functions in the functional system, e.g. the putamen. As a consequence,
explanative theoretical knowledge about functions of individual components needs to
be complemented by functional system models in order to fully specify functions of
neural components.
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IS implications

4.1

Information is intrinsically related to the individual abilities for acting

According to Boland, the essence of information is revealed in its name: “Information
is an inward-forming” [20]. This view complies well with the neurobiological approach. In the stage ‘afferent synthesis’ (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2), sensations emanating
from the environment are integrated into a multisensory percept as a prerequisite for
acting. This integration takes place entirely in the brain. The result is informative for
the individual. Since the activity modalities are posited as requisite for action, this
means that information may be conceptualized as the totality of objectivating, contextualizing, spatializing, temporalizing, stabilizing, and transitional information. Conse-

quently, action is alleviated if the environment is congruent with these modalities,
which implies that we strive to construct our environment accordingly. So, for example, we have maps alleviating spatialization, clock alleviating temporalization, and so
on.
4.2

System is comprised of individual neural abilities and the IT artifact

Paul has suggested defining Information Systems as “Information Technology in
Use” [21, p. 379]. Since we have posited that information is inherently individual,
Paul’s definition indicates that the system can be seen as the entity made up by the
individual user in interaction with the IT artifact. The development of such a system is
manifested as neurobiological abilities in the individual, and most certainly as an
adaption of the IT artifact to suit the needs of the social context such as an organization. In principle, this means that we need to conceptualize Information System as
having both an idiosyncratic, individual facet, and a communal, social facet.
This conceptualization of the IS makes it possible to address several outstanding IS
issues from a new vantage point. For example, the IT artifact is seen as a regular
physical artifact based on technology, which means that we “do not need to put humans inside the boundary of the IT artifact in order to make these artifacts social” [22,
p. 94]. The specificity of the IT artifact lies in its designation to support the integration of information and subsequent action in all dimensions given by the activity modalities. Further, the definition of IS as a dialectical unity of the individual and IT
artifact enables a clear ontological separation of them, while still maintaining their
inescapable, mutual constitution. This is in stark contrast to the ontological foundation
of the prevalent IS research stream of sociomateriality, which claims that any “distinction of humans and technologies is analytical only” [23, p. 456].

5

Concluding discussion

IS research progressing from the current foundation of the IS field is unable to address long-standing, die-hard issues, such as the nature of the IT artifact and the IS
[4], the question about ‘materiality’ [24], and the status of the IS discipline [1]. This
paper proposes to investigate such issues from a new foundation for the IS field,
based on a neurobiological perspective. Needless to say, results achieved so far are in
a nascent state; a kind of prescience “discerning or anticipating what we need to know
and, equally important, of influencing the intellectual framing and dialogue about
what we need to know” [24, p. 13]. To advance this state, a comprehensive research
initiative is called for. As an established IS sub-discipline, the NeuroIS initiative is in
a unique position to pilot such an initiative, thus opening up qualitatively new avenues for IS research. With the availability of committed NeuroIS scholars and access
to NeuroIS methods and tools [6], the time is ripe to engage this stock of knowledge
in an urgently needed revitalization of the IS field.
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Abstract. In this paper, we demonstrate how electroencephalograph (EEG) signals can be used to analyze people’s mental states while engaging in cognitive
processes during IS decision-making. We design an experiment in which participants are required to complete several cognitive tasks with various cognitive
demand and under various stress levels. We collect their EEG signals as they
perform the tasks and analyze those signals to infer their mental state (e.g., relaxation level and stress level) based on their EEG signal power.
Keywords: EEG, decision making, signal processing, cognitive process

1

Introduction

In this paper, we investigate the properties of electroencephalograph (EEG) signals
when people engage in cognitive processes during Information Systems (IS) decisionmaking. Decision-making is fundamental to most human behaviors [1], and can be
classified into four categories: intuitive, empirical, heuristic and rational. Among
them, rational decision-making is more easily defined and explained with cognitive
psychology, and will be the focus of this paper. Rational decision-making is a method
where the brain develops a criterion of functions representing potential choices and
processing available information to find the good choice among others [1]. The two
subcategories for rational decision are static and dynamic. Static decisions are made
based on statistically viable information such as loss and gain, cost-benefit, practicality and functionality. Dynamic decisions are based on alternatives, present situation
and past knowledge of similar situations. In this paper, we focus on the electroencephalograph (EEG) signals analysis of the rational decision-making.
This paper discusses how rational decision-making can be analyzed with help
from EEG (electroencephalogram) signal power variance generated by humans who
are making those decisions. EEG has been traditionally used as a diagnostic application for diseases such as Epilepsy ([2]), and more recently has become a popular tool
for NeuroIS studies (e.g., [3, 4]), and decision making research (e.g., [5, 6]). In this
paper, we measure and analyze the EEG signals from decision makers in an experimental setting, and investigate what the EEG signals can tell us about those decision
makers’ behaviors.
Human brain releases EEG signals in various frequency bands, usually categorized
into five bands: Alpha (8-13 Hz), Beta (14 - 31 Hz), Delta (4 Hz or less), Gamma
(greater than 32 Hz) and Theta (4 – 7.5 Hz). Among them, Alpha, Beta, Delta and
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Theta are most widely used for EEG signal analysis, especially for various cognitive
functions. These will also be the EEG signals we focus on in this paper.
Neuroscience literature has established the various and distinct roles for each of
these EEG signal bands in human cognitive functions [7]. It has been shown in studies
that in subjects who are awake, Delta waves can relate to cognitive concentration.
Several experiments have demonstrated that there is a clear relation between cognitive
concentration and increased activity in the Delta frequency band [8]. Theta is an indicator of stress. The study presented in [9] shows that EEG Theta/Beta ratio as a potential biomarker for effects of stress on attention. The study confirmed a negative relation between Theta/Beta ratio and stress-induced attentional control [9]. Statistical
analyses in literature have also shown a positive relationship between stress and theta
power spectrum density value [10]. Beta waves are associated with cognitive processing. Activity in this frequency band will increase when there is cognitive challenge and increased demand for a cognitive task [11]. According to [12], increasing
Beta activity has been identified with high concentration and attention. Alpha waves
are well-known for their correlation with a relaxed state. During a resting period, the
Alpha frequency band is seen to have maximum magnitude. The magnitude of Alpha
waves is higher when eyes are closed compared to when eyes are open [11]. According to [13] decreasing Alpha activity is consistent with higher cognitive demand in
decision making. In addition, cognitive activity typically suppresses alpha and elevates beta activity [14], and frontal theta signal may serve as an index for mental
effort [14, 15].
We conduct an experiment in which participants are asked to perform tasks of various levels of cognitive processing (data entry vs. application programming) under
various levels of stress (no time limit for the task vs. with time limit). Through the
analysis of the processed EEG signals from the participants, we replicate the results
that Alpha band signal power is higher when the task requires lower cognitive demands, and Theta band signal power is higher when the task involves higher stress.
Surprisingly, our data also indicate that when performing a high-cognitive-demand
task, the participants’ Alpha signal power is higher when the stress level is higher. We
look into the experiment design and propose some possible explanations for this surprising observation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we discuss the experiment design and signal processing techniques, followed by data analyses and discussion in Section 3. We conclude in Section 4.

2

Experiment

2.1

Method

We recruited 25 participants to participate in our experiments; 15 were male and the
other 10 were female. All participants were between the ages of 18 and 34 years old
and were graduate or undergraduate students in the Department of Computer Science
and Engineering in University of North Texas. The EEG recordings of 5 of the participants are incomplete and for this research we used the EEG signals from the other 20
participants. Participants were asked to perform 6 tasks in total. EEG signals generated from four of the tasks are used in this study (the other two tasks are not relevant to
our research questions). For Task 1 participants were asked to perform data entry
(login to a database systems and update the student records using the information
provided). Task 2 was a similar data entry task (update the same student information
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but with twice the number of the student records) but with a time limit. Task 3 was to
perform a computer programming exercise (complete a coding project for designing a
calculator, using a language they felt most comfortable with) and Task 4 was a similar
programming exercise (complete the same calculator application but using a different
language) with a time limit. All four tasks are typical representatives for IS activities
that require rational cognitive decision making in completing those tasks. The experiments were conducted a dedicated EEG laboratory, and the room was set up to keep
the same environmental conditions for all tasks and all participants. The experiments
were conducted for each participant separately and at different times during the day.
The participants were seated in a comfortable chair. After the relevant areas on the
face and mastoids were cleaned, the Geodesic SensorNet (GSN) was positioned on
the participant’s head. The examiner checked for signal impedances, applying additional saline solution and readjusting sensors as needed to ensure minimal impedance
and optimal signal quality between each electrode and the participant’s scalp. The
examiner then explains the task and what the participant had to do step-by-step using
a predefined script located on the computer desktop. The participants were given five
minutes to read the script before each task and to feel comfortable with the test environment.
The second and fourth tasks were conducted at the end of the work day, so that the
participants would have attended classes, exams or labs during the day prior to coming to participate in the experiment. And the experiment was time constrained to induce further stress among the participants.
To measure the participants’ brain activities, we used EGI's Geodesic EEG System
400 [16], with a 256-channel HydroCel Geodesic Sensor Net (GSN). We used a sampling rate of 1000 Hz. The device has been widely adopted by the clinical and research community because of its ease of use, comfort, and ability to produce highquality and high-resolution data.
2.2

EEG Recording

EEG recordings from all sensors were used for analysis. Signal analysis was performed in LabVIEW. Recordings were analyzed in 100 seconds segments. Recordings were processed to remove artifacts from muscle movements such as eye blinks.
A fast Fourier transform using hamming window with 50% overlap was used. A digitized version of an analog signal is an approximation of the analog signal. This signal
analysis platform designed in LabVIEW decomposes the signal into the approximated
frequency component of the original signal. However, EEG is not a stationary signal.
During analysis the components change in frequency and amplitude at every window
as transient waveforms appear intermittently. Choosing short window duration minimizes the effect of being non-stationary and generates a smoother PSD plot [16]. In
this case a window length of 1024 was used. The overlap in this design is set to 50%
which is half the window length. This means each sample will make equal impact on
the spectrum. The design was verified with simulated EEG to confirm that design
input meets design output. For verification testing, 100 seconds of simulated EEG
recording was used at 1000 Hz sampling rate. For experimental recordings, signal
power in frequency band activity of Delta (0.5- 4 Hz), Theta (4-7.5 Hz), Alpha (8-13
Hz) and Beta (14-26 Hz) were calculated. Mean signal power of each frequency band
for each recording (for each task, for each participant) was computed. Ratios of these
mean signal power values across tasks were used for data analysis to draw conclusions.
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2.3

Workflow of the Design

Each EEG recording is uploaded into Read Biosignal VI in LabVIEW. The entire
design is placed inside a single while loop. This tool reads bio-signals block by block.
The block sizes are in seconds and they can vary depending on the length of the EEG
recording. In this case, the block size is set to 100 seconds. The loop stop condition is
wired with the End of File (EOF) terminal of the block. The loop stops when it reaches the end of the uploaded EEG recording. The signal powers and percentages are
calculated for each loop and saved in the respective arrays for Alpha, Beta, Theta and
Delta. Each additional loop adds a new calculated value to the array for the subsequent 100 seconds of recording until the end of the recording. The mean values are
calculated as the loops are iterated and the final mean values reflect result for the
entire recording. EEG FFT Spectrum VI is used to separate the frequency bands (Alpha, Beta, Delta and Theta) from the raw signal. This VI computes the single-sided
power spectral density (PSD). The time series is then divided into overlapping subcategories of signal elements. Periodograms of these subcategories are then averaged to
plot the PSD. For this design the VI returns the PSD values in linear scale. Frequency
bands for EEG are defined in the VI to be extracted accordingly. An unbundling function is used to extract the elements. It obtains the FFT spectrum as a cluster and creates terminals for respective frequency bands for the measured value to be used independently. The signal power value returned is the absolute value of power in each
frequency band. The percentage of each frequency bands shows the distribution of
power in respective frequency band. Signal power and percentage values for each
iteration are saved in an n-dimensional array. Each time the while loop runs and a
new value results from EEG FFT Spectrum VI, this function enters the value into its
respective array. The feedback node attached to its output to input stores data from
one iteration to another. Therefore, at the end of the final loop the array contains values from all iterations. This array is an input to the Mean VI which then takes the
values from all iterations in consideration in order to compute the final mean value.
The signal power mean values and power distribution percentages are then recorded
in a data sheet for all the frequency bands for further analysis.

3

Results and Analyses

3.1

The Impact of Cognitive Demand and Stress Level

To investigate the impact of the tasks' cognitive demand on brain signal power, we
calculate the Alpha/Beta ratio generated from the four tasks. We then perform a
paired t-test comparing the ratio for the data entry task vis-à-vis the ratio for the application programming task. When the tasks are performed without a time limit, the
Alpha/Beta ratio is shown to be significantly higher for the data entry task than for the
application programming task (see Pair 1a in Table 1). When the tasks are performed
with time limit, the ratio difference is not significant between the two tasks (see Pair
1b in Table 1).
These results are aligned with the literature that Alpha signals are positively related to relaxation. While engaging in a more cognitive demanding task, people tend to
be less relaxed, thus generating lower level of Alpha signals. The lack of statistical
significance in the results from the time-constrained tasks seems to suggest that the
relaxation state is quite vulnerable to stress level.
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Table 1. The Paired t-test Result for Alpha/Beta Ratio between Data Entry and Programming Tasks without Time Constraints and with Time Constraint
Pair 1a
A/B: data entry - programming
(without time limit)

Mean
Std. Dev.
.24520
.41985

t
2.612

df
19

Sig.
.017

Pair 1b
A/B: data entry - programming
(with time limit)

Mean
Std. Dev.
-.15576
.63030

t
-1.119

df
19

Sig.
.277

To investigate the impact of stress level on the brain signal power, we calculate
the Theta/Beta ratio generated from the four tasks. We then perform a paired t-test
between the ratio when performing low stress tasks (in this case, the tasks with no
time constraint) vis-à-vis the ratio when performing high stress tasks (in this case, the
tasks with time limit). When the participants perform the application programming
task, their Theta/Beta ratio is shown to be significantly higher under time constraint
compared to without time constraint (see Pair 2a in Table 2). When they perform the
data entry task, the ratio difference is not significant (see Pair 2b in Table 2).
Table 2a. The Paired t-test Result for Theta/Beta Ratio between Tasks without Time
Constraint vs. with Time Constraint
Pair 2a
Mean
Std. Dev.
T/B: no time limit - time limit -1.49532
2.63847
(programming task)
Pair 2b
T/B: no time limit - time limit
(data entry task)

Mean
Std. Dev.
.36237
1.98533

t
-2.535

df
19

Sig.
.020

t
.816

df
19

Sig.
.424

These results are aligned with the literature that Theta signals are positively related
to stress level. While engaging in cognitive tasks with time constraints when the participants are mentally/physically tired, they tend to experience higher stress levels
compared to engaging in tasks with no time constraints and when they are relatively
fresh, thus the participants generate higher levels of Theta signals. The lack of statistical significance in the results from the data entry tasks seems to suggest that the low
cognitive demand of the task may have override the impacts from the stress level
induced by the time constraints.
One surprising result we obtain while comparing the Alpha/Beta ratio is that when
performing programming task, the participants show significantly higher Alpha/Beta
ratio when there is a time constraint vs. when there is no time constraint (see Table 3).
Table 3. The Paired t-test Result for Alpha/Beta Ratio between Programming Tasks
without Time Constraint vs. with Time constraint
Pair 3
A/B: no time limit - time limit
(programming task)

Mean
Std. Dev.
.64671
-.33655

t
-2.327

df
19

Sig.
.031
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This seems to suggest that for programming task, the participants are more relaxed
(higher Alpha/Beta ratio) when there is a time constraint than when there is no time
constraint. One possible explanation to this counter intuitive result is that in our experiment, all participants are computer science students, who may be well versed to
creating applications in various programming languages. Thus the required task (creating a calculator application) is an easy task for the participants. Therefore, the time
constraint did not impede their relaxation level. In addition, in our experiment design,
their time-constrained task is after their no-time-constrained task, and they are the
same task except that they need to use another programming language in the timeconstrained task, thus they are already familiar with the task requirements, and as a
result, they show a higher relaxation level for the second implementation (the time
constrained task), perhaps their familiarity with the task override the impact of their
lower familiarity with the programming language.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrate how electroencephalograph (EEG) signals can be used
to analyze people’s mental states while engaging in cognitive processes during decision-making. We design an experiment in which participants are required to complete
several cognitive tasks with various cognitive demand and under various stress levels.
We collect their EEG signals during their task performance and analyze the signal to
infer their mental state such as relaxation level and stress level based on their EEG
signal power. We find that when people engage in decision making cognitive process,
higher cognitive demand from the decision making processes results in lower Alpha/Beta signal ratio, which indicates a lower level of relaxation; and higher stress
level usually results in a higher Theta/Beta ratio. For future work, we plan to refine
our experiment and conduct cross-factor analyses of the impacts of various factors
that influence brain signals during decision making cognitive processes.
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